Tried and Tested Recipes : Colman Lutheran Church, Colman, South Dakota by Colman Lutheran Church (Colman, S.D.)
COLMAN LUTHERAN CHURCH 
COLMAN, SOUTH DAKOTA 5701] 
THANK YOU 
Thanks to everyone who helped with this cook booko We hope 
you will enjoy these recipes and'may you treasure them in the 
years to comeo 
rhe recipes in this book may not have been tested in lab­
oratories 9 but their success has been established by friends 9 
relatives 9 by church and· civic groups 9 and the most critical group 
of all - ffiJSBANDS AND FAMILY11l 
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f .g. -few grains 
pt. -pint 
qt.-quart 
d.b. -double boiler 





Guide to Weights and Measures 
1 teaspoon=60 d�ops 1 pound=16 ounces 
3 teaspoons= 1 tablespoon 1 cup=½ pint 
2 tablespoons= 1 fluid ounce 2 cups= 1 pint 
4 tablespoons=¼ cup 4 cups=l quart 
51/3 tablespoons= 1/3 cup 4 quarts= 1 gallon 
8 tablespoons=½ cup 8 quarts=l peck 
16 tablespoons=! cup 4 pecks=l bushel 
Substitutions and Equivalents 
2 tablesf oons of fat= 1 ounce 1 cup o fat=½ pound 
1 pound of butter= 2 cups 
1 cup of hydrogenated fat plus½ t. salt= 1 cup butter 
2 cups sugar=! pound 
2½ cups packed brown sugar=l pound 
11/3 cups packed brown sugar=l cup of granulated sugar 
3½ cups of powdered sugar=l pound 
4 cups sifted all purpose flour= 1 pound 
4½ cups sifted cake flour=l pound 
1 ounce bitter chocolate= 1 square 
4 tablespoons cocoa plus 2 teaspoons butter= 1 ounce of bitter chocolate 
1 cup egg whites=S to 10 whites 
1 cup egg yolks=12 to 14 yolks 
16 marshmallows=¼ pound 
1 tablespoon cornstarch= 2 tablespoons flour for thickening 
1 tablespoon vinegar or lemon juice+ 1 cup milk= 1 cup sour milk 
10 graham crackers= 1 cup fine crumbs 
1 cup whipping cream= 2 cups whipped_ 
1 cup evaporated milk= 3 cups whipped 
1 lemon=3 to 4 tablespoons juice 
1 orange=6 to 8 tablespoons juice 
1 cup uncooked rice=3 to 4 cups cooked rice 
Approximate 100 Calorie Portions 
Almonds (shelled) - 12 to 15 nuts 
Angel cake -1 ¾ inch cube 
Apple - 1 large 
Apple pie -½ normal piece 
Apricots - 5 large 
Asparagus - 20 large stalks 
Bacon -4 or 5 small slices 
Bananas - 1 medium 
Beans - ½ cup canned baked 
Beans - green string - 2 ½ cups 
Beets -1 ½ cups sliced 
Bread -all kinas -slice ½ inch thick 
Butter - 1 tablespoon 
Buttermilk - 1 ½ cups 
Cabbage -4 to S cups shredded 
Cake -1 ¾ inch cube 
Candy -1 inch cube 
Cantaloupe -1 medium 
Carrots - 1 ½ cups 
Cauliflower -1 small head 
Celery -4 cups 
Cereal -uncooked - ¾ cup 
Cheese -1 ¾ inch cube 
Cottage cheese - S tablespoons 
Cherries - sweet fresh - 20 cherries 
Cookies -1 to 3 inches in diameter 
Corn-½ cup 
Crackers -4 soda crackers 
Crackers - graham - 2 ½ crackers 
Cream - thick -1 tablespoon 
Cream - thin - 4 tablespoons 
Cream sauce - 4 tablespoons 
Dates - 3 to 4 
Doughnuts - ½ doughnut 
Eggs - 1 ½ eggs 
Fish - fat - size of l chop 
Fish - lean - size of 2 chops 
Flour -4 tablespoons 
Frankfurter -1 small 
French dressing -1 ½ tablespoons 
Grapefruit - ½ large 
Grape juice - ½ cup 
Grapes - 20 grapes 
Gravy - 2 tablespoons 
Ice cream - ¼ cup 
Lard -1 tablespoon 
Lemons - 3 large 
Lettuce - 2 large heads 
Macaroni - ¾ cup cooked 
Malted milk - 3 tablespoons 
Marmalade and jelly -1 tablespoon 
Marshmallows - S marshmallows 
Mayonnaise - l tablespoon 
Meat "- cold sliced - ¾ inch slice 
Meat - fat - size ½ chop 
Meat - lean - si.ze 1 chop 
Milk - ¾ cup (regular) 
Molasses -1 ½ tablespoons 
Onions - 3 to 4 medium 
Oranges - 1 large 
Orange juice - l cup 
Peaches - 3 medium fresh 
Peanut butter -1 tablespoon 
Pears - 2 medium fresh 
Peas - ¾ cup canned 
Pecans -12 meats 
Pie - ¼ ordinary serving 
Pineapple - 2 slices 1 inch thick 
Plums - 3 to 4 large 
Popcorn - 1 ½ cups 
Potatoes - sweet - ½ medium 
Potatoes - white - 1 medium 
Potato salad -1 cup 
Prunes - dried 4 medium 
Radishes - 3 dozen red button 
Raisins - ¼ cup seeded or 2 table-
spoons seeded 
Rhubarb - stewed and sweetened 
-½cup 
Rice - cooked ¾ cup 
Rolls -1 medium 
Rutabagas - 1 % cups 
Sausage - 2 small 
Sauerkraut - 2 ½ cups 
Sherbet -4 tablespoons 
. Spinach - 2 ½ cups 
Squash -1 cup 
Strawberries - 1 ½ cups 
Sugar - brown - 3 tablespoons 
Sugar -white - 2 tablespoons 
Tomatoes - canned - 2 cups 
Tomatoes -fresh - 2 to 3 medium 
Turnips - 2 cups 
Walnuts - 8 to 16 meats 
Watermelon - ¾ slice 6 inches 
diameter 
SPICE AND HERB SEASONING CHART 
ALLSPICE: ground, use in cakes, cookies, relishes and fruit 
preserves. 
BARBECUE: use on broiled steak, chops 9 hamburger, and chickeno 
BASIL: use in tomato dishes, salads, soups, stews, cucumbers, 
peas, squash, string beans, eggs, and sJ:?rimp. 
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BAY LEAVES: use in stews, soup, pot roast, boiled fish and chowder. 
CARAWAY SEED: use in potato salad 9 cottage cheese, rye bread, 
bread sticks, sauerkraut, cabbage, potatoes, cheese spreads. 
CAYENNE PEPPER: meats, sauces, fish, and eggs o 
CELERY SAL�: salads, dressings 9 vegetables, soups, roasts, and 
stuffings. 
CHILI POWDER: chili con came, gr.9und meat, shell fish and oyster 
cocktail sauces 9 eggs, gravies, stews, and spaghetti. 
CINNAMON: delicious in most baking. 
CLOVES: (ground) tomato soup, stews, spice cakes, cookies, choc­
olate pudding. 
CLOVES: (whole) pork and ham roasts, pickling of fruits, spiced 
sweet syrupo 
CURRY POWDER: French dressing, scalloped tomatoes, tomato soup, 
fish chowder, rice, meats, and seafood. 
DILL SEED: salads, soups 9 sauerkraut, pickling, fish 9 meat sauces, 
gravies. 
GARLIC SALT: roasts, soup, gravies, and salad�. 
GINGER: meats, cookies, cakes, and pumpkin pie. 
HICKORY SMOKED SALT: broiled steaks, chops, haml;>urgers, chicken. 
MACE: (ground) pound cakes, chocolate dishes, cherry pie. 
MUSTARD: (ground) meats, sauces, gravies, baked beans, soup, and 
pickles. 
MUSTARD SEED: hamburgers, fish dishes, salad dressings, pickling. 
NUTMEG: baked goods, sauces, puddings, eggn�g, custard, whipped 
cream. 
Continued Next Page. 
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SPICE AND HERB SEASONING CHART (Continued) (!) 
ONION SALT: meats, soups 9 and gravies. 
OREGANO: pizza j macaroni so.uce, pork dishes 9 beef stew, gravies, 
and omeletso 
PAPRIKA: fish 9 shell fish, salad dressing, vegetables, meats, and 
gravies. 
PARSLEY LEAVES: soups, salads, meat dishes, sauces, fish dishes. 
WHITE PEPPER: (ground} meats, fish 9 gravies, . stews, salad dress_inge 
POULTRY SEASONING: stuffings, meat patties, and gravies o 
PUMPKIN PIE SPICE: 
cake Q 
pumpkin pies, appl� sauce 9 rice p�dding, spice 
ROSEMARY: fish 9 meats," eggs, soups, stews 9 and fruit salads e 
y. 
SAGE: pork dishes 9 meat and poultry, stuffings, gravies, baked fish, 
.· salad greens e 
SPICED SALT: meats, v�getables, salads, sauceso 






BREADS - ROLLS 
MORNING COFFEE CAKE Mrs. Doug Kenison - Mrs. Larry Brunsvig 
1 c. sugar 4 eggs 
1 c. cooking oil 2 c. flour 
1 tsp. baking powder 1 can cherry pie mix 
Cream sugar and oil; add· unbeaten eggs. Sift dry ingredients 
togethe·r and add to· creamed mixture. Put half in 9 x 13. pan and 
pour over it a can of cherry pie mix. Spread rest of batter over 
pie mixe Sprinkle with sugar and ci�amon. Bake 30 min. in 350 ° 
ovenc Drizzle with powdered sugar frosting when cool.ed9 ,2.£ serve 
with ice cream .2!. Dream Whip. Note: any pie fl�vor 11\ay be substi­
tuted for the cherry filling. 
SOUR CREAM COFFEE CAKE 
1/4 lbe butter 
1 Co sugar 
2 eggs 
2 c.,-cake flour 
1 tspc;, soda 
TOPPING: 
1 tsp. baking powder 
1/2 pt. sour cream 
1/4 tsp� salt 
Vanilla 
1/3 Co brown sugar l/4.co white sugar 
1 tspe cinnamon 1 Ce nuts (chopped) 
Lillian Ollie 
Cake - Cream butter, eggs, and sugaro Resift dry i�gredientso 
Add alternately with sour cream then add vanillao 
Topping - Pour °1/2 batt-er in 8 or 9 inch pan, well greased. 
Sprinkle with 1/2 toppingo Add. restof batter and then rest of 
toppinge Bake 350 ° for 30 - 35 minute.so 
COFFEE CAKE 
l_ box white cake mix 
1 pkgo instant pudding 
Topping: 
1/2 c. brown sugar 
1 tspc;, cocoa 
1 Co water 
4 eggs 
Mrso Clarence Nelson 
1 tspo cinnamon 
Cake - Beat together for 8 minuteso (Butterscotch, lemon 9 or 
chocolate pudding may be used.) 
Topping - Mix and Sprinkle over top. Put in greased pan, 
(9 x 13)o Bake at 350 ° for 30 to 35.minutes. 
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WHOLE WHEJ\T BREAD 
1 1/2 c. granular sugar 
2 c. warm water 
2 T. sugar 
Mix together. 
2 tsp. salt 
3 c. white flour 
1/2 Co hot water 3 �- shortening 
1/2 c. brown sugar 2 pkg. yeast 
Cool to lukewarm before adding yeast. 
3 c. whole wheat flour 
Mrs. Eldon Berg 
Add wa:!:1Tl·mixture to first five ingredientse Then add the 
wheat flour� Raise 9 put down into buns or bread and let rise 
again� Bake at 350° for bread 9 but hotter for bunso 
RISE AND SHINE BREAD 
2 cQ warm water 1 T. salt 
1 pkg Q dry yeast 2 Tp sugar 
Mrso Don Lease 
6 1/2 Co flour (sifted) 2 T� butter or margarine 
Measure 1/2 cg warm wat�r into mixing bowI:° Sprinkle yeast 
on topo Stir to dissolveo Add remaining water and about 3 C o 
flour or enough to make a heavy battero Cover and let stand 
15 mino Add salt 9 sugar� margarine 9 and remaining floure Mix wello 
Knead until smooth and elastico Place in greased bowl� Cover and 
let rise in a warm place until double in bulk t) About 1 hour o 
Punch down and shape into a smooth hallo Let rise 5 mine Divide 
dough into half anq shape into loaveso Cover and let rise in a 
warm place until double in bulk about 4S min� Bake 50 rnino at 
350 ° . Th_is mak'es 2 loaves. 
BUNS 
1/2 c. sugar 
1/2 Ce shortening 
Beat �hove togethero 
2 eggs, (beaten) 
2 Te yeast 
1/2 c. warm water 
1 Co boiling water 
1 tsp. salt 
6 c. flour 
Add the above and bake 15 to 20 min. at 350 ° . 
A clear conscience is a .soft pillow. 
Anna Rosenwald 
OVERNIGHT BUNS 
3 Co lukewarm water 1/2 -c. lard (melted) 
1/2 pkg. yeast (dissolved 1 tsp. salt 
in water) 2 ·eggs. 
1 c. sugar 10 c. flour 
Mix in late afternoon 9 then punch down every hour from 5: 00 
to 10�00 pemo Then form into buns or rollso Let rise (covered) 
overnight and bake early in the morning at 375° 
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HOME MADE-ROLLS Elsie H�ebner 
2 soft yeast (softened) in 1 Cs wann water and l tspo sugaro In 
large bowl put 2 cups hot water j 1/2 Cc oilo When cool add 1/2 Cs 
sugar, 1 tsp. salt and 2 eggs (beaten)0 Takes about 5 c. _ flour. 
Add some flour before you add yeasto Do not make dough toostiff0 
PUMPKIN BREAD Mrsc Marie Pedersen - Mrs. Eldon Berg 
1 1/2 c� sugar 1 tsp. salt 
l/2 Cs cooking oil 1/2 tsp� cloves 
2 eggs 1/2 tsp9 allspice 
1 Co pumpkin 1/2 tsp. nutmeg 
1 3/4 c� flour 1/2 tspc cinnamon 
1/4 tsp. baking powder 1/3 c. water 
· 1 tsp. soda Raisins and nuts (optional) 
Cream sugar, oil 9 next eggs; pumpkin, spices, flour, soda, 
and baking powder, water and raisins and nuts. Bake 1 hour at 
350 °. Makes 1 large or 2 small loaves. 
PUMPKIN BREAD 
3 c. sugar 
1 c. cooking oil 
4 eggs 
2 c. pumpkin (canned) 
2/3 c. water 
2 tsp. soda 
Cream sugar, oil and 
dry ingredients, and nuts 
Bake at 350° until done o 
Mrs. Kenneth Knutson 
1/2 tsp. salt 
1 tsp. cinnamon 
1 tsp. nutmeg 
3 1/2 c. £lour 
l c. nuts 
eggs at low speed. Add pumpkin, water, 
in given order. Grease pans (2 or 3) . 
Swallow your pride occasionally, 
It's non-fatteningc 
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· PUMPKIN BREAD 
1/3 Ct» butter 
Lillie Loiseau 
Cream these together 
2 eggs 
1 l_/3 c. sugar 
1/3 c. boiling water 
1 2/3_c. flour 
1/2 tsp. cinnamon 
1/IJ. tsp. cloves 
1 tsp� soda {dissolved in water) 
1 c. pumpkin 
1/2 c. nuts 
1/4 tsp Q baking powder 
Bake lhour at 325 ° in loaf pan. 
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BANANA BREAD Mrs o .. Clarence Nelson 
1 Co sugar 1/2 c. butter 
Cream together. 
2 eggs (well beaten) 1 tspo soda (added to milk) 
3 To sour milk 
Add this to the aboveo 
1/8 tspo salt 3 bananas (mashed) 
2 Co flour 
Add to the above� Bake at 350 ° for 45 to 60 minuteso 
BANANA BREAD 
l Co sugar 
112 Co shortening 
2 eggs (whites _and yolks beaten 
separately) 






ripe bananas (mashed) 
tspo soda 
tsp<> baking powder 
C0 flour 
Rosenwald 
Mix altogether and add the beaten egg whites lasto Bake 
1 hour in a loaf panQ Bake at 350 °. 
BANANA COFFEE BREAD 
1/2 c. shortening 
1 Ce sugar 
2 eggs 
3/4 Co mashed banana 
Mrs. Douglas Kenison 
1 1/4 c. flour (sifted) 
3/4 tsp. baking soda 
1/2 tsp. salt 
Cream shortening and sugar until fluffyo Add eggs, on� at 
a time 9 beating well after �ach. Stir in banana. Sift together 
dry ingredients; add to banana mixture and mix well c Pour into 
1 (9 x 9 x 2) greased pan. Bake at 350 ° for 3� to 35 minutes. 
A friend is a stranger you have not yet met. 
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BANANA BREAD 
1 c. sugar 
Elsie Huebner 
1 1/2 c. bananas (crushed) 
1/2 Co shortening 
2 eggs 
2 1/2 c. flour 
1/2 tsp. salt 
Add some nuts 
or until you think 
if you have them. Bake at 350 ° about 45 _minutes, 
it's done. 
CHERRY Nur BREAD Mrs. Ellen Nelson 
1/2 c. shortening 2 c. flour 
1 c. sugar 1 tspo baking powder 
1/4 tsp. salt. 1/2 c. nutmeats 
2 eggs (beaten) 1 sm. bottle maraschino 
Cream shortening 9 sugar and salto Add beaten eggso 
flour and baking powdero Add nutmeats 9 chopped cherries g 






BROWN BREAD Mrs o Silas Nelson 
2 Co water 1 1/2 c. raisins 
· Boil 5 minutes and let cool o 
1 c" sugar 2 1/4 To shortening 
Cream the 
1 egg 
above 2 ingredients together� Add to aboves 
2 tspo soda 
2 T. molasses 
2 2/3 Co flour 
1/2 tsp. salt 
1 tspo vanilla 
Bake at 350° for ·1 hour in four well-greased vegetable cans o 
Let cool before removing from cans. 
APRICOT.BREAD 
3/4 c. dried �pricots (soaked in 
warm water for 1-hour. Drain 
and cut into small pieces) 
Sift together the follow ng: 
2 c� · flour · 
2 tsp. bak_ing powder 
Cream togetrer the following: 
1/4 Ce shortening 
Cream the above well. 
Add:: 
1 egg 
1/4 C0 water 
1 tsp. salt 
1/2 tspe soda 
.. 
Nora Flatten 
1 c. sugar (added gradually) 
1/2 Co or�nge juice 
�ontinued Next Pageo 
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AP RIC OT BREAD (Continu�)e 
Mix well. Blend in dry ingredients and mix well. Fold in 
1/2 c. nuts (chopped) and apricots. Pour.into well-greased 
(9 x 5 x 3) pan. Push batter into corners leaving center slightly 
hollow. For well rounded loaf allow to stand 20 minutes before 
bakingo Bake 1 hour at 350 ° 0 Cool 10 minutes. Remove from pan 
and cool well before slicingo 
LotON BREAD Mrso Ralph Holmoe 
1/2 c� salad oil 1 pkg. lemon cake mix 
1 pkga instant pudding 
1/8 c. poppy seeds 
mix 1 Ce water 
4 eggs 
Mix together and 
pans (greased)e Bake 
beat 4 minutese Pour into 2 regular bread 
at 375 ° for 35 to 40 minutes. 
BUTTER BRICKLE .COFFEE CAKE 
2 Co flour 
1 c. brown sugar 
1/2 Co white sugar 
1/2 c. margarine 
1 Cc buttermilk 
Mrse Wmo H. Andersen 
1 egg 
1 tsp� vanilla 
1 tspo soda 
1 tspo salt 
Mix flour,• sugar 9 and margarine with pie cutter o Take out 
1/2 Co of the mixture and reserveo Add salt and soda and mix 
well; add milk 9 egg 9 and vanilla and beato Pour in (9 x ·13) pan o 
Top with 3 sh.redded butter brickle candy bars 1 1/2 co nuts and the 
mixture you reservedo Bake at 375 ° for 25 minutes o 
DATE BREAD 
1 Cc:, sugar 
1 egg 
Juice of 1 orange 
·Hot water (equivalent to 1 cup 
liquid with orange juice) 
2 T. shortening 
Bake 1 hour at 325 ° 0 
Sittin• and wishin• 
Won•t improve your fate; 
The Lord provides the fishes, 
But YOU gotta dig the bait. 
1/2 tspo soda 
1 tspc:, baking powder 
1/4 tsp. salt 
1 c. dates 
1/2 Co nutmeats 




1 c. dates (chopped) 
Mrs. Ove Stenberg 
1 c. boiling water 
Mix above real well. 
3/4 Cc, sugar 
1 T. butter 
1/2 c. nuts 
1 egg 
1 3/4 c. flour 
l tsp. soda 
Vanilla 
Bake at 350 ° for 45 minutes or until it tests done. 
RAISIN BREAD 
1 1/4 c. raisins 
2 tsp. soda 
Mrs. Ralph Holmoe 
1 1/4 Ce boiling water 
· Sprinkle soda over raisins and pour boiling water over ito 
Let stand over-nighte 
,ddg 
1 Ce> sugar 
i To vegetable oil 
2 egcjs (beaten) 
1 tspo vanilla 
2 Co flour 
Put in two regular loaf pans (well greased)o Bake 1 hour 
it 325·0 Q 
�ISIN BREAD Mrs o Mildred Voelker 
L c. raisins 1 tsp. soda 
L Co boiling _water 
Pour boiling water over raisins and soda� Set aside until 
:oolo 
,;4 c. sugq� 1 1/2 c. flour 
. egg 1 tsp. baking powder 
1inch of salt 1 tsp�_ vanilla 
Add remainder of ingredients and bake. 
:ouR CREAM Nl1I' BREAD 
' eggs (beaten) 
c. brown sugar 
c. sour cream 
tsp. soda 
Mix in order given. 
Mrs. Mildred Voelker 
1 1/2 c. flour 
1/2 c. nutmeats 
Pinch of &alt 
Bake 1 hour in moderate oven at 350 ° . 
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Pt.Jl,,L COFFEE CAl<E 
1 pkge yeast 
Mrsa Carl Lone 
1 Ce milk {scalded) 
1 T" sugar 
1/2 c. butter 
1/2 tsp<9 salt 
3 eggs 
4 1/2 c. flour 
3/4 c. sugar 
1/2 c. nuts (chopped) 
1/2 c. raisins (softened 
water) 
in hot 
Scald milk 9 sugar, butter and salta Let cool till lukewarmo 
Put yeast into t�e milke Add 3 eggs beaten till thicko Beat in 
flouro This will be a soft dough. Let raise ,till doublem Knead 
downo Let rise again 9 then knead down and shape into small ballsa 
Roll in melted butter and into mixture of 3/4 Co sugar 9 nuts and 
raisin,� Put these balls in greased angel pan hit and rnisso Let 
raise and bake� Eat hoto 
ALL-BRAN MUFFINS 
2 Co Nabisco All-Bran 2 Ce boiling water 
Pour water over bran and let stand until it coolso 
2 1/2 C0 white sugar 5 c� flour (sifted) 
1 Co Crisco 5 tspe soda 
1 qto buttermilk l tspo salt 
Myrl Hilmoe 
4'eggs (well beaten) 4 Co Kellogg Bran Flakes 
Keep batter in refrigerator� Fill muffin pans 2/3 full. Bake 
at 400 ° for 20 minuteso Makes _5 dozen muffins(!) This will keep 
in the refrigerator for weeks. 
OATMEAL MUFFINS Mrso H� No Leverson 
1 Co oatmeal 1 tsp. baking powder 
1 c. buttermilk 1 tsp. salt 
1 egg 1/2 tsp. soda 
1/2 c. brown sugar 1/3 c. shortening (melted and 
1 cG flour part butter) 
Soak oatmeal in buttermilk. Add sugar and egg� Blend in dry 
ingredients and shortening. Blend just to moisten. Fill greased 
muffin cups 2/3 full. Bake 20 to 25 minutes at 400 ° . Makes 12 
muffins. Serve hoto 
An adolescent is a youngster who is old enough 
to dress himself. 
If he could just remember where he dropped his clothesG 
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POPPY SEED BREAD Mrs. Richard Park 
1 pkg. yellow cake mix 4 eggs 
1 pkge coconut instant pudding 1/4 c. poppy seeds 
1 c. salad oil 1 c. hot water 
Pour poppy seeds in hot water and let set. Mix together cake 
mix, dry pudding, salad oil, and eggse Add poppy seed mixture 
and beat 4 minutes. Put in loaf pans and bake at 350 ° for 50 
minutes. (Banana instant pudding can be substituted.) 
FRIED CINNAMON ROLLS Mrs. Harold Froke 
l pkg. dry yeast 
1 c. lukewarm water 
l c. lukewarm milk 
1/2 c(D butter 
2/3 c� sugar 
1 tsp. salt 
2 eggs (beaten) 
1/8 tsp. cinnamo� 
6 c. flour 
Pour yeast into lukewarm watero Add 1 tsp� sugare Stir and 
let stand 5 minutes e Scald milk and let cool to lukewarm� Cream 
butter i sugar, and salto Add eggs and cinnamon. Add milk and 
yeasts Mix wello Add flour and stir with spoono Let rise until 
double in bulko Place on floured boardt knead slightly 9 and roll 
out to 1/2 inch thick oblonge Moisten with milk and sprinkle with 
cinnamon� Roll up like jelly roll� Slice 5/8 inch rollo Let 
rise 1 houre Fry in deep fat - 375 ° - turn to brown� Frost with 
powdered sugar icingo 
DILLY CASSEROLE BREAD 
1 pkgo yeast 1 To butter 
1/4 Co warm water 2 tspo dill seed 
1 Co cottage cheese (heated to l·tspo salt 
lukewarm) 1/4 tspo soda 
2 To sug_ar 1 egg (unbeaten) 
DeAnn Molskness 
l To onion (minced) 2 1/4 to 2 1/2 cQ flour 
Soften ye�st in w�tere Combine in mixing bowl; cheese, sugar 9 
onion 9 butter 9 _dill, salt, soda, egg, and softened yeaste Add 
flour to form a stiff doughe Beat well after each additiono 
Cover, let rise until double, about an hour. Stir down and turn 
into well greased 8 inch round casserole a, Let rise o Bake at 350° , 
for 30 - 40 minuteso Brush with butter and sprinkle with salto 
Reach up as far as you can, 
God will come down the rest of the waya, 
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BROWN AND S_ERVE ROLLS DeAnn Molskness 
Use any bread recipe. Put in pans and let rise until 3/4 as 
high as regular .rolls. _ Bake in•oven of 275° for 40 minutes. Cool 
to room temperature. Wrap in foil and freeze. 
-To Use: Take rolls from freezer, place on greased cookie 
sheetandbake at 350° for 7 minutes or until lightly browned .on 
top.-
FAMILY. FAVORITE 
2 loaves frozen bread dough 1/2 Co brown sugar 
Zenobia Wedel:-1 
(thawed) 1/2 to 1 c Q nuts (chopped) 
1 pkge butterscotch pudding mix 1 tsp":° cinnamon 
1/4 Ce butter or oleo 1 tsp$ vanilla 
Cut the thawed bread in 1 inch piecese Mix remaining ingre= 
dients togethero Butter 2 (9 x 13) pans; layer the bread pieces 
in pan and sprinkle with 1/4 of the butterscotch mixture and 
.· repeato. Let raise one hour or until double_e Bake in 350° oven 
for 30 to 35 minuteso Delicious warm or cooled with butter o I 
have used homemade bread; it works the sames Also if one doesn 9 t 
want to make this amount, 1/2 of the mixture can be stored in the 
refrigerator to be used later o 
FRIED CINNAMON ROLLS 
1 pkgo dry yeast 
1 Co lukewarm water 
1 Ce lukewarm milk 
1/2 c. butter .2,£ margarine 
2/3 Ce sugar 
1 tsp() salt 
2 eggs (beaten) 
1/8 tsp� cinnamon 
6 cups flour 
Karleen Froke 
Pour yeast.into lukewarm water Q Add 1 tsp o sugaro Stir and 
let stand 5 minuteso Scald milk and let cool to lukewarmo 
Cream butter 9 sugar and salt-o Add eggs and cinnamon0 Add milk 
and yeasto Mix well� Add flour and stir with a spoono Let rise 
until double in bulko Place on floured board and roll out to 
1/2 inch thicknesse Moisten with milk and sprinkle with cinnamon o 
Roll up like a jel_ly-rollo Slice 5/8 inch thicka L�t rise 1 houro 
Fry in deep fat 375 ° Q Turn when browno Frost with powdered sugar 
icingo 
It 9 s what we learn after we think we know it all that counts 0 
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APPLE MUFFINS WITH CRUNCH TOPPING 
2 c� flour (sifted) 
Aileen Nelson 
1 tsp/P baking powder 
1/2 tspo salt 
1/2 tspo soda 
1/2 Cct sugar 
TOPPING: 
1 egg 
3/4 _c., buttermilk 
3 Tea shortening 
1 c. apples (peeled and ·chopped 
fine) 
1/3 Co brown sugar 1/3 c. nuts (chopped) 
1/2 tspo cinnamon 
Muffins - C�eam shortening and sugar., Add egg. Combine milk 
with flour U:ntil flour is dampenedo Fold in apples., Fill greased 
muffin tins 1/2 full� Sprinkle with topping 9 pressing it lightly 
i�to batterQ May be frozenct 
'l'CIQTO BREAD 
2 c� tomato juice 
2 T. butter 
3 T� sugar 
7 c. (approximate) flour 
(sifted) 
1 tsp. salt 
1/4 c. tomato catsup 
1 pkg. active yeast 
1/4 Co warm water 
Anna Rosenwald 
Heat tomato juice and butter together until butter is meltedo 
Add sugar 9 salt and catsup� Cool to lukewarm. Sprinkle yeast 
on warm water 9 stirring to dissolve. Add tomato mixture and 
three cups of the flour to the yeasto Beat with electric mixer 
at medium speed for two minutes,scraping bowl occasionallyo Mix 
in enough more flour 9 a little at a time, to make a soft dough 
that leaves the side of the bowlo Turn onto lightly floured 
board and knead until smooth and ela�tic, 8 to 10 minuteso Place 
in lightly greased bowl, turning .dough over to lightly· grease 
the topo Cover and let rise in wann place until doubled, 1 to 
1 1/2 hourso Punch down, divide in half 9 cover and let rest 10 
minutes. Shape into loaves and place in two greased (9 x 5 x 3) 
inch loaf pansQ Cover and let rise- until almost doubled, about 
one hour. Bake at 425 ° about 25 minutes, until done. Very 
pretty and decorative as well as tasty. 
It's easy to have your cake and eat it too, that's 
Why so many of us can't get into last_year•s clothes. 
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PEACH FLIP 
2 pkgo dry yeast 
1/2 C e  warm water 
1/2 C e  and 2/3 Ce sugar 
3/4 Ca butter (soft) 
1/2 C e  milk (hot scalded) 
2 tsp " salt 
3 eggs 
5 to 5 1/2 c. flour 
2 tsp. cinnamon 
Cleo Snuggerud 
1 c. walnuts (chopped) 
1 c. peach _££ apricot preserves 
Soften yeast in watero Combine in mixing bowl g 1/2 c �  sugar, 
1/2 c�  butter 9 milk , and salt. Cool to lukewarm. Blend in eggs 
and yeasto Gradual ly add flour to form a stiff dough 9 knead on 
floured surface until smooth ( 3  to 5 minutes ) .  · p 1ace in greased 
bowl 9 cover 9 let rise in warm place until light � 1 to l 1/2 hours. 
Combine 2/3 c Q  sugar f cinnamon , and walnutso Rol l  out half of 
dough on lightly floured surface to a 20 x 10 rectangleo  Spread 
with 2 T�  butter and 1/4 C s  preserves$ Sprinkle with half of 
sugar mixture s Roll  up starting with 20 inch sidee Seal e Place 
seam side down on greased cookie sheet 9 curving ends to make "U" 
shapee With sciss6rs 9 make cut down center 1/3 of way through 
rol l  to 2 inches of endo Repeat with remaintng dough () Let rise 
until light ( 1/2 hour) a Spoon 1/4 C e  preserves in center of 
each roll o  Bake at 350 ° 2 0  to 25 minutes o Frost with confec-
tioner i s icing� 
CRANBERRY . NUT BREAD Mrsa Blythe Larson 
2 c Q  flour 1 1/2 tspe baking powder 
1/2 tsp" _ salt 1/2 tspo soda 
Mix together 9 set �side to add laterB 
2 T .,  shortening 
3/4 C o  sugar 
1/2 c .M�a�i �'H� ingredients 
Rind of 1 orange 
2 Te hot water 
l egg (beaten) 
and add: 
1 c. nuts (chopped) 
1 c. cranberries {cut up ) 
Add flour mixture. Mix in order given and bake 1 hour at 350 ° . 
Makes one loaf. 
Creation of woman from the rib of man: 
She was not made of his head to top him, 
Nor out of his feet to be trampled upon him; 
_But out of his side to be equal with him ; 
Under his arm , to be protected ; 
And near his heart to be beloved. 
SWEET· PETALS COFFEE CAKE 
1 pkg. yeast (softened . in . 2 To sugar 
1 1/2 tsp. salt 
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Alice Godsk 
1/4 c. warm water) 
3/4 Co milk 2 1/2 � 3 c. flour (� more) 
3 T. shortening 
SUGAR-CINNAMON MIXTURE: 
j/4 c. white sugar 
1/4 c ... brown sugar 
FROSTING: 
2 tsp. cinnamon or more 
1/2 c. powdered sugar Vanilla 
1 to 2 tsp. milk 
- Cake - Combine milk 9 shortening 9 sugar , and salt� Stir to melt , 
coolc Stir in yeast and flouro Knead till smooth and satiny o Let 
rise in greased bowl , until double in bulk , about 1 hr� Place 
aluminum foil in pans o Pinch off small pieces of dough 9 roll into 
strips 9 dip into melted butter �  then roll in sugar-cinnamon mixture 9 
wind in a coil in panso Let rise$ Bake in 350 ° oven until golden 
browno Frost if desiredo These freeze well , if not frosted 9 and 
then can be reheated l) 
DATE NUT BREAD 
1 c�  dates (cut up) 1 tsp .. soda 
l c .. boiling water 
Gena Olson 
Pour boiling water over dates and soda., Let stand a few 
minutes while mixing the following : 
3/4 C o  broWJ'.). sugar 1 tSpo salt 
1 To shortening 1 1/2 C o  flour 
1 egg (beaten) 1/2 Co nut meats 
Add to first mixtureo Put in loaf pan and bake at 325 ° for 
1 houro 
BROWN BREAD Mrs..,  Richard Flatten 
·6 tsp.., yeast dissolved in 1 qte warm water:- with 1 T o  sugaro Add 
1 Co brown sugar and set asideo Heat 3 To  molasses with pinch of 
soda"' Add 3 heaping T.,  shortening , and 1 level T .  salto When cool 
add to yeast 9 water and sugar mixture o Add 5 or 6 Ce graham flour, 
and 2 to 3 C o  raisins o Add enough white flourto knead as if you 
were making white breado P t  in loaf pans o Let rise to desired 
loaf size 9 about 1 hour. Bake at 350 ° for 1 hour or less for a 
small loa£ .. 
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OVERNIGHT BUNS Mrs. Luvere Jorgensen 
Start about 2 P .  M. boil 4 c. water, 2 T$  salt 9 and 2 c. sugar for 
five minutes. Add 1 c. lard and coolo Dissolve 2 pkg. dry yeast 
in 1 c. warm water. Now to first mixture add 4 c. flour before 
adding yeast o Add 3 beaten eggs and beat mixture . Add more flour , 
about 17 c. Knead at least 10 minutes. Dough should be double 
by 6 P. M.  Knead down at 9 P. M .• or so o Shape and put in greased 
panse Let stand overnight at ordinary temperature. In morning 
bake at 425 ° for 12 to 15 minutes. Makes 60 buns. These freeze 
well. 
WHITE BREAD Gena Olson 
1 pkg. yeast and 2 T • .  sugar dissolved in 1/2 c. warm waterQ Let 
rise to top of cupo Add yeast to 3 c. of lukewarm water, 
2 tsp. salt, 2 T �  shqrteningo Beat until smooth o Add flour 
graduallyc Mix in flour until dough is easy to handle. Then knead 
until smooth ( 5  minutes) s Round up in greased bowl � cover 9 let 
rise 9 punch down 9 let rise again� Shape into rolls or loaves in 
greased pans 9 grease topsc Cover and ·let rise untildoubleo .Ba1ce 
30 minutes in 350° oven� 
APPLE BREAD 
1/2 Cc shortening 
1 Ce sugar 
2 eggs (beaten) 
�rso Donald Hildebrandt 
1 c Q  apples ( chopped) 
2 Ce flour (sifted ) 
Cream sugar and shortening together� 
apples. 
Add -eggs 9 flour and 
1 1/2 T. sour · milk 1 tspc soda 
Mix together and add to abovec 
1/2 tspo .salt 
1 tsp. vanilla 
1- tsp. orange extract or 
1/2 tsp. lemon extract 
Adq the above to mixture and 
after it is put in a baking pan. 
cinnamon and sprinkle over thiso 
1/2 Co nut meats 
sprinkle the nuts over the · top 
Mix 2 Te sugar and 1 tsp. 
Bake at 350 ° for 50 to 60 minutese 
Good judgment comes from experience. 
Experience comes from bad j udgment. 
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TWICE BAKED ROLLS Mrso Ed Zarecky 
Soften 2 pkg�  dry yeast in 1 Co  warm water� Add 1 tsp. sugare Put 
in bowl 5 tsp(.) salt and 1/4 c .  sugar"' Pour in 2 Ce scalded milkci 
Stir to dissov.e sugar and salte Cool to lukewarm - then add 
yeast mixturea Mix in 6 C o  all-purpose flouro T·hen add 1/2 C e  
melted ( and cooled) shortening and about 4 cups more floure Turn 
out on lightly floured board ; knead till smooth and satiny<> Put 
dough in a greased bowl 9 grease topo Cover with damp towel i 
(redampen occasionally ) o  Let double in bulk"' Punch down� Knead 
again 9 divide in four parts Q Cover with damp towel and let rest 
20 minuteso Shape into 4 loaves or 4 to 6 dozen rollsc Let rise 
until 3/4 as high as regular rollsor loaveso ( Otherwise they 
fall when baked c )  Bake rolls in slow oven 2 75 ° for 40 minutes 
for rolls and 1 · hour 15 minutes for bread� Let set 20 minutes 
in pans , tum out and cool at room temperature. Wrap in waxed 
paper e Store in refrigerator for 2 weeks. In bread box 1 week 
or wrap in freezer paper and freeze for as long as 3 months� To 
serve j place on ungreased sheet and brown _ in very hot oven 450 ° 
for 7 minutes. Brush with butter � 
Use a recipe? Never ? My mother-in-law saide 
She gets all her measurements from right inside her head� 
Just add a specic more and it will be right$ 
And lo and behold her rolls are so light. 
So I tried this method of using my head , 
When I made for my husband my first batch of bread. 
And even for luck on wood I did knock. 
And guess what I got - bread hard as a rock. 
• • • • • 
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ADDITIONAL RECIPES 
C A K E S - F R O S T I N G S  
\ I 
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C A K E S  - F R O S T I N G S  
COCONUT-PECAN FROSTING Mrs. Do,uglas Kenison 
1 c. sugar 
1 C a  evaporated milk 
3 egg yolks (slightly beaten) 
1/2 c. butter 
1 tsp. vanilla 
Combine the above � Cook and stir over medium heat until thick­
ened 9 about 12 minutes. Remove from heato Add: 
1 1/3 C o  Baker 8 s angel flake 1 c� pecans (chopped) 
coconut 
Cool until of spreading consistency 9 beating occasionallyo 
Makes 2 1/2 c 9 enough to cover the tops of two 9 inch or three 
8 inch layers o 
REAL GOOD CHOCOLATE CAKE 
1 pkgo white cake mix 2 eggs 
1 pkgQ instant chocolate 2 Co  milk 
pudding mix 
FROSTING : 
1/2 Co  oleo 1 Co nuts 
Beverly Gath - Jan May 
3 egg yolks 1 C o  brown sugar 
1 C e  coconut 
Cake - Mix together and bake 350 ° for 30 - 35 minµteso 
Frosting - Boil all till �hick and put . on baked cake o 
RHUBARB CAKE 
1 c� brown sugar 
1/2 c. white sugar 
1/2 c� shortening 
1 egg 
Sprinkle top 
35 to 40 minutes o 
Anna Nebben - Mrsc Sam Knutson 
1 C o  sour milk 
1 tspo soda 
2 C ca  flour 
1 1/2 c. rhubarb (cut fine) 
with cinnamon and sugar.  Bake at 350 ° for 
My kitchen is the only one 
That always is a mess 9 I think o 
But I visited your house last night 
And saw all the dishes in your sink ! 
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MOIST RHUBARB CAKE 
1 c. sour milk 
2 c.  flour 
1 tsp. soda 
Millie Croon 
1/2 c.  white sugar 
1/2 c. brown sugar 
1/2 c.  shortening 
1 1/2 c. rhubarb ( cut fine)  
with cinnamon and sugar. Bake for 30 minutes at 
1 egg 
Sprinkle 
350 ° . 
SHEET CAKE 
2 c .  flour 
Sift into a large bowl. 
1 stick of oleo 
1/2 c. shortening 
2 c. sugar 
4 To  cocoa 
1 c. water 
Mrs. Ernest Ollie 
Bring this to a boil�  Pour into sugar and flour mixtures 
1/2 c. buttermilk 1 tspo vanilla 
l tsp. soda 
Add to above mixture and mix .  Pour into a greased (11 x 17 ) 
pano Bake at 400 ° for 20 minutes� 
FROSTING: 
1 stick oleo 7 T c,  milk 
·4 To cocoa 1 tspe vanilla 
· Bring to a boil Q 
Spread on hot cake e 
Add 1 pound of powdered sugar and 1/4 C e  nutse 
CHOCOLATE SHEET CAKE 
2 Co flour 
Sift together e 
2 Co sugar 
1 1/2 sticks rnargaringe 1 c .  water 
4 T o  cocoa 
Camille Landekil 
P�t in sauce pan and bring to boil quickly and pour over sugar 
and �.lour. 
1/2 c.  buttermilk 
l tsp. soda 
1 tspo vanilla 
1/4 tspc cinnamon 
2 eggs (beaten) 
Add to the flour mixture . Mµc and pour into 
and floured pan. Bake for 30 minutes at 350 ° . 
FROSTING: 
< 1i x 16) greased 
Bring to a boil l stick margarine w 4 T., cocoa 9 and 6 To milk o 
Take off heat and add 1 box powdered sugar 9 1 tsp o vanilla and 1 Co 
nuts (chopp�) Q Spread over hot cake� 
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FUDGE FROSTING Mrs. Donald Hildebrandt 
l 1/2 C o  sugar 6 To oleo 
6 To milk 
Put in a pan and bring to a boil. Boil for 1 minuteQ Take 
off stove and add 1/2 c Q  .. chocolate chips o 
BREAKFAST BUNDT CAKE Mrs o Albert Schieber 
1 yellow cake mix (not Duncan 3/4 c. oil 
Hines) 4 eggs 
1 pkg. instant vani�la pudding 1 tsp. vanilla 
3/4 c"  wate·r 1 tsp (i) butter flavoring 
Mix cake � pudding 9 oil and water well" Add eggs 9 one at a 
time 9 and aod flavoringo  Beat 6 to 8 minuteso Coconut cream 
pudding may be substituted for vanillacz 
CINNAMON MIX : 
1/3 c Q  nuts (ground) 2 tsp<> cinnamon 
1/3 c �  white sugar 
Grease bundt pan wellQ Sprinkle few nuts in bottom of pane 
Pour 1/2 of the batter in pan . Add cinnamon mixture and then 
remaining batter<> Bake at 350 ° for 55 to 60 minuteso 
GLAZE FOR CAKE� 
1 c. powdered sugar 1/2 tsp Q vanilla 
3 Te milk 1/2 tsp g butter flavoring 
Mix together and put on cake while it is still warme 
BUTTERNUT BUNDT CAKE 
1 box yellow cake mix 
1 pkg. instant vanilla pudding 
mix 
3/4 c ... water 
3/4 C e  corn oil 
Myrl Hilmoe 
Beat in 4 eggs (one at a time) o Beat 8 minutes at high 
speed and add: 1 tsp c vanilla and 1 tspo butternut flavoringQ 
NUT MIXTURE: 
1/4 c <>  sugar 1 tsp. cinnamon 
1 c9 n�ts ( chopped) 
Sprinkle on the . bottom and sprinkle some in middle of dough. 
Bake at 350 ° for 40 minutes ,;, Let stand in pan 8 minutes and remove. 
GLAZE: 
1 c. powdered sugar 
3 T .,  milk 
1/2 tsp. vanilla 




1 1/2 C o  boiling water 1/2 C e  dates ( cut up) 
1 Ce oatmeal 
Maxine Brown 
Pour boiling water over oatmeal and dates arid let stand for 
20 minutes. 
1 c �  white sugar 
1 C e  brown sugar 
2 eggs 
-1/2 C o  margarine 
l 1/2 C o  flour 
1/2 tsp. salt 
1 tsp. vanilla 
1 tsp. soda 
1/2 c.  nuts 
Combine all ingredients and add oatmeal and date mixtureo 
Bake at 350 ° for 30 minuteso 
OATMEAL CAKE Charmaine Salonen 
1 1/2 C o  boiling water ( pour 
over 1 C o  quick oatmeal and 
cool) 
.- 1/2 c(')  butter 
l C·e brown sugar 
1 C o  white sugar 
2 eggs 
1 tspo vanilla 
l 1/2 c. flour 
Dash of salt 
1/2 tsp o cinnamon 
1 tsp" soda 
Nuts 
Just add all the ingredients to the oatmealo Bake at 350 ° 
for 35 minutes� 
TOPPING� 
5 To · but1;:er 
1/3 Co cream 
1/2 c �  coconut 
1/2 c. brown sugar 
1/2 C o  white sugar 
1/2 tsp. vanilla 
1/2 c .  nuts 
Spread on cake when hot and bake under broiler until brown. 
RED VELVET DEVILS FOOD CAKE 
2 c. cake flour 1/2 c. coiling water 
1 1/2 c .  white sugar 2 eggs (beaten ) 
Jennie Hillan 
1 tsp. soda 1 c. sour cream (whipped ) 
1/2 tsp. salt 1 tsp. vanilla 
2 sq. baking chocolate 1/2 tsp. red food color 
Add chocolate to boiling water and cool. Sift flour and meas­
ure 2 cups. Sift sugar, flour, salt and soda several times. Beat 
egg; add dry ingredients; add chocolate mixture , vanilla and red 
coloring. Beat well. Fold in- ·whipped sour cream. Bake in ( 9  ·x 13) 
pan in 350° ·oven for 45 minutes. 
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BANANA CAKE 
1 1/2 c. sugar 
1/2 c .  margarine 
2 eggs 
Lillie Loiseau 
1/2 c� buttermilk_ 
2 c. flour (or a little more ) 
3/4 tsp. soda 
1 c. bananas (mashed ) 
1 tsp. vanilla 
Bake at 350 ° until done. 
FROSTING: 
1/2 c. brown sugar 
1 tsp. salt 
1/2 c. water 
Bring to a boil. Let cool a 
arine ; add 1 lb. powdered sugar. 
little, 'then add 1 stick marg­
Beat well and spread on cake e 
JELLY ROLL 
1 c. sugar 
4 eggs 
4 T. hot water 
1 tsp. (rounded ) baking powder 
1/4 tsp. salt 
1 Cc flour 
Vanilla 
Mrs Q Elvin Johnson 
Beat yolks of eggs light and creamy ; beat 
water gradually j then flour and baking powdero 
beaten egg whites ·and bake in a mod�rate oven. 
in sugar and add 
Lastly fold in 
APPLESAUCE CAKE 
1/2 C e  shortening 2 tsp� soda 
1 cQ  sugar 1/2 tsp � salt 
2 eggs 1/2 tsp. cloves 
1 1/2 c $  applesauce l tsp� cinnamon 
(unsweetened ) 1/2 c Q nuts 
2 c .,  flour (sif.ted ) 1 c. raisins 
Anna Rosenwald 
Cream together shortening, sugar, and add eggs and beat until 
fluffyc Sift together soda 9 salt, flour, and spicesG Add alter­
nately wi-th applesauce� Fold in raisins e Bake in a (9 x 12 ) pan 
for 45 minutes at 350 ° e 
To those who talk and talk and talk 
This proverb should appeal. 
The steam that blows the whistle 
Will never turn the wheel $ 
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SPONGE-LIKE CAKE Mrs. Clarence Nelson --- --
1 tsp. vanilla 2 eggs 
1 c. sugar 
Beat together until light and thici 
1 c. f'iour 1/4 tspci salt 
1 tsp. baking owder 
Sift together and add to the aboveci Then add 2/3 c. boiling 
water. This should be added last to the above ingredients. Bake 







lb. dates (whole) 
lb. maraschino cherries 
lb . Brazil nuts ( whole ) 
lb c walnuts (whole) 
1 tsp o salt 
1 1/2 c. sugar 
Mix dry ingredients 
shortening lasts Put in 
wax papero Bake at 250 ° 
-QUICK COFFEE CAKE 
3/4 c. sugar 
. .  
1/4 Co shortening (soft) 
1 egg 
1/2 C o  milk 
TOPPING: 
Mrso Ferdinand Johanson 
1 tspo baking powder 
2 C 0  flour 
4 eggs (well beaten) 
1/2 Co che�ry j uice 
3 T ei shortening (melted) 
well 9 add j uice and beaten eggs Q Add 
three small tins lined with buttered 
to 300° for two hourso 
Mrso Oscar Anderson 
l 1/2 C c  flour 
2 tspQ baking powder 
1/2 tspe salt 
1/2 Co brown sugar 3/4 tspci cinnamon 
Cake - combine sugar and shortening and stir in egg. Add milkG 
Stir in dry ingredientse Spread batter in a well greased 9 inch 
pane Sprinkle top with topping o Drizzle 3 T 0 butter (melted) . on 
top� Bake at 375° for 25 to 30 minuteso Serve hot with coffeec 
GRANDMA'S BROWN SUGAR CAKE (FROSTED) Mrse Silas Nelson 
1 c. brown sugar 
1/2 c. shortening 
2 eggs (leave out 1 white) 
1 1/3 C e  flour 
1/2 tsp. soda 
1/2 tsp. baking powder 
1/2 tsp., cinnamon , 
1/2 ts·p. cloves 
1/4 tsp. salt 
1/2 c. sour milk 
Continued Next Pageo 
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GRANDMA ' S  BROWN SUGAR CAKE { FROSTED ) ( Continued) o 
·Mix the ingredients togethero Beat the white of 1 egg stifflye 
Fold in 1/2 c. brown sugar. Spread on top of batter 9 in cake pano 
Sprinkle with chopped nuts. Bake at 300° for 45 to 55 minuteso 
SPICE CAKE WITH RAISIN FILLING --- --- --- ---- ----
1 box spice cake mix 
2 eggs 
Hannah Stangeland 
l can raisin pie filling 
Beat 4 minutes. Bake at 350° for 35 to 40 minutes. 
frosting 9 use butter brickle frosting mix. 
For 
APPLE CAKE Mrs . Clarence Nelson 
2 C o  sugar 2 tsp. soda 
1/2 C o  salad oil 1 tsp� cinnamon 
2 eggs (well beaten ) 1/2 tsp. salt 
1 can apple .pie filling 1 tsp0 vanilla 
2 c .  flour 1/2 Co nuts (chopped) 
Mix sugar, salad oil 9 and eggs togethero Add the apple pie 
filling. Sift together and add the dry ingredients 9 vanilla9 
and nuts s Bake at 350° for 45 to 60 minutesQ This is good frosted 
with sugar and lemon j uiceo (powdered sugar ) 
MARSHMALLOW ROLLS 
4 squares semi-sweet chocolate 2 T. butter 
Mrs. Douglas Kenison 
Melt over hot water. Remove from heat and aqd: 
1 c. powdered sugar 1 tsp. vanilla 
Mixture will become dry and crumbly. Add 1 egg. Mix welle 
1/2 c. !2_ 1 c. nut meats l pkg. mini-marshmallows . 
Have ready a piece of wax paper on table and put flake coconut 
on it. Put mixture on top of it all. Make a roll like a j elly 
roll • . Make any size desired. Chill 
RECIPE FOR FRIENDSHIP 
Take 2 heaping cups of patience, 1 heartful of love, and 2 handfuls 
of generosity. Add a dash of laughter, and a full cup of understand­
ing , and 2 cups of loyalty. Mix well and sprinkle generously with 
kindness. Spread this irresitable delicacy over a lifetime and · 
serve everyone you meeto 
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CARAMEL � 
2 c. brown sugar 1/2 c. butter 
2 1/ 4 c·c, flour 
Mrs. Carl Lone 
Mix together and set aside one cup for frostingo  Add: 
1 egg (beaten ) 1 c. sour milk 
1 tsp. soda 1/2 c. raisins 
l tsp Q vanilla 1 c .  nuts 
After you put cake in pan j put the cup of mixture set aside for 
frosting on topo Bake in moderate oven about 30 minutese 
CREAM FILLED CUP CAKES 
2 1/2 Co flo':,lr 
1 tspo baking powder 
2 eggs 
1 C e  oil 
2 C 0  sugar 
1/2 Co cocoa 
FILLING� 
1/2 Co sugar 
1/3 Co milk 
1/4 tspo salt 
l ' To water 
1/4 tspe salt 
1 Co buttermilk 
1 tspe vanilla 
2 tsp<» soda 
1 C o  hot water 
1 tspo vanilla 
1/2 C o  powdered sugar 
2/3 c �  short:ening 
Maxine Brown 
Cup cakes -� Sift dry ingredients into bowl ; add eggs 9 _ oil 9 
buttermilk and vanilla Q Mix we.11 about 90 secondso Add soda to 
hot water and add to first mixture and mix wello Fil� cup cake pans 
2/3 ' s full and bake for about 20 minutes in 350.0 oven. Cool and 
fill with cream filling forced into cup cake with pastry tube. 
Filling - Combine all ingredients except powdered sugar in 
small bowl and beat until creamy, at least 5 to 7 minutes� Add 
powdered sugar and beat again for 5 minutes. Insert filling into 
cup cakes. Then frost cup cakes with a chocolate frostinge 
MOIST CAKE 
16 egg whites 1 c. flour 
1 1/2 tsp. cream tarter Pinch of salt 
Mrs. Carl Lone 
1 1/2 c. sugar 1 pkg. gelatin pudding mix 
Beat egg whites with cream of tartar and salt till they form 
peaks. At slow speed beat in sugar, pudding mix and sifted floure 
Fold into egg white mixture. Bake in angel food pan 40 minutes at 
350 ° . Very moist and keeps well. If you use lemon pudding mix use 
lemon sauce over cake. Other fruits may be substituted . 
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DATE CHOCOLATE CHIP CAKE 
1 c. boiling w�ter _ 
J 
Mrs. Ernest Ollie 
1 c. dates (chopped) 
Boil together and cool. 
1 tsp. soda 
1 c. sugar 
Cream together. 
2 egg� 
1 3/4 c. flour 
Add to date mixture� 
1 c. butter 
1/4 tsp. salt 
1 T. cocoa 
1 tspe vanilla 1/2 c. chocolate chips 
Add to the above mixture. Pour into a ( 9  x 13) greased pan. 
On top add 1/4 c.  nuts and chocolate chipse Bake at 350° for 
40 minutes e 
CHOCOLATE CHIP CAKE ----- - -- Mrse Bertha Hilmoe _ 
1 c.  dates 1 egg 
1 c. hot water 1 1/2 Cci flour 
1 tsp. soda Vanilla 
1 C e  - ·sugar 1 pkge chocolate chips 
1/2 C 0  shortening 1/2 c. nuts 
Pour hot water over dates and stir in sodas Set aside to cool. 
Mix up remainder of ingredients e, Add 1/2 pkg. chocolate chips to 
batter and stir in the . date mixture. Add remainder of cho�ol�te 
chips and nuts on top of cake . Bake at 350° for 35 to 40 minutes0 
GUM DROP CAKE Mrs � Ernest Ollie 
2 C e  shortening 
1 c. white sugar 
1 c. brown sugar 
4 eggs 
2 C o  applesauce (unsweetened) 
2 tsp. soda ( dissolved in 
applesauce) 
2 tsp. cinnamon 
1 t_sp . nutmeg 
2 tsp. allspice 
4 c. flour (sifted) 
1 c. dates (chopped) 
1 C c, nuts (chopped) 
1 - or 2 C e  gum drops (cut, 
black ones) 
omit· 
Mix in order given above� Divioe evenly into 3 bread pans. 
Grease pans wello Bake at 325 ° for 45 to 60 minuteso 
Childre n need models more than they n�ed critics. 
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BUTI'ERLESS , EGGLESS, MILKLESS CAKE Clara Oyen 
2 c. sugar 
1 1/2 c. raisins 
2 c. water 
2/3 c. shortening 
1 tsp. cinnamon 
1 tsp. cloves 
Boil together for 3 minutes. Cool. 
Add: 
4 c. flour 2 tsp. baking powder 
2 tspQ soda 
Bake at 350 ° for 50 to 60 minutes. 
CHOCOLATE � 
2 c. brown sugar (packed) 
1/2 Ce shortening 
2 eggs 
2 1/2 c. flour 
1 C e  buttermilk or sour milk 
Beat sugar 9 shortening 
and buttermilk alternately o 
in separate dish� Add soda 
this dissolvee Add to cake 
350° until done c 
NOUGAT BARS 
Mrs. Albert Schieber 
1/2 tsp., salt 
1 tspo vanilla 
2 squares chocolate 
3/4 C e  boiling water 
2 tsp ., soda 
and eggs until wel l  creamedo Add flour 
Add salt and vanillae Cut chocolate 
and pour boiling water over thiso Let 
mixture and beat thoroughly � Bake at 
Leona Holbeck 
Cut a loaf sponge cake _2£ angel food cake into bars 0 · Frost 
with a basic powdered sugar frostingo Roll in ground salted 
peanuts _2£ shredded coconuto 
POPPY SEED CAKE 
1 pkg. white cake mix 
4 eggs 
1/2 C o oil 
FROSTING: 
Bonnie Spielmann 
1 c. hot water 
1 pkgo instant lemon pudding 
3 T_<9 poppy seed 
1 c .,  powdered sugar 1/4 C o  frozen lemonade 
2 T .,, oil 
�ake - Beat the above for 10 minutesca Pour into ungreased 
angel food pan ., Bake 1 hour at 350° . Let cool9 remove from pan 
and poke holes with fork&> Frost with frosting ca 
Frosting - Stir above and pour on cake e 
It 9 s what we learn after ·we think we know it all that counts 0 
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CHERRY COFFEE CAKE Camille Landekil 
2 c (l) flour 
1 C o  sugar 
4 eggs 
1 tsp o baking powder 
1 c. oil 
Beat all together c Put 2/3 in (9 x 13) pan. Spread 1 can 
of cherry pie mix over this
9 then the other 1/3 of �he batter $ 
Bake at 350 ° for 40 minutes� Dribble powdered sugar frosting 
over the topo 
CRUMB CAKE 
2 cf)  flour 
Mrso Pearl Strenge 
3/4 C e  butter 
1 Ce sugar 2 tsp o baking powder 
Crumb the aboveo  
2 eggs 
Keep 1 cupful backo To the rest addg 
1 1/2 tspo vanilla 
3/4 c. milk 
Put ·1n a loaf pan o 
Bake 20 minutes at 350 ° 0 
On top sprinkle the cupful you held backo  
BROWN SUGAR SOUR CREAM CAKE (not commercial) Mrs o Luverne Jorgensen 
1 C o  brown sugar 1 C o  sour cream 
1 egg 
Beat and add: 
1 C o  flour sifted with 1 tsp (l) soda. Mix anq add� 
1 tspo vanilla 1/4 C o  nuts (chopped) 
Bake in (8 x 8) pan for deep cake or (9 x 13 )  pan for quick 
bars. Bake at 350 ° until done � Frost or dust with powdered sugar o 
SOUR CREAM CHOCOLATE CAKE Lavonne Brendsel 
, 1 1/4 c. sugar 2 eggs 
1 3/4 c. flour 1 1/2 c. sour cream 
1/2 c. cocoa 2 tsp. (level) soda (in a little 
1/2 tsp o salt boiling water) 
Mix dry ingredients together, then ada· cream , eggs , and soda. 
Bake at 350 ° from 30 to 40 minutes. 
I baked a special chocolate cake 
; It 's  just as light as a feather. 
1 But I must be very careful when 




1 1/4 c .. sugar 
1/2 C o  butter _2!: margarine 
2 eggs 
1 C o  prunes (stewed and pitted) 
6 T Q  sour cream 
2 C o  flour 
1 tsp e soda 
1 tspe cinnamon 
1 tspo nutmeg 
1/4 tspo cloves 
1 tspo vanilla 
Mae Grove 
Mix in order given<?l Bake at 350° for 30 to 40 minutes@ 
VELVET LUNCH CAKE Mae Grove --- --- --- . 
1 Co butter � shortening 
l C 0  sugar 
2 eggs 
l Co sour milk 
2 T e  molasses 
l tsp .a cinnamon 
1/2 tspo cloves 
1/2 tsp o nutmeg 
2 C e&  flour 1 tspo soda 
Mix and beat well about 4 minutese Bake at 350° for 35 minuteso 
CARROT CAKE 
2 C e  sugar 
4 eggs ( whole) 
l 1/2 Co  Mazola oil 
2 C o  flour 
Mix in ·order giveno Bake in 
(approximately 45 min ... ) 
FROSTING� 
1 pkg$  ( 3  ozo }  cream cheese 
1 1/2 C o  powdered sugar 
l/2 _ C o margarine 
HICKORY NUT CAKE 
1/2 c"  Spry 
1 1/2 C e  sugar 
3/4 c. water 
2 c. flour 
Elaine Richter 
1 tsp� salt (sift with flour) 
1 tspo soda (sift with flour) 
1 tsp o cinnamon (sift with flour) 
3 C o  carrots (ground - not packed) 
( 9  x 13) pan ·at 350° until done (b 
1- tsp.0 vanilla 
1/2 c ... coconut 
1/2 c. milk 
Lillie Loiseau 
4 egg .whites ( beaten) 
1 - c. nuts 
1 tsp. baking powder 
Beat Spry and sugar to a cream. Then add the water and flour. 
Stir until smooth� Add half the well-beaten egg whitese Add the 
nuts 9 and then add the remainder of the egg whites and the baking 
powder. Pour into square pan. Bake in moderate ( 350°) over for 
. 45 minuteso 
Egotism is art alphabet with one letter o 
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CREAM CAKE Florence Voelker 
--- -
1 c. sugar 
3 tspa baking powder 
1 1/3 c .  flour 
1 T. corn starch 
Pinch of salt 
Sift these ingredients together 3 times� Beat 2 eggs, add 
1 c Q  sweet creams Add dry ingredients and 1/2 tspe each of 
lemon and vanilla o Beat well and bake in quick oveno 
APPLESAUCE CAKE Elaine Richter 
Combine 1/2 c �  shortening and 2 Co flour (sifted ) and mix at 
lowest speed for 1 minuteo 
Add 1 1/4 Ce sugar 9 1 tspQ baking powder 9 � tspe soda 1 
1 tspo salt 9 1 tspQ cinnamon 9 1 tsp. nutmeg, 1/2 tsp. cloves 9 
1/2 tspQ allspice 9 2 large eggs 9 1/2 c. plus 2 To  of applesauceo 
Blend at lowest speed for 2 minutesQ Add the remaining applesauce 
(1 1/2 Co minus the 2 T�)  Mix until j ust blended(;) Fold in 1/2 C o 
raisins o Pour into greased ( 9  x 13) pane Sprinkle 1/2 C o  nuts 
(chopped) on top(& Bake in 350° oven for 40 to 45 rninuteso 
APPLESAUCE CAKE 
1/2 Co shortening 
1 c Q  sugar 
1 _egg 
1 l/2 ' c Q applesauce 
2 tsp. soda (in a little water) 
1 c �  raisins 
1 tspc, cinnamon 
1 tsp,., cloves 
Pinch of salt 
l 1/2 C o  flour 
Vanilla 
Mix altogether and bake at 350° 0 
JELLY ROLL 
3 eggs (beat until thick) 1 cQ sugar 
Add gradual lyo Beat until fluffyo 
1/4 c. water 1 tspQ vanil la 
Blend in. 
, 1 c. flour 1/2 tspe salt 
2 tsps baking powder 
Mrse Bertha Hilmoe 
Cleo Snuggerud 
Sift together and fold in. Pour into well  greased ( 15 x 10 x 1) 
pan lined with wax paper. Bake at 350° for 12 to 15 minuteso 
Remove from pan onto cloth covered with powdered sugarc Rol l  up Q 
Let cool o Unroll and fil l o 
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CARROT CAKE 
3 c. carrots (grated) 2 tsp. soda 
4 eggs 1/2 tsp. salt 
2 c. sugar l tsp. cinnamon 
1 1/2 c. salad oil l tsp. vanilla 
2 c. flour 1 c. nuts 
Vera Haugen 
Combine carrots, eggs, sugar and oil. Blend well;  then add 
flour, salt, soda, cinnamon, vanilla, and nuts. Beat well and 
place in· (9 x 13) greased and floured pan. Bake at 300° for 30 to 
40 minutes. 
FROSTING: 
1/4 Co  margarine 
1 pkg. ( 3  oz.) cream cheese 
CHOCOLATE SHEET CAKE 
2 c .  powdered sugar 
Vanilla 
Charmaine Salonen 
Mix 2 C o flour with 2 Co sugar and set aside 9 then combine 1 stick 
margarine (soften) with 1/2 C o  -Crisco oil 9 3 1/2 To cocoa and 1 Cs  
water and place on stove and let come to boil and then pour this 
over flour mixture while hoto Add 2 eggs ( beaten) 1 tspo vanilla 9 
1/2 tsp o salt 9 l tsp� soda 9 and 1/3 Co  buttermilk o Mix well and 
place in (12 x 18 x 1) j elly roll panQ Bake at 375° for 20 minutesQ 
. ' 
FROSTING: 
Mix 1_ stick margarine 3 1/2 To cocoa 9 1/3 Co  milk 9 and pinch of 
saltQ Bring to a boil and add -2 Co powdered sugar and 2 tsp o 
vanilla and nut meats if desired o Pour on the . cake when both cake 
and icing are still warmo 
� QUICK FROSTING MrsQ Ove Stenberg 
Brown 1/4 Co butter 9 then mix with powdered sugar o Add a little 
coffee and vanillao Beat until this is the right consistency to 
spread. 
NEVER FAIL FUDGE FROSTING 
1 C o  white sugar 1/4 c �  milk 
1/4 Co butter 
Mrs.,, Ada Espland 
Bring to a boil. Add 1 c. chocolate chips .2!:. yqu can use 
1/2 C e  chocolate chipso Stir until chips are melted. Spread on 
cake o 
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NO FAIL DEVILS FOOD Mrso Stanley Skorr 
1 1/2 c. sugar 2 eggs ( well beaten ) 
1 1/2 c �  flour 1 tsp0 vanilla 
1/2 Co cocoa 1 1/2 tsp. soda 
1 c.  sour cream 1 c. hot water 
Mix sugar,. flour, and cocoa together., Add eggs and vanillao 
Dissolve soda in hot water and mix in last. This makes a thin 
batter. Bake at 350° for 40 minutesQ 
BANANA CAKE 
1 1/2 cG  sugar 
1/2 c. oleo 
3 eggs ( well beaten ) 
2/3 C o  sour milk 
1 tsp. soda 
Mrso Sylvan Odegard 
1/2 tsp. baking powder 
1 c .  bananas 
2 c Q  flour 
1 tspo vanilla 
Mix together and bake in ( 9  x 13 ) pan at 350° for 35 minutes� 
CARAMEL FROSTING 
3/4 cQ  brown sugar 1/4 Co cream 
1/3 C o  butter ( melted ) 
Mrse Sylvan Odegard 
Cook together until it comes to a boil and boil 1 minute . 
Beat in 1 c� powdered sugar until creamy and spread on cakee 
LAZY GERMAN CHOCOLATE CAKE Mrs. Julie Jokumsen - --- -----
1 box yellow cake mix 2 eggs 
1 pkg. instant chocolate pudding 2 c .  milk 
Mix very well 9 about 5 minutes with electric mixer. Bake 
at 350° until donee About 40 or 50 minutes., 
� � EAT FROSTING 
3/4 c. sugar 
1/4 tsp. cream of tarter 
Beat sugar , vanilla , egg 
1/4 C o  boiling water and beat 
may be sprinkled _ over this if 
Mrs. Richard Park 
1 tsp. vanilla 
1 egg white 
white, and add cream of tarter. Add 
until it stands in points. Coconut 
desired. 
A sense of humor is like a needle and thread, 
It will patch up so many things. 
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BROWN SUGAR FROSTING 
6 Ta cream 
6 To  butter 
Mrs � Ove Stenberg 
6 T �  brown sugar 
Cook this a littlee 
is the right consistency. 
Mix in powdered sugar until frosting 
(Approximately 2 cups o ) 
CRAZY CAKE 
3 C o  flour ( sifted) 1 tsp. salt 
Mrs. Donald Hildebrandt 
.:z Ts f'· 5 r:{__ a._  
2 Co sugar 1/3 C e,  cocoa 
Sift togethero Pour into a large cake pano Make a large wello 
3/4 C e  salad oilo Pour into the wellQ Make 2 wells put 2 tsp o 
vinegar in one well and 1 tspo vanilla in the other wello Pour 
2 Co of water over all and mix with a fork but do not stir � Bake 
at 350 ° oven for 3 5  to 40 minutes� 
SPONGE CAKE 
.1 1/4 c ,.,  cake flour (sifted) 
1 1/4 c (!)  sugar 
1/4 tsp o salt 
6 eggso 
2 T o lemon juice (fresh 9 frozen 9 
, or canned) 
Ruth Benedict 
2 T Q water 
1 tspo vanilla extract 
1/2 t sp. cream of tartar 
- Start your oven at 350° and get out a 10 inch tube pan o Sift 
flour 9 1 C o  sugar, and salt tog�thero Separate egg yolks from 
whitesQ �o the yolks add lemon j uice 9 water 9 vanilla extract 9 
flour mixture and beat hard for at least 5 minutes,., Sprinkle 
cream of tartar over egg whites and whip with your beater clear 
and dry until soft floppy peaks shape upo Start to add remain= 
ing 1/4 c. sugar gradually and continue beating until mixture is 
satiny smooth and stiff. Now pour yolk mixture and mix gently 
or fold until all signs of egg white disappear. Pour into 
ungreased cake pan and bake 40 to 50 minutes or until cake springs 
back when touchedQ 
It is easy to be pleasant 
When life flows by like a song. 
But the man worth while is one who will smile, 
When everything goes dead wrong. 
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FLUFFY WHITE FROSTING Mrs� Ed Zarecky 
1 egg white (unbeaten) 
3/4 c�  sugar 
Dash of salt 
3 T G>  water 
l tspo corn syrup (white) 
Combine in top of double boilero Beat about 1 minute , Qr 
until well mixed o Cook over rapidly boiling water 9 beating 
constantiy 9 about 4 minutes 9 _££ until frosting will stand up in 
stiff peakso Stir frosting up from bottom and side occasionally 
with rubber scraper o Remove from heato Add 1/2 tsp·e vanilla and 
beat until thick enough to spread (about 1 minute ) o  This makes 
enough for top and sides of ( 9  x 9 x 2) cake or tops and sides 
of 2 (8  inch) layerso This frosting will freeze� 
• • • • • 
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ADDITIONAL RECIPES 
C OO K I E S - B A R S - C A N D Y  
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C O O K I E S - B A R S - C A N D Y  
DOU�HNU't'S Mrse Mildred Voelker 
2 eggs ( slightly beaten) 6 Ce flour 
1 1/2 Co sugar 1 tsp . soda 
1/2 c. sour cream 2 1/2 tspo baking powder 
1 1/2 c "  sour milk 1 tsp e -- salt 
Mix ingredients together adding soda to creamo Use only 5 Ce 
flour in batter and save the other cup for rolling outG Also you 
may use 1 Co sour cream and 1 c. sour milk 9 if you prefer. 
I DOUGHNUTS 
1 C e  sugar 
1 egg ! 1 1/2 Co buttermilk 
1 tsp. soda 
Mix altogether and fry. 
l DOUGHNUTS 
5 C0 flour 
U 5 tsp. baking powder 
□ 2 Co sugar 
2 eggso 
I I Mix shortening and sugar o 
LI sift in dry ingredients., Knead 
l j DOUGHNUTS 
J 1/4 Co Wesson oil 
3 eggs 
I I l 1/i Co sugar 
U 1/2 tspQ salt C.2£ a little 
more) 
Jensine Chambers 
Pinch of salt 
1/4 tspo nutmeg 
3 Co  flour 
Mrso Ernest Ollie 
1 3/4 c. sweet milk 
1 T e  shortening 
1 tspo nutmeg 
1 tspe salt 




1/2. tspo soda 
1 1/4 tspG sour milk 
4 Ce flour 
tsp. nutmeg 
1 2 tspo baking powder _ · 1 Combine oil j eggs, and sugar" Mix together dry ingredients 
J and add to first mixture with sour milkG Put in refrigerator to 
chillo 
j Great truths are dug up , not stumbled upon. 
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HELLO DOLLY BARS £!!. QUICK � 
1/2 Co  butter (melted in pan) 
2 c �  vanilla wafers ( crushed) 
1 C o  flaked coconut 
MrsQ Kenneth Knutson 
l c"' nuts ( chopped) 
1 can sweetened condensed milk 
Bake for 30 minutes at 350 ° 0 While ho t put a package of choc­
olate chips on top .2!. use Kersey bars,a 
BROWNIES Mrso Donald Brown 
1 C0 white sugar 1 can Hershey chocolate syrup 
1 stick oleo 1 Cc flour 
4 eggs Nuts 
Mix and bake for 25 minutes at 350 ° 0 
BROWNIES Mrs,a Alvin Bell 
1 c "'  sugar 
1/4 Co  butter or margarine 
1/4 c Q  milk -
l square chocolate (melted) 
3/4 C0 nut meats 
1 Co flour 
l tspo vanilla Pinch of _salt 
2 eggs 
Spread 1/4 inch thick in a square pan a Bake slowly 1/2 hour 
at 350° � Cut in squares and frost if desiredo 
. ' 
BROWNIES 
1 stick margarine 
1 Co water 
Bclng to a boiL, 
2 C e  flour 
2 C o  sugar 
Mrso Farold Bothwell 
1/4 C ,a  cocoa 
1/2 C,a Crisco 
Cool and pour over the following� 
1/2 tspC!t salt 
Mix togethero Pour liquid over flour mixture and beat with 
mixero Add 1/2 cQ  buttermilk w 2 eggs w 1 tsp. soda f and 1 tspB 
vanillao Bake in a ( 11 x 8) pan for 20 minutes at 400° $ 
FROSTING: 
1 stick oleo 1/3 c. buttermilk 
1/4 Cc  cocoa 
Bring to a boil and cool. Add powdered sugar and 1 tspo 
vanillao Beat until smoothc Frost brownies while still warmo 
If you want to be original, be yourselfo  
God never made two people exactly alike. 
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BROWNIES Mrs. Donald Amundsen 
4 eggs (beaten ) 
2 c. sugar 
1/2 tsp«> salt 
1 tsp. vanilla 
4 squares chocolate (melted ) 
1 c Q shortening (melted ) 
l c. flour 
Melt chocolate and shortening together. Let cool. Beat eggs 9 
add sugar 9 salt, and vanilla. Next add flour and then add choco­
late o Beat wellt9 Put on · cookie sheets .. and bake at 350 ° for 20 to 
25 minutes. 
BROWNIES 
1 stick margarine 
Cream well and . add 4 eggso 
1 lg o can Hershey chocolate 
syrup 
Bake at 350 ° for 25 minuteso 
FROSTING: 
1 c. sugar 
Addg 
1 c. flour 
1/2 c. nuts 
6 T. margarine 1 1/3 Co sugar 
6 Ta milk 
Vera Haugen . 
Boil exactly 1 minute and add 1/2 c,.,  chocolate chipso Beat 
until spreading consistencyc Good for freezing$ 
CHOCOLATE BROWNIES 
2 Ca. sugar 
l Co butter 
4 egg yolks 
4 squares chocolate (melted ) . 
FROSTING� 
Mrs. Ernest Ollie 
2 c. flour minus 4 T o  
1 C o  nuts (choppeq ) 
2 tspo vanilla 
2 c. sugar 4 .T c water 
2 eggs (beaten) 2 squares chocolate 
Brownies Beat 4 egg whites stiffo Pour above mixture into 
whiteso Pour into jelly roll pan o Bake 20 minutes at 325° 0 
Frosting - Boil over low heat 9 stirring until chocolate melts 
and mixture begins to boil. Boil 3 minutes. Remove from heato 
Add 2 T Q  butter and 2 tsp � vanilla$ Beat until it begins to 
thickeno Spread on brownies� 
It 9 s �ice to be important 9 
but it 9 s more important to be nice o 
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KAREN'S BROWNIES Mrs . Richard Park - Mrs. Melvin Wold 
1 stick margarine ( melted) 
1 c. sugar 
l. can Hershey's syrup 
1 c .  flour 
4 eggs ( beaten ) 
FROSTING: 
6 T.  margarine 
1 1/2 c .  sugar 
6 T .  milk 
Brownies - Mix well and pour into a ( 9  x 13) pan. Bake at 
350° for 30 minutese Cool and frost . 
Frosting - Bring the above ingredients to a good boil Q Remove 
from stove and add 1 1/2 C s,  chocolate chipsG Stir until thick 
enough to frost brownies $ 
BROWNIES 
l 1/2 Co sugar 
1/3 Cs, milk 
. 3/4 Cc, nuts 
1/2 c .  butter 
1 tspo vanilla 
Mrs0 Stanley Skorr 
2 squares chocolate 
1 egg 
2 Co flour 
2 tspe baking powder 
Melt chocolateo Add beaten egg and sugaro Add sifted flour 
and baking powder , salt 9 and nuts o Bake in ( 8  x 8) pan about 20 
ininutesQ Bake in a 350° oven o Use a tooth pick to test when done 0 
Let coolo Cut into squares and roll in powdered sugar� 
ORANGE SLICE BARS 
1/2 lb . dates (chopped ) 
2 1/2 cC)  sugar 
Cook until thick� 
3/4 Co shortening 
1 c. brown sugar 
2 eggs (beaten) 
l tsp ., soda 
2 T Q  water 
Helen Mikkelson - Hannah Stangeland 
2 Te  flour 
1 c. water 
Do this first and cool it Q 
1 tspo vanilla 
1/2 Ce nuts 
1 3/4 C o  flour 
1/2 tsp .. salt 
Spread 1/2 dough in well greased (9 x 13) cake pan e Cover with 
orange slice candyo Cut lengthwise in twoo Sprinkle on nuts0 
Sprinkle dates over next � Top with rest of dougho Bake at 350° 
for 40 to 45 minutes. Cool and cut in l inch squares. Keeps well 
in refrigeratora When cool sprinkle with powdered sugar 0 
Tomorrow is often the busiest day of the week 9 
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GUMDROP COOKIES 
2 c. flour 
Mrs . Donald Hildebrandt 
1 cC) gum drops 
2 C o  oatmeal 1 c.  brown sugar 
1 c .  white sugar 
1 c .  lard or shortening 
( part butter) 
1 tsp�  baking powder 
1/4 tspo salt 
1 tsp e soda 
2 eggs 1 tspc, vanilla 
Bake at 400 ° for 12 minutes o 
ORANGE GUMDROP BARS Mrs. Jo Elvin Johnson 
3 eggs (beaten light) 1 1/2 C o  orange slices (cut fine) 
1 T o  water 1 1/2 Co coconut (shredded) 
1/2 tspa salt 1/2 c �  walnuts 
2 C o  brown sugar 2 cC) flour 
Bake at 375 ° in a (13 x 15) panQ 
"SPECIAL K" BARS Mrs t!) Eldon Berg 
3/4 C o  sugar 3/4 c�  Karo syrup (white ) 
Cook until it boils gentlyo 
1 c. ·peanut butter 
Stir into above mixture and remove from heat� 
4 1/2 c. Special K cereal 
Add all the above to thiso Stir in fast o Spread in pan. 
FROSTING: 
1 Ce butterscotch bits 1/2 c .  chocolate bits 
Melt carefully and spread over b&rs in pan. 
PEANUI' TOFFEE BARS Mrs . Roger Fritz 
2/3 c .  shortening (melted) 1/2 c. syrup (light) 
4 c .  oatmeal 1 tsp . salt 
1 c. brown sugar 2 tsp o vanilla 
Mix these ingredients in order o Press into a large p�n _2£ 
cookie sheet. Bake at 35 ° oven for 5 minutes, or until it boils 
around the edge . Then stir in sides and flattenagain. Cool . 
Spread with 6 oz. package of chocolate chips and 2/3 c .  peanut 
butter which has been melted over hot water Q Sprinkle with 
salted (chopped) .2£ (whole ) peanuts o Let stand to set. Cut these 
before they get hardo 
Look before you leap o 
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GOOD COOKIES Mrse Sylvan Odegard 
1 C 0  shortening 
1 c" whit_e sugar 
Mix; together ., 
1 tsp ,., vanilla 
1 tspe soda 
1 c. brown sugar 
2 eggs 
1 Tci cold water 
Dissolve soda in water and add the other ingredients to above 
mixtureo 
2 C o  flour 
l tsp. baking powder 
l tspa salt 
2 c<»  oatmeal 
1 c. coconut 
1 c _,  gumdrops 
Add to above� 
350° for 10 minutes0 
for gum dropso 
Roll into balls or drop by teaspoono Bake at 
Peanuts � chocolate chips may be substituted 
DATE BARS 
4 eggs 1 1/3 C a  sugar 
1 C o  flour 2 tspo baking powder 
l C o  dates ( chopped) 1 C e  nut meats 
Pinch of salt 1 tsp0 vanilla 
Clara Oyen 
Beat eggs 9 add sugar j flour j baking powder 9 salt 9 and vanilla s 
Beato Add nut meats and datese Put in (1 3 x 9 x 2) cake pan and 
bake in a 350° oveno 
BUTTERSCOTCH TEA COOKIES 
l C c»  butter 
2 C a  brown sugar 
2 eggs 
1 tsp $ soda 
Mrso Mary Kringen 
Pinch of salt 
1 C o peanuts · ( chopped) 
3 1/2 C e  flour 
Roll into small balls and pat down � Bake 10 minutes at 350° 0 
Instead of using peanuts 9 coconut 9 .2£ other substitutions may be 
used. 
I am a lonely Cook Book 
A sittin g on the shelf . 
Although I'm full of goodies 
I 9 m no good there by myself. 
I need someone to pick me up 
And look inside my cover. 
And if you do , I promise you 
A new world you will discovera 
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LEMON BARS Mrs. Kenneth Croon 
2 c. flour 1/2 c. powdered sugar 
l c. butter or oleo (soft) 
Mix together until crumbly. Pat into a ( 9  x 13 ) pan. Bake· 
20 minutes at 350 ° "' Save 1 C e  of crumb mixture to sprinkle on topo 
2 C o  sugar 1 tsp. baking powder 
Dash of salt 4 eggs (beaten ) 
4 T. flour 6 T .  J_emon juice .2£. Realemon 
Combine sugar, salt 9 flour, and baking powdero Fold in beaten 
eggs and juiceo Pour over baked crust and sprinkle with remaining 
crumbs"' Bake at 350·0 for 25  minuteso 
LEMON SQUARES Mrs a Kenneth Knutson 
1 1/2 C 0  flour 1/2 Co butter 
1 1/2 c Q  brown sugar 
Mix and pat down in buttered (9 x 1 3 )  pan@ 
10 minuteso 
Bake at 275 ° for 
2 eggs (beaten ) 
1 c Q  brown sugar 
1 1/2 C o  coconut 
1 c �  nuts (chopped) 
Spread on top of 
ICING: 
2 T ..,  flour 
1/2 tsp0 baking powder 
1/4 tspo salt 
1/2 tspe vanilla 
baked mixtureo Bake 20 minutes at 350 ° 0 
1 Co confectioners 9 sugar Juice .of 1 lemon 
1 T o  butter ( melted) 
Frost while bars are still warme 
RHUBARB BARS -
3 C e  rhubarb (cut up) 
1 1/2 c. sugar 
1/4 Ce water 
Mrss Albert Schieber - Jeanette Waage 
2 · T o  cornstarch 
1 tsp «> vanilla 
Cook the above until thick except for the vanilla which should 
be added last. Cool. 
l c� oleo 1 1/2 C e  oatmeal 
1 1/2 c. flour 1 c. brown sugar 
1/4 tsps soda 1/2 C a  nuts 
Mix together and pat 3/4 of mixture in bottom of a (9 x 13) 
pan"' Pour rhubarb mixture on topo Crumble rest of dry mixture 
over top of thiso Bake at 375 ° for 25  to 30 minutes 0 
People don 9 t plan to fail - they j ust fail to plano 
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AP_PLESAUCE BARS 
1 c. sugar 
1/2 c. oleo _2£. butter 
· 1 egg 
1 tsp. soda 
· 1 c ., applesauce 
Dissolve soda in applesauce. 




1 tsp. nutmeg 
1 tsp. cinnamon 
1/2 tsp., C.2£ less) cloves 
1 1/2 c .  flour 
Mix all ingredients together. 
350 ° for 30 _ minutesQ Top with 
6 To brown sugar 6 T e  cream .2!. milk 
2 T o  oleo .2.!: butter ( melted) 
Bring to boil ; rlffl\ove from heat and let cool� Add 2 c.,  
powdered sugare Beat until thick enough to spread� 
CARROT BARS Beverly Gath 
. Beat 4 egg ; slowly add 2 C o  sugar <!) Add 1/2 Ce salad ·oil 9 alternate� 
ly with 2 C c  flour 9 ·2 tspo soda i 2 tsp<!) cinnamon 9 and 1 tspo salt e 
Add 3 c.,  grated carrots 9 l 1/2 cups very fine coconut and 1/4 C e 
nutso Bake in jelly roll pan at 350 ° oven for 30 to 35 minutes <!) 
F,ROSTING: 
Cream 4 To butter 9 3 ozo Philadelphia cream cheese 9 1/4 tsp c salt e 
Add a little at a time 3 C o  powdered sugar 9 1 To  milk i and 1/2 tspo 
vanill� • Beat well e Frost bars and cute Can be made with powdered 
sugar frosting with orange j uice and grated rind and butter o These 
keep well in refrigeratoro (10 x 15 ) �  
FRUIT COCKTAIL BARS --- ----- -
2 eggs 
1 1/2 C .:>  sugar 
2 1/4 C o  flour 
1 1/2 tspo soda 
FROSTING: 
3/4 Co brown sugar 
1/2 Co butter 
1/4 C o  milk 
Beverly Gath 
1 tspo  vanilla 
1 can (17 oz.,) cocktail and juice 
1 1/3 C o  coconut 
1 tspt) vanilla 
1/2 Ce nuts 
Bars ... Put coconut on top of batter and bake in ( 10 x 15) pan 
for 20 to 25 minutes in 350° oven G 
Frosting - Boil the frosting till it gets thick 9 then put . on 
bars., 
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CHERRY BARS Mrso Ernest Halter 
1 c� shortening (1/2 oil 
if preferred) 
1 3/4 c.  sugar 
4 eggs 
1 1/2 tsp. baking powder 
1 tsp. vanilla 
1/2 tsp. salt 
3 c. flour 
1 c. cherry mix C on top) 
Put in half the battero Add the cherry mix o Add the remain­
der of the dough on tope Cover with powdered sugar � This makes 
a very large pane Bake in oven 350 ° for 20 minutese Glaze the 
top if preferredo 
BU'ITERSCOTCH SLICES 
1 Co brown sugar 
1 c� angel flake coconut 
1 Co graham crackers (crushed) 
1/2 c"  milk 
1/2 Co oleo 
1 tsp«> vanilla 
Dash of salt 
Joyce Pedersen 
Mix above ingredients and cook from 6 to 8 minutes stirring 
constantlyo Place whole graham crackers in�ttom of (9 x 13) 
cake pano Spread filling evenly and cover with a layer of whole 
graham· crackerso Frost with thin butter cream icing . Cut into 
squareso 
OATMEAL CARAMEL BARS 
32 light Kraft caramels 5 TQ cr�am 
Melt together and cool� Combine: 
1 c $  flour 1/2 tsp" soda 
1 C 0  oatmeal 1/4 tsp. salt 
Mrs�  Kenneth Knutson 
3/4 c. brown sugar 3/4 c� butter (melted) 
Pat 1/2 of above mixture in (9 x 9 )  pan and bake at 350° for 
10 minutes o Remove from oveno Sprinkle 1/2 Cc, nuts (chopped) 9 
1 c • . chocolate chips , and sp.read caramel mixture on topo Put 
remainder of the crumbs over this and bake 15 minutes more. Cool 
and cut into bars. 
CONGO BARS 
2/3 c. shortening 
2 1/2 c. brown sugar ( 1  pkg.) 
3 eggs 
2 3/4 c. flour 
2 1/2 tsp. baking powder 
Clarice Hilmoe - Myrl Hilmoe 
1/2 tsp. salt 
l c. nuts (chopped) 
1 pkg. chocolate chips 
1 tsp c, vanilla 
Continued Next Page. 
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CONGO BARS (Continued ) o  
Melt shortening in kettle - add brown sugar and eggso Sift 
together flour 9 baking powder j and salt ; then add to mixtureo 
Add chopped nuts and chocolate chips and vanillao This makes a 
stiff- battero Bake in a dripper pan at 350 ° for 35 minutes. Cut 
in squareso Also good using dates instead of chipso 
CHOCOLATE CHIP BARS Mrs. Agnes Molskness 
1 Co butter 2 C 0  flour 
2/3 cQ  sugar 2 tspo vanilla 
2/3 Co brown sugar ( packed) 1 tspe salt 
2 eggs 1 c .  chocolate chips 
Soften butter and mix with sugar Q Add remaining ingredientso 
Blend wellQ Spread in greased pano Bake at 350 ° for 20 minutese 
For a· variation 9 nuts and butterscotch chips may be addedo 
RAISIN BARS 
l C o  raisins 
Simmer 10 minutes� 
l stick margarine 
Add to above and coolo 
1 egg (beaten) 
i '3/4 Co flour 
1/2 tspo salt 
1 tsp o soda 
MrsCI> Ernest Halter 
2 Ce water 
1 C CI>  sugar 
1 tsp. baking powder 
l tspQ cinnamon 
1/2 tspo nutmeg 
Stir altogether. Batter will be thinQ 
350 ° ovenQ Frost if so desired � 
Bake 25 minutes in 
LADY FINGER BARS Myrl Hilmoe 
l Co flour 1/2 c. butter 
Mix as pie crust. Bake 15 minutes at 350 °. 
Fil,LINGi 
2 eggs (beaten) 
1 1/2 c. brown sugar ( firmly 
packed) 
Bake 25  minutes at 350 ° 
FROSTING! 
2 T. butter 
2 T. orange j uice 
1/4 tsp. salt 
1 tsp. vanilla 
.1/2 c. nuts (chopped) 
1 1/2 tsp. lemon extract 
Add powdered sugar 
A rumor is about as hard to unspread as butter. 
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MOUND � 
2 C o graham cracker crumbs 
1/2 C o  butter (melted) 
Mrso Doug Kenison 
1 pkg. {7 ozJ angel flake coconut 
1 pkg. {6 oz� >  chocolate chips 
1 T. hot water 
1 can Eagle Brand sweetend 
condensed milk 
1/2 c. almonds or walnuts 
(chopped fine) 
Combine cracker crumbs 9 butter , and water well and pat into 
bottom of (9 x 13) cake _pan. Bake 350 ° for 10 minutes. Remove 
from heato Stir together milk and coconut and spread carefully 
over crumbs. Return to 350 ° oven and bake another 10 minutes Q 
Remove from heat and sprinkle chocolate chips over top.  As they 
melt 9 spread evenlyo Sprinkle nuts _on top. Refrigerate cooled 
cookies until chocolate is set o Cut into bars _2£ fingers o Note: 
five almond Hershey canay bars may be used in place of the choco­
late chips$ 
TOFFEE BARS Mrs. Philip Jensen 
1 c Q  butter 1 pkg�  (6 ozo) chocolate chips 9 
1 co  brown sugar butterscotch chips (or plain 
1 egg milk chocolate bars)(can use 
1 tspo vanilla more chips if desired ) 
2 cQ flour 1/2 C e  nuts {chopped) 
In a bowl 9 cream butter and sugar until fluffy0 Beat in 
he egg and vanilla ; add flour 9 mixing well o Spread on (10 x 15) 
jelly roll pano Bake about 15 minutes or until light brown in 
350 ° 0 Remove from oven and sprinkle chips over hot cookie. Let 
stand until chips are melted 9 then spread and sprinkle with 
nuts (chopped ) o 
HERSHEY BAR COOKIES 
l C o  butter 
1 C e  brown sugar 
1 egg yolk 
Mrs 0 Leo John Heinricy 9 Jre 
1/2 tsp o vanilla 
2 C 0  flour 
Mix the above together o Bake on cookie sheet at 350 ° for 15 
to 20 minuteso Place 6 milk Hershey bars on topo Put in oven for 
10 secondso Remove and spread evenly on top o Sprinkle 1/2 C o nuts 
( chopped) on topo 
Laughter is the sunlight of the soul o 
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PINEAPPLE-COCONUT DREAM BARS 
1 c:. flour 
1/4 c. butter 
TOPPING: 
l egg 
l 1/2 c. brown sugar 
1/2 c. flour 
1/2 tsp. baking powder 
1/2 tspo salt 
Bars - Mix the above and pat 
8 to 10 minutes at 350° e Cool and 
Topping - Bake at 350° for 45 
chips on top and return to oven to 
WALNUT BARS 
Mrs Q H. N� Leverson 
1/4 c. brown sugar 
1/4 tsp o salt 
1/2 tsp a vanilla 
3/4 C c.1  coconut 
1/2 c. crushed pineapple 
(drained ) 
1/2 C c  nuts 
into bottom of pan. Bake about 
top with the topping0 
minuteso Sprinkle chocolate 
melt Q Then spread as frostingo 
Make a crust of l c �  flour and 
and press into the pan used to 
Bake about 10 minutes at 350 ° 0 
1 1/2 C o  brown sugar 
1/2 c. shorteninge 
bake ine A ( 8  x 8 )  
Elaine Richter 
Mix together 
pan is sufficiente 
1/2 cQ  coconut 
1 C o  walnuts 
· 2 tspc.1 flour 
M:i.x together� 
1/4 tsp o baking 
1/2 tspo salt 
2 eggs 
powder 
. Beat together and add to baked crusto 
350° 0 When cool frost with� 
Bake 25 minutes at 
1/2 c <!)  butter 
2 C o  powdered sugar 
CINNAMON COFFEE BARS 
Cream together thoroughly: 
1 tsp. vanilla 
A little cream 
1/4 c. shortening (soft ) 1 egg 
1 c. brown sugar (packed) 
Stir in 1/2 C o  hot coffee. 
Sift together and stir in: 
1 1/2 c. flour 1/4 tsp o salt 
Marguerite Anderson 
1/4 tsp c soda 1/2 tspo cinnamon 
Add 1/2 c. raisins (chopped) and 1/4 c .  nut meats C chopped) 0 
Spread in ( 9  x 13) greased pano Bake at 350° for 18 to 20 minutes0 
Frest while warm with creamy powdered sugar incing o Cut into bars 
while warm.., 
Happiness is a homemade articlee 
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OATMEAL CRUNCH BARS Aileen Nelson 
1 c. brown sugar 
1 c. butter 
l tspo vanilla 
1/2 tspe salt 
1 c ..,  oatmeal 
1 1/3 c. flour 
1 tsp� soda 
1/2 Ce nuts 
1/2 c .  chocolate chips 
Cream butter 9 sugar , vanilla 9 and salt � Add other ingredients 
and press into an ungreased cake pan o -Bake at 350 ° f' or 25 to 30 
minuteso While warm add chocolate chips and spread as icinge 
CAR:AMEL LAYERS 
1 c .  plus 2 Te regular flour 
(the 2 To if for Kraft 
Caramel mixture ) 
1/4 tspo salt 
1/4 tsp o soda 
1/2 Co brown sugar ( packed 
firmly ) 
Floris Hilmoe 
3/4 Co oatmeal ( quick cooking )  
1/2 c .,  butter 
24 Kraft caramels ( light 
colored ) 
3 T e  cream 
1/2 C o  chocolate chips 
Combine in mixing bowl 1 C o  flour � salt, soda 9 brown sugar 9 
and oatrnealo Cut in butter until particles are fineo Reserve 
1 cupo Press remaining mixture into bottom of greased 8 inch 
square pano Bake at 350° for 10 minutes .  Combine caramels and 
cream in top of double boilere Cook over boiling water until 
caramels rnelt o Blend in 2 T o flour o Spread carefully over basee 
Sprinkle with chips and then reserved crumb mixtures Bake at 350 ° 
for 12 to 15 minutes until delicately brownedo 
LEMON BARS 
2 C G>  flour 
1 c .  margarine 
Lillie Loiseau 
1/2 c. powdered sugar 
Mix together , reserve 1 c. for the toppinge Put rest in 
( 9  x 13) pan and bake 20 minutes at 350 ° 0 While baking: 
Beat 4 eggs and add: 
2 C o  sugar 
1/4 tsp., salt 
4 T. flour 
1 tsp. baking powder 
6 Te lemon juice 
Mix all together and put on baked bottom crust. Then sprinkle 
with the reserved cup of topping o Bake for another 25 minutes. 
While hot after taking out of the oven sprinkle with powdered sugaro 
Many people want what they don ' t  need, and need what they don ° t 
wantQ 
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ALMOND BARK BARS OR COOKIES Leona Holbeck --- -� -- -
Melt 2 lbo Almond Bark Pre-Mix and add : 
2 c� Klackers (breakfast food) 1 c �  cashews .2£ almonds or walnuts 
2 C o Rice Krispies 2 c�  marshmallows (miniature) 
Press in cake pan and cut into bars .2£ drop by spoonful for 
cookieso 
BROWNIES Elaine Richter 
2 C o  sugar 1 1/2 Co shortening 
Beat together well. 
2 eggs (beaten ) 2 Co flour (sifted) 
l Co  milk 1 C e  nuts 
1 sm (i) Co  cocoa (about 3/4 Co) 1 tspo vanilla 
Mix in order given c Beat well and pour onto greased cookie 
sheets about 3 inches in depth o Bake at 350 ° for 25 minutese This 
is a large recipe o 
_ FRENCH CREAMS 
2 C o  brown sugar 1 C o hot water 
l Co shortening 1 tsp. vanilla 
2 eggs 1 tspo cinnamon 
3, C o  flour 1/2 tsp o nutmeg 
1 C a  nut meats (chopped) tsp0 soda 
1 Co raisins (ground ) 1/2 tsp a baking powder 
Ellen Nelson 
Cream sugar and shortening 9 add eggs 9 and vanilla o Put 
raisins and soda in the boiling water and let stand a few minuteso 
Mix nuts and spices and baking powder with flouro Alternate dry 
ingredients with water and raisin mixture o Bake in large cookie 
sheet at 350° about 25  minutes o Ice with powdered sugar and cut 
in squareso 
POTATO DOUGHNUTS 
1 c .  potatoes ( mashed) 
1 1/2 c GI  sugar 
2 T o butter ( melted) 
3 tspo baking powder 
1/2 tsp .. soda 
1/2 tsp.salt 
Mrs� Stanley . Skorr 
1/2 c �  buttermilk 
2 eggs (beaten) 
3 C o  flour 
Nutmeg and cinnamon 
1 tsp. vanilla 
Put sugar in hot mashed potatoes and butter. Add eggs, sifted 
dry ingredients 9 and buttermilk and vanilla. Chill. Roll on flour­
ed cloth . Cut and fry at 375 ° and shake in cinnamon sugaro 
GINGER CREAM 
1 c.  molasses 
1 1/4 c .  sugar 
1 tsp (» soda 
1 c .  shortening 
1 c. hot water or coffee 
1 tsp., ginger 
1 tsp ., cinnamon 




Flour to make a stiff dough 9 4 to 5 cups. Spoon should stand 
alone in dough . Drop _by teaspoon of dough on greased cookie sheet. 
Bake 350° for 10 to 12 minutes . Cool and frost . Sof.t cookies. 
GRANDMA 9 S FROSTED CREAMS 
1 c. sugar 
1 c. shortening 
1 egg 
1 c. molasses 
Approximately 4 cups 
moderate oven and frosts 
WAFFLE BROWNIES 
1 1/2 c. flour ( sifted) 
1/2 tspe salt 
1/4 tsp. cinnamon 
3/4 Co shortening 
2/3 c sugar 
Mrs . Silas Nelson 
1 c.  buttermilk or sour milk 
1 tsp. ginger 
1/2 tsp. cinnamon 
1 tsp. soda 
of. flour 9 enough to stiffen. Bake in 
Mrs . Phillip Jensen 
2 eggs ( separated and beaten) 
3/4 c .,  milk 
2 squares chocolate ( melted 
1/2 c �  nuts ( chopped ) 
Cream shortening and sugar together. 
add dry ingredients alternately with milk ., 
and nuts0 Drop by teaspoon on hot waffle 
while hot(!! 
Add egg yolks� · They 
Stir in melted chocolate 
irono They will be soft 
NEVER FAIL DOUGHNUTS 
2 eggs Pinch of salt 
Mrse Mary Kringen 
1 C e  sugar 3 T o butter (melted ) 
1 tsp 0 vanilla 3 c .  flour ( approximately)  
1 c .  sweet milk 1/2 tsp. soda 
Beat eggs until thick and lemon colored. Gradually add su9ar 
and beat again.,  Add remainder of ingredients. Enough flour other 
than the 3 cups should be added to make a soft doughe 
Beware of little expenses ; 
A small leak will sink a great ship� 
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COWBOY COOKIES Mrs. Blythe Larson 
1 c. shortening 
1 c. brown su.gar 
1 c. white sugar 
Mix well. 
2 eggs 
1 tsp. vanilla 
2 c. flour 1/2 tsp. baking powder 
1 tsp. soda 
Sift together and add to above mixture . Add 2 c. rolled oatso 
Bake at 350 °. Chocolate chips, raisins, .2E. coconut may be added if 
desired. Dough is crumbly. Roll into balls - and press flat. 
SUGAR COOKIES 
1 c .  vegetable shortening (do 1 egg (well beaten ) 
not use oleo or ·butter ) 1/2 tspQ vanilla 
1 G •  sugar 1 T 0  milk 
2 c .  flour ( sift and measure ) 1/2 tsp e soda 
Esther Cramer . 
Form into roll Q Let stand in refigerator overnighte Slice 9 
sprinkle with sugaro Bake at 325° Q Very light browno 
WHITE COOKIES 
1 Co sugar 
'2 eggs 
Pinch of salt 
1 tsp e soda 
1 tspQ .vanilla 
tarter 2 1/2 cQ  flour 
Jensine Chambers 
5 T .,  sweet milk 
1 tspo cream of 
Roll thino 
Bake at 350 ° 0 
If dough seems too thin add a little more flour e 
BEST SUGAR COOKIES Vera H£ctgen 
1 Co powdered sugar 1 tsps salt 
1 c .  white sugar 1 tsp. soda 
1 c .  margarine 1 tspe cream of tartar 
1 CID oil 1 tspo vanilla 
2 eggs 1/2 tsp Q almond 
4 1/3 Ce  flour 
Cream sugars , margarine and oil. Add eggs , then add dry ingred­
ients and mix well. Roll into balls and press down with glass that 
has been dipped in sugar. Bake at 375 ° for .8 to 10 minutes e 
Debt is what you get if you spend as much as you tell your 
friends you earn. 
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WHITE COOKIES Mrs� Marie Pedersen 
1/2 c�  cooking oil 
1/2 c. oleo 
1/2 c�  white sugar 
1/2 c. powdered sugar 
1 egg 
2 c �  flour 
1/2 tspG soda 
1/2 tsp. cream of tartar 
1 tsp. vanilla 
Roll into balls and flatten with a fork. Bake at 350 ° . 
SOUR CREAM WHITE COOKIES 
l C e  butter 
2 c. sugar 
1 c C)  sour cream 
Mix until smoothe Have this 
greased tins in a moderate oveno 
GRANDPA 8 S SUGAR COOKIES 
2 c "  sugar 
1 C o shortening 
2 eggs 
1/2 c �  thick sour cream 
1 tsp. vanilla 
Mrs ... Carl Lone 
2 eggs (lighly beaten ) 
1 tspo soda (dissolved in hot 
water ) 
3 1/2 C o  flour 
as soft as possibleo Bake on 
Mrs. Richard Park 
1/2 tspo soda 
1 tsp� baking powder 
Four to make a stiff dough 
Cream shortening 9 sugar 9 and add eggs�  hen add sour cream 9 
vanilla 9 soda , baking powder , and flour � Roll on floured board� 
Balce at 350° until light brown on edges «> 
SUGAR COOKIES Mrs. Clarence Nelson 
2 c. sugar l tsp. vanilla 
1 c. butter 1/4 tsp. lemon flavoring 
2 eggs ( beaten) 5 c. flour 
1 c C)  sour cream 2 tsp . baking powder 
1 tsp� soda 1/2 tsp. salt 
Cream butter and sugar together «> Add eggso Combine cream 
and soda and add to the above ingredients � Next add the flavoringse 
Sift together and add the dry ingredients. Chill dough and roll 
1/8 inch thick and cut. Place on greased cookie sheet. Sprinkle 
with sugar 41 Bake at 350·0 for 8 to 10 minutes 9 until they are 
light brown . This receipe makes 9 to 10 dozen cookieso 
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SUGAR COOKIES Mrso Ferdinand Johanson 
2 sticks oleo 1 tsp o vanilla 
2 c .  sugar 2 tsp. soda 
2 eggs (beaten) 2 tsp. cream of tartar 
1 C e  salad oil 5 c .  flour 
Pinch of salt 
Cream oleo and sugar 9 add remaining ingredientsQ Roll in ballso 
Bake in 350 ° oven � 
BUTTER COOKIES 
1 C o  butter 
1 C o  powdered sugar 
2 C e  flour 
1/2 tspo soda 




1/2 Co  butter 
1/2 C o  shortening 
Add and blend well : 
3 eggs 
Mix and add gradually: 
3 1/2 C e  flour 
l tsp o soda 
Add : 
1 1/2 tspe vanilla 
Mrso Nels Jokumsen 
1/2 tsp o cream of tartar 
Pinch of salt 
l egg 
1 tsp . vanilla 
together o Chillo Roll out and cut 
Mrs. Don Myers 
1 Cea sugar 
2 tspo cream of tartar 
Chill dougho Roll out and cut cookies ., Sprinkle with sugar 
before bakingQ  Or frost with powdered sugar frosting after baking o 
DANISH WHITE �OOKIES 
1 c. sugar 
1 c. butter 
1 egg . 
2 tsp. vinegar 
1/2 tsp. soda 
If too soft add 2 T. flourQ 
Mrs. Julie Jokumsen 
1/2 tsp. cream of tartar 
2 Ce  flour 
1/2 c. nuts 
Vanilla 
Drop by teaspoon. Bake at 350° 
There is nothing wrong with having nothing to say -
j ust don 't say it out loudc 
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ORANGE DROP COOKIES 




1/2 Co  orange j uice 
2 T. orange rind ( grated) 
ORANGE BUTTER ICING: 
2 c.  confectioners ' sugar 
(sifted ) 
2 T o  butter 
2 c. flour 
1/2 tsp. baking powder 
1/2 tsp� soda 
1/2 tsp. salt 
1 T o  orange juice 
2 To  orange rind 
Cookies - mix egg 9 sugar 9 and shortening0 Stir in orange 
j uice and rindo Blend dry ingredients and add to first mixturee 
Drop on ungreased cookie sheet and bake at 400 ° e Frost with icingQ 
Icing - Mix together and frost cookies0 This makes about 4 
dozen cookiesQ 
SPECIAL K COOKIES 
l C s  sugar 
1/2 C0 white syrup 
1/4 C o  cream 
1 C o  peanut butter 
6 Co Special K 
Clara Oyen 
Bring sugar 9 white syrup 9 and cream to a soft boil o Add peanut 
butter and bring to a boil againQ Add the Special K and spread in 
cake pane Frost with a chocolate frostingo Cut in squareso 
� KRISPIES DAINTIES Ardis Croon 
1/2 Co corn syrup 1 1/2 Co confectioner 9 s sugar 
1/2 C o  peanut butter 3 to 4 C o rice krispies 
Blend syrup 9 sugar and peanut butter thoroughlyo Add 2 Co rice 
crispieso Mix well �  Shape firmly into 1 inch balls and roll  in 
remaining krispies pressing firmly into surfaceo Let stand in cool 
place to hardeno Makes about 32 balls . 
UNBAKED CORNFLAKE COOKIES 
2 pkgo butterscotch chips 4 c. cornflakes 
1/2 Co  peanut butter 
Mrs.· Darrel Croon 
Melt chips and peanut butter in top of a double boiler e Pour 
this mixture over cornflates. Spoon out with teaspoon on pan and 
cool o 
Your tomorrow is often the result of today a 
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PEANUT BLOSSOMS 
1/2 c. shortening 2 To milk 
1/2 c. peanut butter 1 tsp� vanilla 
1/2 c. white sugar 1 3/4 c. flour 
1/2 c. brown sugar 1 tspe soda 
l egg 1/2 tsp. sal� 
Lillian Ollie 
Cream shortening, butter, and sugars. Add remaining ingre­
dients. Roll dough in balls and dip in sugara  Bake on cookie 
sheet at 350 ° for 10 minutes. Then place candy kisses in the �enter 
of cookie� Bake 2 minutes. 
PEANUT BUTTER BALLS 
l c. sugar 
3/4 c. shortening 
1/4 c. p�anut butter 
1 egg 
2 c .. flour 
Mix all ingredients togethero 
and bake in moderate oven Q 
PEANUT BUTTER COOKIES 
' 1  Co brown sugar 
l c� white sugar 
2 eggs 
1 c. oleo or lard . - · 
1 C e  peanut butter 
Pinch of salt 
1 tspo vanilla 
1 tsp. soda 
2 To syrup 
Mrs. Ernest Halter . 
Form into balls , roll in sugar , 
3 c �  flour 
l tsp"' soda 
Pinch of salt 
l tsp. vanilla 
Jensine Chambers 
Roll out and bake o Bake at 350 ° 0 
PEANUT COOKIES 
1 Ce Crisco 
1 c. white sugar 
1 c. brown sugar 
1 tspo vanilla 
1/2 lbo peanuts (red shelled ) 
2 eggs (unbeaten ) 
1 tspc, soda 
1 1/2 c .,  flour 
3 c. rolled oats 
Odie Hillan 
Cream shortening and sugar o Add eggs and beat o Sift flour 
and soda and add to above mixtureo Add rolled oats and peanuts� 
Bake at 425 ° 0 (Drop by teaspoon on baking sheet o ) , 
What the future has in store for . you depends largely on what 
you place in store for the futureo 
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DATE BALLS 
1 1/2 c .  dates (chopped) 
Mrs. Ernest Ollie 
2 eggs (well beaten) 
1 c. sugar 
Mix together 
from heat and add 
, 1 T. butter 
· 1 tsp. vanilla 
Cool and roll 
and boil 5 minutes , stirring constantly� 
the rest of ingredients� 
Pinch of salt 
3 c. Rice Krispies 
into balls and then roll into coconuto 
Remove 
I DAT_
E BALL COOKIES Nora Flatten 
2 eggs (beaten) 1 C o  dates (cut up) 
1 C o  coconut 1/2 tspo vanilla 1
1 C o  sugar 1 C o  walnuts 
Mix together and bake in a loaf pan 25 minutes at 350° 0 Scrap 
the baked mixture from pan into bowlo Stir and cool the mixtureo 
I Form into small balls and roll in granulated sugaro 
DROP DATE COOKIES Mrs. Donald Amundsen 
1 2 c C!> brown sugar 
1 c G, _shortening 
2 egg_s 
I FILLING: 
1 tspo soda (dissolved in a little 
hot water) 
1 tsp. vanilla 
3 1/2 C e  flour 
1 lb . dates 1/2 C o  water 1 1/2 c o  sugar 
Cook until thick and coole Mix in order giveno Then form 
on cookie sheet) place filling ,then a small amount of dough on top I of fillingo  Bake at 325 ° for 6 to 8 minutes or until doneo 
� ICE � COOKIES Mrs. Elvin Johnson I Boil until thick: 
1 lb. dates 
1/2 c. sugar 
I COOKIE: 1 C c  brown sugar 
1 c. white sugar 
1 c. butter and lard (mixed )  
1 1/4 tsp. salt 
Divide dough into two parts Q 
date mixture and roll up. Freeze , 
I 
1/2 c. water 
3 eggs (beaten light) 
1 tsp. soda 
1 tsp . vanilla 
4 c. flour 
Roll out thin , cover 




3/4 c. sugar (white _£E brown } 1 tsp. cinnamon 
2 To shortening 1/2 tspo ginger 
1/2 c Q molasses 1/4 tspQ nutmeg 
1/2 C s warm water 1/4 tsp. cloves 
1 tspo soda (add this to water) Flour (enough to make a 
Pinch of salt soft d·ough) 
Gena Olson 
Cream together shortening 9 sugar 9 soda, and warm watero 
Add molasses j salt 9 spices and stir wello Add flouro Roll out 
to a 1/4 inch thick o Cuto Bake for 12 minutes at 350 °. 
LEMON SNOWDROPS 
1 c�  butter or margarine 
1/2 C o  confeciioners 0 s sugar 
1 tspo lemon extract 
LD10N BtJI'TER FILLING: 
2 c q, flour 
1/4 tsp,. salt 
Mrs e Svend Iversen 
_ 1 egg ( beaten) 3 T o  lemon j uice 
2 / 3  Ce sugar 1 1/2 T Q· butter 
Cookie = Heat oven to 400• o Cream butter and sugar o Add 
flour 9 sal_t j and lemon extract o Mix wello Measure teaspoons of 
dough and round into balls and flatten slightlyo Place 1 inch 
apart on ungreased baking sheeta. Bake 8 to 10 minutes or until 
slightly browned Q Coolo Put together with fillingo Roll in 
confectioners sugars Makes about 5 dozen cookies e 
Filling - Cook over hot water until thick stirring constantlyo 
Coolo Fill above cookies. 
GOOD COOKIES 
1 c. white sugar 
1 c. brown sugar 
1/2 c. lard 
1/2 C o butter 
2 eggs 
1/2 tsp. nutmeg 
Roll out and bake. 
My Mother)'as a cookie j ar 
Upon the pantry shelfG 
Whenever I get hungry 
I go and help myself. 
Bertha and Marthine Reppe 
1 tsp. cinnamon 
1 c. sour cream 
1 tsp. soda 
1/2 tsp. baking powder 
3 C o  flour 
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SAND COOKIES Mrs. Albert Schieber 
1 C •  white sugar 1 c. Rice Krispies 
1 c .  brown sugar 1/2 c. nuts 
1 c .  shortening 1 c. chocolate chips 
1 c.  oil 1 tsp. soda 
1 egg 1 tsp. cream of tartar 
1 T. sour milk 1 tsp. salt 
3 1/2 c. flour 1 tsp. vanilla 
1 c. oatmeal 
Cream sugar and shortening�  Add egg, oil and milk. Add flour 
and other ingredients all at once. Make into 1 1/2 inch balls and 
press down with a fork � which has been dipped in cold water. Bake 
at 350 ° until light brown. 
HOPSCOTCH COOKIES 
1/2 Co coconut 
1 1/4 Ca  butterscotch chips 
1/2 Ca peanut butter 
Mrse Marie Pedersen 
2 c. sm. marshmallows 
2 c �  chow mein noodles 
Melt chips and add peanut butter. Then in a bowl put marsh­
mallows 9 noodles , coconut f and pour this over the melted hot 
mixture� Mix wella Drop by spoonful on cookie sheeta Put in ref­
rigerator for 15 minutes to set a 
MELTING DREAMS Bertha Hillan 
1 1/4 c..,  regular floU:r (sifted ) 1/2 Co confectioners ' sugar 
1/4 Ce cornstarch 1 1/2 sticks butter 
Mix altogether until it is smooth and holds together. Chill 
until dough is firmo Shape into small balls and place on ungreased 
cookie sheet - press flat. Bake in -slow over 300 ° until iight 
brown for 20 to 30 minutes� 
NUT CLUSTERS 
2 eggs 
1 1/4 C0 powdered sugar 
1 pkg� chocolate chips 
Mrso Darrel Croon 
1 pkg0 marshmallows 
1 c. peanuts (salte d) 
Seat eggs and add to powdered sugar. Melt chocolate chips 
and add to the first mixture o Add remainder of ingredients and mix 
wello Drop on wax paper to coolo 
We get our parents so late in life that it is impossible to do 
anything with them o 
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SWEDISH BUTTER BALLS Mrs. Robert Molskness 9 Sr o  
1 c.  butter 1 tsp. vanilla 
3 T. powdered sugar 2 c. flour ( sifted ) 
1/4 tsp. salt 1 c. pecans ( chopped fine) 
Cream butter, powdered sugar, salt w and vanilla� Add flour and 
nuts. Form into small balls and bake on an ungreased cookie sheet 
at 350 ° for 20 minutes Q Bake j ust until they begin to browne Roll 
in powdered sugar while still warm. Makes about 5 dozen small 
cookies. 
SODA CRACKER COOKIES Jensine Chambers 
2 c. sugar 1/4 lb. soda crackers ( crumbled) 
2/3 c. milk 1 tspo vanilla 
6 Te peanut butter Walnuts ( chopped) 
Stir and bring to a boil the sugar and milko Boil 3 minutes 
after it reaches the boiling pointo Remove from heato Add chopped 
walnuts and vanilla o Mix wellQ Drop on wax paper and let set. 
This makes 32 cookies� Bake at 350 °Q 
CHOCOLATE CHIP-MARSHMALLOW ROLL COOKIES Lillian Ollie 
lgQ pkg Q  chocolate chips 
2 eggs (beaten ) 
1 lgo pkgo marshmallows (colored 
miniature) 
1 1/2 !2_ 2 Co vanilla wafers 
Melt chocolate chips in sauce pan o Cool a little o Add beaten 
egg 9 then add marshmallows Q Crush vanilla wafers and put crushed 
wafers on waxed paper. Roll mixture in the crumbs o Make into long 
roll in crumb mixtureo Freezeo Slices easy after freezing and 
looks pretty o 
CREAM WAFERS 
1 c .  butter or - margarine 
1/3 CQ whipping cream 
FILLING: 
1/4 c. butter (soft) 
3/4 Co confectioners ' sugar 
1 egg yolk 
Mrse Carl Hansen 
2 C c  flour 
1 tsp. vanilla 
Pink or green food coloring 
( if des ired ) 
Continued Next Pageo 
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CREAM WAFERS (Continued) o 
Wafers - Mix butter, cream and flour thoroughlyo Chill 1 hour o 
Roll dough 1/8 inch thick on lightly floured boardo Cut into 
l 1/2 inch rounds� Transfer to waxed paper heavily sprinkled with 
sugar 9 coating both sides� Place on ungreased baking sheeto Prick 
with tines of fork 4 timesoo Bake 7 to 9 minutes until slightly 
puffy.. Put two cooled cookies together with fil lingo Bak.e at 
375 ° 0 
Filling - Blend together and fill in above cookieso 
SOFT RAISIN COOKIES Mrso Ralph Holmoe 
Cook 2 C o  water and 1 1/2 Co raisings 10 minutes and coolo Mix: 
1 1/2 Co sugar 2 eggs 
1 C o  shortening 
Mix well o  Add raisins and liquid mixtureo Sift together � 
3 c. flour 1 tspo nutmeg 
1 tspo cinnamon 1 tspo soda 
Add to liquid mixture o Spread in j elly rol l pan and bake in 
350° oven until evenly brown9 20 to 25 minuteso Frost with 
(Majic C & H )  frosting sugar o 
OVERNITE COOKIES 
1 C o  white sugar 
1 c. brown sugar 
1 C o  butter or margarine 
3 eggs 
-
3 1/2 C o  flour 
Elsie Huebner 
1 c .  nuts ( chopped) ( peanuts _£f. 
dates) 
1 tsp. vanilla 
1/2 tsp. salt 
1 tsp«> soda 
1 tsp� cream of tartar 
Mix soda in 2 T o cold water. Mix all together and put into 
2 rolls and put in refrigerator overnite«> Slice very thin next 
morning and bake at 350 ° for 10 minutes � until browno 
FILLED COOKIES 
l c .  sugar 
1/2 c .  butter or oleo 
1/2 c .  milk -
FILLING: 
l egg 
3 1/2 c�  flour 
1 tspo soda 
1 C o  raisins 1/2 c .  water 
1/2 c. sugar 
Cookies - Mix above together. 
Jensine Chambers 
Filling - Cook above together until thick and add a little 
corn starch if too thin $ Bake at 350 ° e 
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GINGER CRACKLES 
2 C e  flour {sifted ) 
1 tsp e ginger 
2 tsp ., baking soda 
1 tsp Q cinnamon 
1/2 tsp(!) salt 
MrsQ Kenneth Croon 
3/4 Ce shortening 
1 c �  sugar 
1 egg 
1/4 Cei molasses 
Measure flour 9 ginger 9 soda 9 and salt and sift twicee Cream 
shortening and sugar togethero Beat in egg and molasses e Blend 
in dry indredients Q MQke in balls about one inch in diameter., Roll 
in sugar and cinnamon mixture and place 2 in�hes apart on cookie 
sheet e Bake at 350 ° for 12 to 1 5  minutesQ 
MACAROON COOKIES Mrso Anna Rosenwald 
2 egg whites 3/4 C o  sugar 
1/8 tspo salt 1 tsp (!) vanilla 
1/8 tsp o cream of tartar Nuts _££ cocolate may be added 
Add sugar Beat egg whites 9 salt 9 and cream of tartar stiff o 
and vanillao Bake at 300° for 2 5  minuteso 
THUMBPRINT COOKIES 
1/2 Ce  shortening 
'1/4 Co brown sugar 
1 egg ( separated ) 
1/2 tspo vanilla 
l c(I)  flour 
Mrs0 Svend Iversen 
1/4 tsp e salt 
3/4 Co nuts ( chopped fine) 
Jelly 
Confectioner i s sugar icing 
Mix shortening 9 sugar 9 egg yolk 9 and vanilla thoroughly o 
Blend in flour and salt. Roll dough into balls 9 ( 1  tspQ per ball) Q 
Beat egg white lightly with fork o Dip balls in egg white� Roll 
in nuts-Q Place 1 inch apart on ungreased baking sheet 9 place thumb 
in center and press gently� Bake 10 to 12 minutes until set e Fill 
thumbprints with j elly .2!:. tinted icing. When using icing put 
half of a maraschino cherry in each 9 using red � green for coloro 
NO BAKE FUDGE COOKIES 
1 c Q  white sugar 
1 c. brown sugar 
1/2 c. butter ££ margarine 
1/2 c. milk 
Mrs. Anna Rosenwald 
1 c. semi-sweet chocolate chips 
1/2 c. nuts or coconut 
2 C e  oatmeal{fine) 
Cook sugar, milk, and butter in pan for 2 minutes. Remove from 
heat ., Add remainder of ingredients and beat until thick. Drop by 
spoonful onto cookie sheeto 
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SUNDAE CRUNCH COOKIES Mrs. Roger Fritz 
1/2 c. white syrup 3 c. cornflakes 
1/2 c. white sugar 1/2 pkg. (8 oz.) chocolate chips 
1 c Q peanut butter (crunch style) 1/4 c. nuts (chopped) 
Combine syrup,. sugar, and peanut butter in hea vy kettle. Heat 
over medium heat stirring constantly until mixture is blended, hot 
but not heated until boilingQ Heat only until blendedo Stir in 
cornflakeso Mix to coat the flakes. Press into well greased pan 
(8 x 12) o Sprinkle chocolate chips over top and put in warm oven 
to melt chipse Spread and sprinkle with nutsc 
MAPLE NUT COOKIES Mrs. Agnes Molskness 
1 C o  shortening (part butter) 2 c. flour 
1/2 C e  white sugar 1 egg (beqten ) 
1/2 c. brown sugar 1 tsp. vanilla 
1/4 tsp. soda 1 tspo maple flavoring 
1/2 tspo salt 1/2 c Q  nuts (chopped) 
Cream shortening and sugar until fluffyo Sift soda, salt 9 and 
flour alternately with beaten egg c Add flavoring and beato Roll 
balls size of walnuts and press with a forkQ 
OATMEAL COOKIES 
2 c �  rolled oats 2 eggs 
2/3 c. coconut {shredded) 1 1/2 tsp. vanilla 
1/2 Co  butter or oleo 1 1/2 Ce  flour 
1/2 C o  shortening 1/2 tsp. soda 
l c. sugar 1/2 tsp. salt 
Lillian Ollie 
Put oats and coconut in shallow pan and toast in a slow oven 
250 ° for 15 minutes Q Cool o Cream butter , shortening and sugar 
together in bowl o Beat in each egg, then vanillao Stir in toasted 
coconut 9 and oats Q Fold in sifted dry ingredients thoroughly o Form 
in 4 rolls, 1 1/2 inch in diameter or mold part of dough in an 
empty butter cartone Chill several hours. Slice 1/4 inch thick e 
Place on lightly greased cookie she�to Bake 400 ° for 8 minuteso 
Cool on rack. Makes 8 dozen 2 inch cookies o 
Don ° t trust your friend and 
Tell him things you 9 d not have others hear; 
For he will tell them to his friend 
And it will cost your dear . 
COCONUT OATMEAL COOKIES Mrs. Darrel Croon 
1 c. white sugar 
1 c. brown sugar 
1 tsp6 baking powder 
1 c .  lard E£ oleo ( melted) 
2 eggs 
1 tsp� salt 









Roll in balls and dip in sugaro Bake at 350 ° . 
PUMPKIN COOKIES 
1 1/4 c. flour (sifted) 
1 1/2 tsp. salt 
1 tsp = baking powder 
1/4 tspo baking soda 
3/4 Co oatmeal (quick) 
1 c �  brown sugar ( firmly packed) 
3/4 C o  white sugar 
1/2 C o  shortening 





Mrs. Fred Richter 
1 Co pumpkin (canned) 
1 c. dates or rais ins (chopped) 
3/4 cQ  wainuts (chopped) 
l To  orange peel ( grated ) 
Mix and s ift flour 9 salt 9 baking powder 9 and baking sodao Stir 
in oatmeal - set asideo Cream sugar 9 shortening and spices o Beat 
in eggo Add flour mixture alternately with pumpkino Stir in dates 9 
�uts 9 and orange peel. Bake at 375 ° for 15 minutes on greased pan. 
FORK COOKIES 
1 c. white sugar 2 eggs 
1 Ce brown sugar 2 tsp. soda 
l c. shortening 1/2 tsp o salt 
1/2 Co coconut 1 tsp o vanilla 
Anna Ros enwald 
3 Co flour ( s ifted) 2 tspo cream of tartar 
Mix in usual manner� Roll in balls the size of a walnuto 
Place on cookie sheet and flatten with a fork � Bake 10 minutes at 
350 ° 
BROWN SUGAR COOKIES 
4 c�  brown sugar 
4 eggs 
1/2 c. lard 
1/2 c. butter 
Mix in order given. 
Mrs o Inez French 
1 tsp� cream of tartar 
1 tsp. vanilla 
1 tsp. soda 
6 c�  flour 
Keep on your toes and you won 9 t get run down in the heels . 
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CHOCOLATE DROP COOKIES 
1/2 C e  butter .2.£ shortening 
1 C o  brown sugar 
Mrsg Kenneth Croon 
1/2 Ce  sweet milk 
1 3/4 c. flour 
1 egg 1 tspo vanilla 
1/2 tsp. salt 1 tsp. soda 
3 T � cocoa 
Mix together and drop on 
until doneo 
Raisins or nuts (if desired) 
greased cookie sheet� Bake at 3 50 ° 
BUTTERSCorCH PUDDING COOKIES 
1 tsp. soda 
Mrs. Sam Knutson 
1 box butterscotch pudding 
1/2 c .  shortening 
1/4 Ce  sugar 
1 c. flour 
1 egg 
1 c. oatmeal 1/4 tsp � cream of tartar 
Bake at 375 ° 0 
PINEAPPLE COOKIES 
1 c. shortening 1 c. nut meats 
1 C o  sugar 1 tsp � vanilla 
1 C o . brown sugar 1 tsp e soda 
1 sm o can crushed pineapple 1 egg 
(drained) 4 Ce  flour 
Lillie Loiseau 
Cream shortening and sugar together. Add beaten eggo  Add 
vanilla j pineapple 9 and nuts o Sift soda with flour and add to I aboveo Drop by teaspoon and bake at 350 ° for 12 minutes o These may be frosted with powdered sugar frosting if desired� 
FAIRY DROPS Alice Godsk I 1 
1 
I � 
c. powdered sugar 1 tsp. almond or vanilla 
c. white sugar 4 1/2 c. flour plus 2 T e 
C e  butter or oleo 1 tsp. salt 
c. vegetable oil 1 tsp. soda 
eggs 1 tsp. cream of tartar 
Cream sugars together with oleo. Blend in oil to a fluffy I mixture. Add eggs and beat well. Blend in flavoring� Sift 
together dry ingredients and add. Beat to blend well. Roll  into 
small balls. Roll balls in white sugar� Press doWI') with glass 9 
I forKor meat tenderizer, to make design on top. Bake at 375
° oven 
for 12 minutes or until browna Note : Dough handles best if chilled 




1 cQ  shortening 
2 c. sugar ( white -2!:_ brown) 
2 eggs (beaten) 
2 C c  applesauce ( sieved 9 
unsweetened) 
2 tsp. soda 
4 C o  flour 
1/2 tsp� salt 
2 tsp. cinnamon 
1 tsp. cloves 
1/2 tsp e nutmeg 
Mrs. Pearl Strenge 
1 C o raisins (chopped) 
1 Ce nutmeats (broken) 
Cream shortening and sugaro Add eggs and beat welle Add 
applesauce in �hich soda has been dissolved e Sift dry ingredients 
and add to first mixtureo Fold in raisins 9 nuts dredged with 
flouro Drop on greased cookie sheet and bake 15 minutes in 
moderate oven,. 
UNBAKED COOKIES 
l can Eagle -Brand milk 
· 1 stick of margarine 
1 pkge caramel candy (square) 
Emma Bakkedahl -
1 lg . pkgo  marshmallows ( large) 
1 pkgo Rice Krispies 
Place butter and Eagle Bran� milk and caramels in a double 
boiler o When caramels are melted stir wello Keep the marshmallows 
in freezer so they will be firm when dipped in the caramel mix o 
Then .roll in Rice Krispies 9 using a small 2 tined fork or round 
too h pick to hold marshmallow witha  
HERMITS 
1 c,., shortening 
1 C o  brown sugar 
3 eggs 
4 T a, cream 
1/2 tsp .. salt 
1 tsp .., vanilla 
2 
l tspo nutaeg 
1 C e  dates (chopped) 
1 tepe soda-
1 Ca, nuts ( �hopped) 
4 Ce flour 
Mae Grove 
Mix in order given 
cookie cutter. Cookies 
thicko 
and roll thin 9 1/4 inch. Cut with large 
should be about 3 inches and about 1/8 inch 
We never skimp on groceries 
Our family is well fed. 
That 9 s why our added poundage 9 
Is called the high priced spread. 
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CRY BABIES 
1 c. sugar 
Mae Grove 
2 c. molasses 
P inch of salt 
1 c� raisins 
1 c. nuts 1 c. shortening 
2 eggs 
2 tsp. ginger 
2 tspo soda (dissolved in 1 C e  of 
instant hot coffee) 
2 tsp. clnnamon 5 C e  flour 
Mix and roll outo 
dropped by teaspoonfuls 
Cut with cookie cutter o These can be 
by using 2 T � less flouro 
CRISP OATMEAL COOKIES 
1 c. white sugar 
l C o  brown sugar 
1 C o  Mazola oil (don ° t 
substitute) 
1 tsp. soda 
1 tspo cream of tartar 
1 tspo salt 
3 1/2 Co flour 
1 Co  oatmeal 
Alice Godsk 
1 c. margarine 
1 egg 
1 tspo .vanilla 
1 Co  cornflakes ( crushed) 
1 C o  nuts ( if  desired ) 
1 To sour milk or buttermilk 
Mix in ordergiven 9 form into ballso Press with fork or glass 
quite flat o Bake in 350• oven for 8 to 10 minuteso Handle with 
care as they break easy if thino Makes a big batch that kids like@ 
CHOCOLATE CHIP BlJI'TER COOKIES Cleo Snuggerud 
Cream 1 _1/2 C 0 butter , add 2 Co brown sugar (packed) 9 1/2 Co 
sugar and cream welle Add 2 eggs 9 3 tspo vanilla� -Sift 4 C o  flour� 
add 2 tspo soda 9 1 tsp o s�lto Stir in 2 c�  chocolate chipso Bake 
on greased cookie sheet at 350° about 7 minuteso 
MOLASSES COOKIES 
1 c �  sugar 2 Co flour 
Alice Godsk 
3/4 c. Crisco or other 2 tspo soda 
shortening - _l tsp o each of ginger 9 cloves 9 
1 egg { beaten) cinnamon 
4 To molasses 1/2 tspo salt 
Mix all together and form into balls the size of a walnuto 
Press flat with a glass dipped in sugar c Bake on greased cookie 
sheet in 350° oven o 
Imagination is the eye of the soul o · 
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ALMOND BARK COOKIES Shirley Ollie 
1 pkg . almond bark (melted l pkg.,  Cocoa Puffs 
in oven at 200°) 1 pkg .. peanuts (salted) 
Mix into almond bark and drop by spoonfuls onto waxed paper � 
COWBOY COOKIES 
1 c. Spry 
1/2 c.  white sugar 
1 c .  brown sugar 
1 tspo vanil la 
1/2 tsp. salt 
Cream Spry and sugar 
rest of the ingredients Q 
FROSTED CREAMS 
1/4 c.,  shortening 
1/2 cQ  sugar 
l egg 
1/2 Ce molasses 
2 c -.  flour 
. 1/2 tspo salt ' 




2 eggs (beaten ) 
2 1/4 Ce flour 
1 tsp . soda (in 2 T.  boiling water ) 
1 c .  raisins _2E, chocolate chips 
2 C e  oatmea 
and vanilla. Add eggs 9 oatmeal 9 then the 
Bake in 370 ° oven for 10 to 15 minutess 
1 tsp .. ginger 
1/2 tspo nutmeg 
1/2 tsp.., cloves 
1/2 tsp o cinnamon 
Mae Grove 
l tspo soda (dissolved in 1/2 Co 
hot water) 
on cookie sheet o When cool 9 frost with 
1 C e  powdered sugar 2 tsp .. but�er 
1 tsp o vanilla 
Use enough hot water to -make the frosting a proper consistency 
to spreado 
CRY BABY COOKIES 
2 1/4 Co shortening 
2 1/4 CG>  sugar 
2 C o  molasses 
4 eggs 
9 1/2 Co  cake flour ( sifted ) 
2 To  baking powder 
Mrs<I> Ed Zarecky 
1 To  soda 
8 oz� coconut (flaked) 
l lbe walnuts (chopped ) 
1 lb. raisins 
1 ptQ of milk 
· Cream shortening and sugar 9 add molasses and eggso Sift 
together flour 9 baking powder, and sodao Combine with coconut 9 nuts 
and raisinsQ Add to sugar mixture alternately with milk o Drop by 
teaspoons onto greased cookie sheet o Bake at 375° for 10 minutes<.> 
17 dozen or 100 double cookieso 
• • • • • 
D E S S E R T S 
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D E S S E R T S  
MAPLE NUT MOLD --- -- -- Mrs. EQ  Wo Zarecky 
2 Co brown sugar 2 C c boiling water 
1/3 C a,  cornstarch 
Boil -15 minutesc Remove from heat e Fold in 3 egg whites 
beaten stiff and 1 cup nutse Chillo When serving add a dab 
of whipped cream on topo 
CREAM PUFFS 
1/2 c Q  butter 
1 Ca pastry flour 
FILLING� 
2 CG milk (scalded ) 
1 C o  sugar 
l tspo vanilla 
1 c ... water 
4 eggs 
3 To cornstarch 
2 eggs 
Ruby Sonen 
Puffs - Bring butter and water to boiling point 9 add flour 
and stir to smooth paste� Remove from fire and add eggs 9 one , at 
a time 9 beating thoroughly after eacho Drop by spoonfuls onto 
greased cookie sheeto Bake 40 to 45 minutes at 375 ° 0 
Filling - Mix milk 9 beaten eggs 9 sugar 9 and cornstarch o Cook 
in double boiler until thicko Cool � Add vanilla and 1/2 pt o 
whipped creamo 
APPLE WISP 
6 to 8 apples ( cored and 
sliced) 
1/2 c .,  sugar 
1 tsp. cinnamon 
Mrso Anna Rosenwald 
1/2 C o  flour 
3 T o  soft butter 
Put apples in bottom of well greased cake pano Sprinkle 
with cinnamon and sugar mixture. 
1/2 C e  sugar 
1/2 c. flour 
1/2 c g butter 
Cream toqether and sprinkle over apples ., Bake in moderate 
oven at 350° for 30 minutes or until apples are done. 
Your are a blot or a blessing; a blank you cannot bee 
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APPLE PUDDING Anna Nebben 
Slice apples in bottom of small cake pan with some sugar and 
cinnamon0 Pour over this batter: 
1 c _,  sugar 
1 egg 
1 To butter _2£ shortening 
1/2 C0 lukewarm water 
1 tsp G> baking powder 
1 c .. flour 
1 tsp <Z) vanilla 
Bake in 350 ° oven for 35 to 40 minuteso Good with cream or ice 
cream0 
APPLE TORTE 
3 eggs (beaten light ) 
1 1/2 Co sugar 
1 c�  flour 
2 tspo baking powder 
Lillie Loiseau 
1/4 tsp G) salt 
2 c G>  apples (chopped) 
1/2 c G)  nuts 
Add sugar slowly to beaten eggso Mix together and bake in 
moderate oven 350 ° for 30 to 35 minutes or until apples are doneo 
APPLE DESSERT 
1/4 C 0  butter 
1 c., sugar 
l , egg (beaten ) 
1 tsp.o vanilla 
SAUCE FOR PIE : 
1/2 Co butter 
1/2 c Q  cream 
1 c .  sugar 
Mrs e Roger Fritz 
1 c �  flour ( sifted) 
1/2 tsp o soda 
1/2 tsp � cinnamon 
3 c. apples (peeled and cut up) 
1 T G> cornstarch 
1 tsp. vanilla 
Pie - Cream butter and sugar. Add egg and vanillao Sift dry 
ingredients together and mix with above .., Add apples<,> Bake at 350 ° 
in a 9 inch pie pan. 
Sauce - Cook until thick and serve warm over apple dessert. 
Thank God for dirty dishes, 
They have a tale to tell: 
While others may go hungry, 
We i re eating very well� 
With home and_ health and happiness , 
I shouldn ' t  want to fuss; 
For by the stack of . evidence 9 
God ' s  been very good to us. 
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FROSTED APPLE SQUARES 
2 1/2 c. flour 
Lillie Loiseau - Esther Holmoe - Alice Godsk 
1 egg 
1 Co shortening 
1 tsp. salt 
.Milk (enough to equal 2/3 Co 
with egg) 
FILLING:  
2 T o  flour 
1 tspo cinnamon 
6 !2, 8 apples (sliced) 
1 l/2_ c .  sugar 
FROSTING: 
1 c. powdered sugar Vanilla 
3 TQ water 
Crust - Combine first three ingredients o  Cut in shortening 9 
add egg yolk and milk o Roll out 1/2 of the dougo to fill a (12 x 15) 
pan with sideso 
Filling - Sprinkle flour and cinnamon on top of apples� Put 
on top crust o Brush with beaten egg whiteo ( Beat egg whie only 
until it is frothyo)  Bake one hour at  350 ° 0 Frost while warm�· 
RASPBERRY SWIRL DESSERT 
1/4 Co graham cracker crumbs l Co sugar 
3 T o  butter (melted) 1/8 tsp� salt 
2 T o  ·sugar 1 co heavy cream 
Karleen Froke 
3 eggs (separated) 1 pkg� (frozen) raspberries 
1 pkge (8 ozo )  cream cheese . (partly thawed) ( 10 ozo )  
Combine first three ingredientso Press into (7 x 11) pano 
Bake 8 minutes at 375 °e Cool o Beat egg yolks till thicko Add 
cream cheese 9 sugar · and salt o Beat till $mooth and light o Beat 
egg whites to stiff peakso Whip cream till stiffo Fo�d both into 
egg and cheese mixture o Crush raspberries to a pulp in blender o 
Swirl half through cheese fillingo ·spread mixture on crust o Spoon 
remaining raspberries over top and swirl with knifeo Freezeo 
RASPBERRY DESSERT 
2 smo pkgss raspberry j e  lo 
2 pkgso (10 OZ o)  raspberries 
(frozen) 
3 Co boiling water 
50 lg� marshmallows 1 c .  milk 
2 pkgo Dream Whip (with 1 cup 
milk 9 ._,hipped) 
., -. 
Mrs (!) Ferdinand Johanson 
1 1/2 c�  graham crackers 
1/4 C0 butter 
1/4 Ce brown sugar 
Continued Next Pageo 
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RASPBERRY DESSERT_· (Continued l o  
Dissolve jello in water 9 aqd frozen raspberries immediately 9 
�tir constantly until meltede Let cool until thick and syrupyo 
Mix graham ·cracker crumbs 9 butter and brown sugare Put in a 
( 13 x 9 x 2)  pan 9 press . firmly into bottom of pan. Bake at · 350° 
for 2 minutes. Next melt marshmallows and milk in a double boiler� 
Cool 9 then fold in the Dream 'Whip� Spread this mixture over the 
crumbso Then spread raspberry mixture over top . 
ICE BOX DESSERT -- -- ----
1 Ce  butter (soft) 4 e9gs 
3 c� powdered sugar 
Mrse Svend Iversen 
Beat above until light and fluffye Pour into a graham cracker 
crust which has been prepared and refigerated for one houro 
1 pto whipping cream (whipped) 1 can cru$hed pineapple 
1 lg. jar maraschino cherries 
(chopped) 
Fold cherries 9 pineapple 1 and whipped cream togethero Spread 
on top of other mixturea Refrigerate o 
STRAWBERRY ANGEL DESSERT Mrso Wtilo Ho Andersen 
· '1 angel food cake 1 box (10 ozQ ) frozen strawberries 
1 pkg o · strawberry Jello 
1 1/2 pt� whipping cream 
( or 2 pkgo Dream Whip) 
-Thaw frozen berries and drain off syrup to use for Jelloo Add 
1 Co hot water to �ello9 stir until" dissolved and add syrup with 
enough water to malce 1 cupo Chill �ello until half set and whipo 
Whip cream and fold into �ello; hen fol9 in strawberrieso Pour 
half of mixture into (9 x 13) pano Into this place 1 1/2 to 2 inch 
pieces of angel food cake and pour rest of the Jello mixture over 
allo Chill overnight o 
STRAWBERRY DESSERT Mrs a> Ada Esp land 
1 pkgQ strawberry jello 1 smQ bar angel food cake 
1 1/4 cQ  boiling water 
1 pkg. frozen strawberries 
l c Q  heavy cream (whipped) or 
smo box Dream Whip EE CoolWhip 
Continued Nex Page o 
STRAWBERRY DESSERT (Continued) o 
Dissolve jello in boiling wa-tercz, Add frozen strawberries 
as they come from pkgo Stir into jello to blend and defrost 
fruit o Cool until it begins to congealo Break cake into small 
pieces(;) Put in bottom of small size cake pan .2!. 2 pie tins. Add 
whipped cream to jello and pour over cake� 
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FRUIT COCKTAIL DESSERT Mrse Clarence Nelson 
1 1 C e  white sugar 1 1/2 Co fruit cocktail 
1 Co  flour 1 egg (slightly beaten) 
1/2 tspo soda 1 C e  brown sugar 
1/2 tspo salt 1/2 Co walnuts (chopped ) 
Sift together dry ingredients and mix with the fruit cock­
tail and eggo Place in a ( 8  x 12) pano Sprinkle brown sugar 
over top and add nutso Pat down lightlyo Lightly grease and 
flour pan and bake at 300° for 45 to 50 minuteso 
FRUIT COCKTAIL DESSERT Anna Nebben 
l Co flour 1 egg 
1 c <3  sugar 
1 tspo soda 
1/2 tspo salt 
1 can (Noo 2) fruit cocktail 
2/3 Co brown sugar 
1/2 cQ  nuts (chopped) 
Beat egg 9 
Pu in pan and 
utes at 350° 0 
add fruit cocktail 9 flour 9 sugar 9 soda 9 and salto 
sprinkle with brown sugar and nutso _ Bake 45 min­
Serve with whipped creamo 
RHUBARB CRUNCH 
6 c. rhubarb 1/4 c. flour 
1 1/2 Co sugar 
Combine and put in greased (9 x 1 3) pan. 
1 1/2 c Q  brown sugar 3/4 c. margarine (soft) 
1 1/2 c. oataeal 3/4 c. shortening (soft) 
2 1/4 c. flour 
Sprinkle over rhubarb. Bake at 375 ° for 40 minuteso 
I If your lips would keep from slips , 
Five things observe with care: 
To whom you speak , 
Or whom you speak, 
And how , and when, and wheres 
Jan May 
7b 
CHERRY DESSERT Jan May 
1 lb G marshmallows l Co milk 
Combine in pan 9 heat until marshmallows are dissolvedo Cool to 
room temperature� 
1 1/2 C o  graham cracker crumbs 1/3 Co white sugar 
1/2 Co butter (melted) 
Press into buttered ( 9  x 1 3 )  pano Chill until firmo 
TOPPING: 
Add 1 1/2 Co Cool Whip to marshmallow mixtureo Pour over chilled 
crusto Spoon cher rypie mix over and spread evenlyo Top with rest 
of crumbso Chill for several hourso 
CHERRY-CREAM FREEZE 
1 1/3 C o  sweetened condensed 
milk 
1/4 C o  lemon juice 
1 can cherry pie filling 
Combine all ingredients 9 
Gently fold in whipped creame 
with foilQ Freeze 24 hourso 
APRICCYI' DESSERT 
1 c o  ·margarine . 
2 C e  powdered sugar 
2 eggs (beaten) 
6 1/2 cQ vanilla wafers 
Mrso Harold Froke 
3/4 Co crushed pineaplle ( drained) 
1/4 tspc almond extract 
2 C G heavy .cream ( whipped) 
except whipped creame Mix well o 
Turn into a (9 x 5 )  loaf pan e Cover 
Thaw slightly and slice to serve Q 
l pt c whipping cream 
2 cans apricots 
1 c �  nuts (chopped) 
Millie Croon 
Melt butter and add powdered sugar and eggs� Cook till thicko 
Put 3/4 crushed cookies in bottom of ungreased pan. Pour cooked 
mixture over top 9 and add 1/2 whipped cream over fillingo Drain 
apricots, and lay over this, add nuts o Add rest of whipped cream o 
Add rest of cookies o Let set overnighto 
FAT CHANCE 
They said that I should exercise for it would make me sl im� 
If . l cou1d pound my fat away j I might attract a •'him" o 
So yesterday I made a start j began by skipping rope ; 
I pulled and stretched and had no luneh a My heart was full of hope o 
T�ay I cannot stand not sit 9 my muscles are so sore o 
I had to eat to gain my strength and weigh TWO whole poUflds MORE o 
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LEMON CRACKLE Mrs. Don Lease 
1 c. brown sugar 
1/4 lb. butter 
1 c. flour 
FILLING: 
1 c. coconut 
10 soda crackers 
1/2 tsp. soda 
1 c. sugar 2 T� cornstarc_h (dissolved in 
1 c. cold water cold water) 
2 eggs 1/4 c. butter 
Juice of 2 lemons 1/2 tspo vanilla 
Cake - Roll crackers until crumblyo Mix butter and brown 
sugar j add c·rackers 9 flour 9 soda , and coconut o Put 3/ 4 of mixture 
in pie pan 9 then filling and rest of crumb mixture on topo Bake 
in medium oven until slightly browno Serve with whipped creame 
Filling - Cook in double boiler until thickQ 
CHOCOLATE MINT REFRIGERATOR DESSERT Mrso Kenneth Knutson 
1/2 Co butter 3 eggs (.separated ). 
1 Co powdered sugar 1/2 c. walnuts (chopped) 
2 squares unsweetened· chocolate 16 vanilla wafers (crushed) 
· Cream butter and sugar until light and fluffyo Add egg yolks 
and beat againo Add melted chocolate and blendo Add nuts and mixo 
Add stiffly beaten egg whites and beat until smooth and blendedo 
Cover ( 9  x 9) pan . with 1/2 of the crushed wafers o Add above mixtureo 
Chillo 
1/4 lbo peppermint candy 
(crushed) ( Swedish 9 pillow 
or cushion mints) 
10-:-;arshmallows ( cut fine) 
1/2 Co pecans (chopped) 
1/2 Co vanilla wafer crumbs 
3/4 Co heavy whipped cream 
Add marshmallows to whip cream � Add candy 9 crumbs and nutso 
Put on top of chocolate layer and top with remaining crumbso Chill 
24 hpurso It keeps 3 t_o 4 days•o 
DELICIOUS DESSERT 
1/2 Co butter (melted) 2 c� coconut 
1/2 Co brown sugar 1 Ce nut meats 
3 Co Rice Krispies 
Nora Flatten 
Mix altogether and spread half of mixture in cake p�no Spread 
one-half gallon of ice cream (vanilla) on this� Cover with remain­
ing half of mixture o Top with frozen raspberries� 
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UPSIDE DOWN DATE PUDDING 
----- ----
1 1/2 c. brown sugar 
l 1/2 c. warm water 
Combine in ( 9  x 1 3 )  pan. 
BATTER: 
l c. sugar 
l c., sweet milk 
1 1/2 c ., flour 
2 To  butter 
Pinch of salt 
Mrs0 Silas Nelson 
1/2 tsp ., salt 
2 tsp ., baking powder 
1 tsp ., vanilla 
1/2 c.,  dates ( cut up ) 
Nut meats ( chopped) 
Drop into butterscotch syrup and turn upside down to serve0 
Serve with whipped creame Bake 350° for 45 to 50 minutes., 
DUTCH APPLE PIE Mrs. Philip Jensen 
3 c. flour 
1 1/2 c.,  brown sugar 
3/4 c .,  oatmeal 
Mix. into crumbly crusto 
FILLING� 
3 C o  apples ( sliced ) 
1 1/2 tspo salt 
1 1/8 C o  butter 
Pat half into greased pan o ( 1 3  x 9 x 2 )  
Spread appl�s ( good layer) over crust o 
Combine and cook till clear: 
1 1/2 C o  sugar 3/8 tspo salt 
1 1/2 Co water 1 · 1;2 tspQ vanilla 
5 To cornstarch Cinnamon !2_ taste 
Pour over apples 9 cover with remaining crumbly mixtureo Bake 
at 375 ° for about 50 minutes 9 ( until apples are done and crust is 
nicely browned) o 
MOCK STRAWBERRIES - -------
2 C o  cranberries 
2 C o  apples 
Grind cranberries 
and let stand several 
whipped creame 
Aileen Nelsen 
1/3 C o  crushed pineapple 
2 c. sugar 
and apples 9 drain pineapple o 
hours., Serve o�er shortcakeo 
Mix altogether 
Top with 
The difference between listening to a radio sermon and going to 
church is almost like the difference between calling your girl or 
spending the evening with hero 
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RUSSIAN MINTS Floris Hilmoe 
1 C Q  margarine 
2 C o powdered sugar 
4 sq. chocolate (melted ) 
4 whole eggs 
1 tspo peppermint flavor 
2 tspG> vanilla 
1 Co vanilla wafers (crushed) 
1/2 pt o whipped cream 
Maraschino cherries 
Cream margarine and sugar together o Add eggs_ one at a time 
beating after eacho Add flavoring and �hocolateo Spoon half of 
wafers in bottom of cup cake linerso Spoon the mix of other on 
top and cover with rest of waf�r crumbso Top with a dab of 
whipped cream and cherryo Place in freezers Makes 20 0 
BLUEBERRY DELIGHT 
2 c �  graham crackers (crushed) 1/2 C o butter 
1/2 Co sugar 
Blend and press into (9 x 12) pano 
1/2 tspo vanilla 1/2 C o sugar 
Aileen Nelsen 
2 eggs (beaten) 1 pkg �  (8 ozo) cream cheese 
Whip together and pour mixture over graham crumbs and bake 
at 350 ° for 15 minutes o Coolo Pour and spread 1 can of blueberry 
pie mix over al l o Chil and serve with whipped creamo 
STEAMED CRANBERRY PUDDING 
2 C o  cranberries (washed) 
1/4 Co light molasses 
1/4 c. corn syrup 
2 tspo soda 
BUTTER SAUCE FOR PUDDINGg 
1/2 C o boiling water 
1 1/2 c .  flour 
1/2 tsp. salt 
1 C o  sugar 1/2 c� cream 
1/2 Ce butter 
Elaine Richter 
Pudding - Put all together in one bowl and mix well � Pour 
into 2 greased No .  2 canso Covero Steam 1 1/2 hourso Serves 
8 to 10. 
Sauce - Boil together and serve ·on hot cranberry puddingo  
Let others share your sunny days 
And you will find it true 9 
That others will be glad to share 
The rainy days with you. 
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RHUBARB DESSERT Mrso Silas Nelson 
4 C o rhubarb (cut up) 
Boil until tender� 
Add : 
2 Co sugar 
2 C o small marshmallows 1 pkg0 strawberry jello 
Stir until dissolved o Coolo 
Add : 
1 Ca whipping cream 
Pour into graham cracker shello Serve with whipped creamo 
MELBA �s  DESSERT 




1/2 C o butter 
Beat until creamy and add to aboveo 
crackers in bottom of pan and cover with 
l smo can crushed pineapple ( drained) to 
a few remaining crumbso 
Put crushed graham 
top mixtureo Add : 
other layer and cover with 
PINEAPPLE DESSERT 
1 can ( Noo  2 )  pineapple 1 stick oleo 
(crushed 9 drained) 1/2 C o  brown sugar 
, 1 pkg$ butter brickle cake 1 Co coconut 
mix (dry) 1 C o  walnuts 
Joyce Pedersen 
Pour pineapple in greased (9 x 13) cake pan 9 (metal · preferred) o 
Sprinkle dry cake mix on top o· Drizzle melted oleo over topQ 
Combine sugar 9 coconut 9 and nuts and sprinkle over topo Bake at 
350 ° for 20 to 2 5  minuteso Cut in squares and serve with whipped 
cream or ice creamo For variation yellow cake mix can be used o 
GLORIFIED RICE 
1 pkg. lemon jello 1 c. sugar 
1 c� hot water 1 c. whipped cream 
1 c. pineapple juice 1/2 tsp0 vanilla 
1 C e  crushed pinneapple 1 tsp. sugar 
Mrs. John Ross 
2 C e  rice (cooked) 1/2 tspo almond extract 
Mix hot water, jello, and pineapple juicee Add sugar 9 pine­
apple 9 and rice. When it begins to congeal add whipped cream , 
vanilla 9 sugar, and almond extracto 
There 9 s one thing about baldness -- it 0 s neat. 
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GLORIFIED RICE Beverly Gath 
1 pkg. lemon jello 
2 c. hot water � 
juice of pineapple 
Stir and let set like jelly � 
1/2 c. sugar 
Add: 
2 c. rice ( cooked ) 
Salt 
1 c·Q crushed pineapple ( drained) 
Whipped cream 
Let set several hours before 
· in just before serving. Put rice 
cooko Put on Simmer for 15 to 20 
(1/2 c. rice should .be enough)Q 
serving. Whip cream can be folded 
in kettle and water to get to 
minutes till water is dissolvedo 
MACAROON DESSERT Mrs . H ®  No Leverson 
2 Co cream (whipped ) 1/2 Co nuts 
1 1/3 C o  macaroons (crushed } 
Place half of above mixture is a bread pano Place a layer of 
lime sherbet (use 1 pt � > �  Place a layer of orange sherbet (use 
1 pt a l o  Put remainder of crumb mixture on topo Freezeo Cut in 
slices to se.rve o 
STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE 
4 eggs 1 tspc, baking powder 
l To water 1/4 t�po · ·s_alt· 
Mrso Don Myers 
1 tspo vanilla 3/4 Co sugar (add gradually )  
Combine the above and beat at high speed by mixer until fluffy� 
Spoon in gradually 1 C o  flour while beatingo Use a (4 x 15) { jelly 
roll  pan) lined with wax paper and sprinkled with powdered sugaro 
Pour mixture into pan and bake at 450 ° for 12 to 15 minutes·e · Loosen 
edges and turn out immediatel Yo Remove wax paper o Top with straw=­
berries and whipped creamo 
PRUNE PUDDING Mrs� Don Lease 
l cQ brown sugar l To (heaping) butter 
2 C o  boiling water 
Boil the above together while mixing the followingg 
1 C o  sugar 1/2 tspo vanilla 
1 Co pitted prunes (cooked 9 1 C c  flour 
dried-) 1 tsp. baking powder 
1/2 C o  milk 
Put in greased pan and pour sy�p over the top and bake for 
45 minutes at 350 ° 0 
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CHOCOLATE .Q!!!: DESSERT Mrs. Agnes Molskness 
32 marshmallows 1/2 Co milk 
"Melt in double boiler� Add 1 c� chocolate chips and mix with 
above ingredients and stir until the chips are meltedG Remove from 
heat and cool o Fold in 1 Co cream ( whipped ) to above mixtureo 
Sprinkie 1 c g graham cracker crumbs in a ( 7  x 11) pano Pour choco­
late mixture over the topo Sprinkle with remaining crumbs on topo 
PUMPKIN PIE SQUARES 
---- -
1 C e  flour ( s ifted ) 3/4 C o  sugar 
1/2 rolled oats ( quick-cooking )  1/2 tsp. salt 
Marguerite Anderson 
1/2 Co brown sugar ( packed ) 1 tsp� cinnamon 
1/2 c �  butter 112 · tspo ginger 
1 can pumpkin ( 2  cups ) 1/8 tsp� cloves 
1 can ( 13 1/2 9Zo ) evaporated 1/2 Co pecans ( chopped) 
milk 1/2 Ce brown sugar ( packed) 
2 eggs 2 T .  butter 
Combine flour 9 rolled oats 9 1/2 Co brown sugar and 1/2 c� 
butter in mixing bowl e Mix until crumbly0 Press into Ul'igreased 
( 13 x 9 x 2) pano Bake at 350° for 15 minuteso Combine pumpkin 9 
evaporated milk , eggs w sugar 9 salt , and spices in mixing bowl , beat 
wello Pour into crusto Bake at 350° for 20 minuteso Combine 
. , pecans 9 1/2 Co brown sugar 9 and 2 To butter; sprinkle over pumpkin 
fillingQ Return to oven and bake 15. to 20 minutes or until filling 
is seto Cool in pan and cut in 2 inch squareso Top with a small 
spoon of whipped creamo 
BUTTER BRICKLt DESSERT 
2 c .  vanilla wafer crumbs 
FILLING: 
Awana Odegard 
3/4 stick margarine ( melted ) 
2 boxes instant vanilla 2 Co milk 
pudding mix 1 qt o butter brickle ice cream 
Crust - Mix and pat in ( 9  x 1 3 )  pano 
Filling - Mix and pour over crust? - Mix and cover with 1 pkgo 
Lucky Whipo Crush 2 ten-cent Butter Brickle candy bars and sprinkle 
over topo  Refrigerate c 
We may live without friends ; 
We may live without books; 
But civilized man 
Cannot live without cookso 
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APPLE DESSERT Leona Holbeck 
Toast dry bread in the oven and grind into fine crumbso In a 
bowl place layers of bread crumbs 9 apple sauce , and whipped cream 
or topping. Finish with the whipped topping and sprinkle lightly 
with . the remaining bread crumbs o 
RHUBARB CRUNCH 
3 C o  rhubarb 
1 cQ white sugar 
Put this in a greased cake 
the following together so it is 
3/4 C o  oatmeal 
3/4 C o  flour 
3/4 C o  brown sugar 
Place on top of rhubarb and 
RHUBARB DESSERT 
1 Co flour 
1 T o sugar 
FILLINGg 
1 . 1/4 Co sugar 
2 1/2 Co rhubarb 
2 To flour 
MERINGUE� 
1 To - flour 
Pinch of salt 
Mrs o Pearl Strenge 
pan and spread aroundo Then mix 
kind of crumblyo 
1/ 4 tspo soda . 
1/4 tspo baking powder 
1/3 C o  shortening 
bake at 350 ° for 40 minutes o 
Mrs o Donald Myers 
1/2 C o  butter 
3 egg yol�s . (beaten ) 
1/2 C o  cream 
3 egg whites 1/4 Ce sugar 
Crust - Combine to make a crumbly mixo Prsss into a ( 9  x 9 )  
pano Bake 20 minutes at 375 ° 0 
Filling - Combine in heavy sauce pan. Cook over medium heato 
Stir until it thickens o Pour over crusto 
Meringue - �at until stiff and pour over the fillingo Brown 
in oven at 375 ° . 
• • • • • 
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ADDITIONAL RECIPES 
· · M E AT S - F I S H - MA I N D I S H E S 
\., 
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M E A T S - F I S H - M A I N D I S H E S 
GOULASH 
2 c. rice (uncooked) 
Mrs. Julie Jokumsen 
1 can tomato soup 
l can vegetable soup 2 lb. ground round stea k 
1 c. cel·ery (chopped) 
1 can ( No.  1 1/2) corn 
l Sitl<» bottle stuffed olives 
1 lg. onion (cut fine) 
(whole kernel) 
1 can (No. 2) tomatoes 
1 c. carrots (cooked, cut 
size of a pea) 
1/4 lb. cheese (cut) 
Cook rice until doneo 
celery to rice and mix all 
It serves 20 people Q 
Fry steak and onions until browno Add 
togetherQ Bake in a slow oven one houro 
� CHICKEN LOAF Mrse Glen Sonen 
1 lbQ ground beef 1 can chicken noodle soup .2£ 
1 c.  bread crumbs l ean chicken rice soup 
1 egg 1/8 tsp o poultry seasoning 
1 onion Salt and pepper !£. taste 
Be sure bread crumbs are dryo Beat egg and chop oniono Mix 
wellG) Mix all ingredients together and put into a loaf panG Bake 
for 1 hour in a 350 ° oveno 
� BAKED � �  
( di" ceM.t"S G) 
Glen Sonen 
·1;2 c .  celery ·d J 
2 lb� stewing beef (cubed ) 3 To tapioca 
1 Co tomatoes (canned) 1 slice bread (cubed) 
6 sme carrots (cut up) i TQ sugar 
1 medium onion (diced) 1 1/2 T o salt 
3 meditun potatoes (cubed) 1 c. water 
Combine ingredients thoroughlyQ Pour into greased baking disho 
Cover and cook until tender 9 about 3 1/2 hours in a 325 ° ovene 
Makes 6 servings .., 
HAMBURGER AND CABBAGE Hor DISH 
1 lb<» hamburger C raw) 
1 c Q  onion flakes 
1/4 c. rice (uncooked) 
1/2 head of cabbage (cut up) 
Mix and bake 1 hour at 350° 0 
1 can tomato soup 
1 can water 
Maxine Brown 
Salt and pepper to taste 
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HAMBURGER CASSEROLE 
1 lbG) hamburger 
1 onion · (whole) 
1 can green _beans 
(partly drained ) 
1 can peas (partly drained ) 
Alice Holmoe 
1 can mushroom soup (undiluted) 
Mash potatoes (just as you would 
put them on the table ) 
2 eggs 
Fry hamburger and chopped onion in oleo or buttere Pour into 
a casserole dish ; add green beans 9 peas and mushroom soup and mix 
togethero Beat eggs with mashed potatoes and put on top of mixture 
in casserole disho Bake in 350 ° oven about 1/2 houre 
CHOW MEIN HOT DISH 
1 can vegetable chow mein 
1 can cream of celery soup 
1 can cream of m�shroom soup 
2 cans tuna � chicken 
Mrs"' Carl Hansen 
3/4 c.  milk 
2 tspe so y sauce 
2 cans Chinese noodles 
Place a layer of noodles on the bottom of a greased casserole o 
Mix the rest of the_ ingredients together and place on top o Bake 
1 hour at 350 ° e 
HAMBURGER CHOW MEIN 
1 lb. ground beef 
1 . can cream of chicken soup 
1 can cream of mushroom soup 
1/2 Co water 
2 . T o soy sauce 
1 C &  celery (diced ) 
Brown hamburger and onions o 
ingredients • . Bake 30 minutes to 
HOT DISH 
- -
1 pkgo ( 12 02 0 ) noodles 
2 lbQ ground beef 
4 onions (chopped ) 
Mrso Anna Rosenwald 
1 medium onion (chopped) 
1 Co rice (cooked ) 
2 T 0 pimento (chopped) 
1/4 cQ carrots (diced ) 
l can chow mein noodles 
Heat soups and add remainder of 
1 hour at 350 ° 0 
Mrs� Richard Flatten 
1 can tomato soup 
1 can mushroom soup 
l can Cheddar cheese soup 
1 stalk celery (chopped) 
Brown ground beef 9 onions 9 and celery 9 add rest of ingredients. 
You can always tell who the boss ito 
He's the one who watches the clock during the coffee _break 1 
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CHOW MEIN Hor DISH -- - -- -
1 1/2 lbo ground beef 
l onion 
Bonnie Spielmann 
l can mushroom soup 
2 C o  celery 
1 can tomato soup 
Brown beef 9 add other 
chow mein noodles and bake 
top when baking·. 
HAMBURGER CHOW MEIN -- -
1 can bean sprouts 
1 C o  water 
ingredients 9 and simmer. Add 2 cups 
3/4 hour at 325 ° e Sprinkle noodles on 
MrsG Marie Pedersen 
l lb. ground beef 2 tsp . soy sauce 
2 Co  celery (chopped) 1 1/2 -c Q water 
1 pkgo onion soup ( dry )  1 can bean sprouts or Chinese 
2 T o cornstarch vegetables 
Brown meat and celeryo Sprinkle with onion soupo Add corn­
starch , water 9 and bean sprouts Q Simmer until done and serve with 
chow mein noodles o This· can be frozen. 
TATER TOI' HOT DISH -- -- -
1 lb. hamburger 
1 pkg .  tater tots 
1 onion 
Vera Haugen 
1 can cream of mushroom soup 
l Co milk 
Combine soup and milk e Mix hamburger and chopped onion and 
press into baking dish o Add tater tots and pour soup mixture 
over all. Bake at 325 ° for l hour� 
TATER !2£_ .!:!Q!:_ �  Mrs� Luverne Jorgensen 
Put 2 lbo hamburger C raw ) in bottom of casserole with salt 
and pepper and chopped onione Spread over this one can of either 
cream chicken 9 cream of celery 9 .2£_ cream of mushroon soup. Cover 
with tater-tots o Bake uncovered at 400 ° for 45 minutes. 
TATER !2!. CASSEROLE 
2 lbe hamburger 
l small onion 
1 tsp. salt 
1/4 tsp. pepper 
Jennie Hillan 
1/2 tspo celery salt 
1 boiled chicken .2£_ l canned 
chicken 
2 cans cream of chicken soup 
l lg. bag tater tots. 
Brown hamburger with onion. In casserole put layer of hamb­
urger 9 soup mixture 9 layer of chicken 9 then the tater tots. Bake in 
350° oven for 45 minutes. This makes a large casserole.  
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TATER-TCJr HOT DISH --- -- - --
1 lbQI ground beef 
1 smo onion 
1 pkgQ frozen peas 
Mrs� Carl Hansen 
l can cream of mushroom soup 
1 box ta� r tots 
Brown ground beef and onions o Place on bottom of a buttered 
casseroles Next add the cream of mushroom soup 9 peas 9 and the 
tater tots on topo Bake at 325 ° for 45 minutes., 
SCALLOPED POI'ATOES SUPREME 
8 med o potatoes ( sliced) 
1/4 Cc green pepper (chopped) 
1/4 C o onion (chopped) 
2 tspo salt 
Mrs� Luverne Jorgensen 
1/8 tspa pepper 
1 can ( l0 · l/2 ozo) mushroom soup 
1 c .,  milk 
A_l ternate layers of potatoes 
9 
green pepper 9 and onion in 
greased baking dish � Season each layer with salt and peppero Mix 
soup and milk Q Pour over potatoeso Cover and bake at 350 ° for 
1 1/2 houro Serves Bo  
WHIPPED LEFT-OVER POTATOES MrsQ Anna Rosenwald 
Whip the left-over potatoes with buttermilk and salt o Put 
the mixture in a small buttered pie tin o Sprinkle with any kind 
of cheese o Pimento is a favorite� Bake until the cheese is melted 
and the potatoes are steaming0  This is a good way to use up 
potatoes if you are tired of potato cakese 
SCALLOPED POTATOES 
2 Co boiled potatoes ( diced) 
1 can cream of chicken soup 
1/2 Co milk 
Mrs� Marie Pedersen 
1 sme onion (chopped) 
2 T 0  cheese (sliced. or grated ) 
Grease casserolec Combine soup 9 milk 9 and onion in sauce pan0 
Heat stirring occasionallyo Place 1/3 of potatoes in casseroleo 
Add half of soup mixturee Add the rest of potatoes and remainder 
of soup o Sprinkle with cheese� Bake at 375° for 30 minutes o Makes 
6 to 8 servings .., 
DELUXE POTATO DISH Esther Cramer 
2 lb. hash browns (frozen) Onion � green pepper (chopped) 
1 can cream of potato soup to taste 
1 can cream of celery soup 1 carton ( 11 OZ & )  sour cream 
Mix all ingredients 9 let stand 15 minutes a Put in greased 
( 9  x 13) pan� Sprinkle parsley and paprika on topa Bake at 325 ° 
for 1 1/2 hours o 
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CHOW MEIN TUNA HCYI' DISH - - -- -- ---
1 can chow mein noodles 
1 can flaked tuna 
Mrs. Luverne Jorgensen 
1 can (soup) milk 
1 can mushroom soup 
24 almonds (slivered) 
2 tsp. green pepper 
2 tsp. pimiento 
Layer noodles , tuna, soup ., almonds ., pepper etc. Put noodles 
on top� .Pour milk over allc, Bake at 350° for 45 minutes. 
TUNA SUPREJ.1E Bertha and Marthina Reppe 
1/2 Ce celery (sliced) 1 can (7 oz o ) flaked tuna 
2 To onion ( chopped ) (drained) 
1 T �  butter 2 T o pimento 
1 can mushroom soup Parsley (chopped ) 
1/2 Ce milk 4 slices toast 
Cook celery and onions in buttero Add to other ingredientso 
Serve on toast when heated Q 
TUNA HOT DISH -- -� -- Mrso Floyd Bortnem 
1/,lb�  ring macaroni 
Pinch of salt 
1 can tuna 
2 c�  bread crumbs (dried) 
3 eggs (well beaten) 
3 C e>  milk 
1/2 lb � oleo (melted ). 
1 tspo salt 
Cook macaroni and salto Drain. Addtuna and bread crumbso � Mix well the eggs ., milk, oleo and salt e Add to the tuna mixtureo 
Put in a (9 x 1 3) loaf cake pan Q Cover with slices of Velveeta 
cheese 9 and refrigerate. Let it set overnight and just before 
baking spread 1 can cream of mushroom soup over the top. Bake at 
325° to 350° for 1 hour. 
SPAM HOT DISH Floris Hilmoe 
- - --
1 can Spam (grated) 
1/2 pkgo noodles (cooked) 
1 can cream of mushroom soup 
1 c.  milk 
1 c Q  peas { frozen) 
1/2 c. cheese (grated) 
1 .c. celery (diced) 
Saute' onion to taste and the celery in butter. Mix all 
ingredients� Bake 1 hour at 325 °. Salt and pepper to tasteo 
potato chips on top. 
Some people can not be worked with, 
They have to be worked around Q 
Crush 
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INDEPENDENCE CASSEROLE Floris Hilmoe 
1 can (No. 2) pork and beans 10 slices bacon (chopped ) 
1 can (No. 2) kidney beans 1/2 c. onion 
(drained) 1/2 c�  catsup 
1 1/2 c. lima beans (canned 9 1 tsp. dry mustard 
drained) or (frozen and 2 T. brown sugar 
cooked, drained) 1 tsp. salt 
Fry bacon golden browno ·Remove from skillet. Measure 3 T. 
of bacon grease and put back into skilleto· Add chopped onion and 
cook until tender but not browno Add bacon and £emaining ingre­
dients except the 3 kinds of beans. Cook together to blend � In 
a ( 2 qt o )  casserole ·or 2 small casseroles alternate °layer of beans 9 
(do not drain pork and beans) . Pour catsup-bacon mixture over all 
and move so liquid runs to bottomo Bake at 350 ° for 30 to 50 
minuteso 
LENTIL HOT DISH 
1 Co lentils (cooked) 
1/2 C o  nuts (chopped) 
1 egg 
1 onion (chopped ) 
1 tspe salt 
1 cup canned milk 
1 1/2 C e  Wheaties 
1/2 c Q  oil 
Mix and bake at 360 ° for 45 minutes o 
LENTIL NUT ROAST 
1 c �  lentils ( ground ) 1 onion (ch�pped) 
Anna Rosenwald 
1/2 tsp$ sage or celery salt 1 lg � can evaporated milk 
1/2 c� nuts (ground ) 1/2 C o cooking oil 
l egg (beaten ) 1 1/2 Co corn flakes .2£ Wheaties 
Combine all ingredientso Bake at 350 ° for 45 minutes in a 
greased loaf pan o This is also good eaten coldo 
HAM NOODLE CASSEROLE 
1 c �  noodles 
1 C o  ham C cooked 9 ground) 
1/4 C e  celery (diced) 
1 To parsley (chopped) 
1 C o  milk 
1 egg 
4 T Q bread crumbs 
Mrs o Ernest Ollie 
Cook noodles until tendero Drain e Combine ham, celery 9 and 
parsleyo Put in layerso Combine milk, eggs , and pour over noodles 0 
Sprinkle bread crumbs on topo Bake 40 minutes in moderate oven 0 
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HAM LOAF -- - Mrso Eldon Berg 
1/2 lb"' ground ham 




1/4 c"'  vinegar 
1/2 c �  milk 
1/2 c. oatmeal 
l Te  _water 
1/4 tsp. dry mustard 
Pour over the top 
minuteso 
1/3 c .  brown sugar ( scant) 
of ham mixture and bake at 350 ° for 45 
HAM AND NOODLE CASSEROLE -- -- --- ----- MrsQ Darrel Croon 
1 pkg"' ( 8  oze)  noodles l can condensed cream of chicken 
1 1/2 C o  ham ( chopped) soup 
3/4 C a  cheese· ( grated) 1/2 C o milk 
Cook noodles� Drain e Alternate layers of noodles 9 ham 9 and 
cheese in buttered casserole� Mix soup and milk o Pour over 
noodleso Bake at 3 75 ° for 20 to 30 minuteso 
FAVORITE HOT DISH 
1 lb� hamburger 
· 1  can chow mein vegetables 
1 can chicken rice soup 
1 onion ( chopped ) 
Vera Haugen 
1 can cream of mushroom soup 
l can cream of celery soup 
l pkgo chow mein noodles 
Brown hamburger and oniono Mix all ingredients together 
except noodles � Alternate layers in baking dish 9 beginning and 
ending with noodlesG> Bake for 45 minutes at 350° 0 
CHINESE HOI' DISH 
1 lbo hamburger 
1 c. onions ( chopped ) 
1/2 C o  celery 
2 c. water 
3 To  soy sauce 
Mrs. Leo John Heinricy, Jr. 
1/2 c «>  rice 
1 can cream of chicken soup 
1 can cream of mushroom soup 
1 c. chow mein noodles 
Brown hamburger, onion 9 and celery. Add water , soy sauce , 
rice, and soups. Put 1/2 c o of chow mein noodles on bottom of 
casserole and add above mixture. Top with remaining 1/2 c. 
noodles. Bake at 32 5 ° for two hours. 
Sometimes nature makes a mistake. 
She puts all the bones in the head and none in the back o 
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QUICK � � CHILI 
2 lb f) hamburger 
3 onions (diced ) 
1 can tomatoes 
1 can kidney beans 
Mrso John Ross 
1 can tomato soup 
· 1  T 0 sugar 
Salt and pepper to taste 
Chili powder and garlic clove 
( if desired_)_ 
Brown onions and fry hamburger o Combine with remainder of 
ingredientso Cook slowly for 1/2 hour. 
CALICO BEANS Ardis Croon 
1/2 lbo ground beef 
1/2 lbo bacon (chopped) 
1 Co  onion 
1 can (Noo 2 )  pork and beans 
l can (No o 2 )  kidney beans 
1/2 C o  catsup 
l can ( No�  2) butter or lima 
beans 
1 tspo  salt 
3/4 C o  brown sugar 
1 tspo  mustard 
2 tsp.., vinegar 
Brown the ground 
and add the remainder 
minutes at 350 @ 0 
beef 9 bacon 9 and onionso Put in casserole 
of ingredients9 Mix well and bake 40 to 60 
QUICK HOT BEAN DISH --- -- ---- --
l lbo hamburger 
Brown the above together. 
1/2 lb o bacon ( fried crisp) 
1 can kidney beans (drained) 
1/2 c (!)  onions 
1/2 Co catsup 
3 To  vin�gar 
Mrs o  Kenneth Knutson 
(chopped) 
1 can liaa beans (drained) 1 tspo dried mustard 
1 can pork and beans 
Mix altogethero Bake 1 hour at 350 ° $ 
CALICO BEANS 
1 lbc hamburger 2 tspo vinegar 
Karleen Froke 
1/2 Ce  onion (chopped) 1 can ( No.  2) pork and beans 
1 Co  bacon (chopped) 1 can (No. 2) kidney beans , 
1/2 Co catsup (drained) 
1/2 Co  brown sugar 1 can (Noo  2) white lima beans · 
1 tspo prepared mustard (drained) 
Brown hamburger, onion, and bacon together� Add remaining 
ingredients to meat mixture and . bake 50 minutes or longer in a 350 ° 
oven. 
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JIFFY BAKED BEANS Millie Croon 
2 cans (16 oz.) pork and beans 1/4 c .  brown sugar 
1/2 tsp. dry mustard 1/2 Ce onions 
4 slices . bacon 1/2 c$  catsup 
Place in casserole and bake uncovered 1 hour at 350° . 
STEAMED SALMON LOAF 
1 can salmon 
3 eggs 
1 To butter (melted) 
Mrs. Inez French 
1/2 c .  bread crumbs 
Pepper, salt, � sage (to taste) 
Drain salmon and mix with eggs which have been lighly beateno 
Stir in the remainder of the ingredientsQ Put in buttered mold 
and steam for 1 houro Serve with a cream saucee 
RUBY 9 S DELICIOUS HAMBURGERS 
1 1/2 cQ  water 
1 sm� onion (diced) 
2 lbo ground beef 
1 T�  chili powder 
Mrso Glen Sonen 
3/4 Co catsup 
2 T ., mustard 
Salt � pepper (to taste) 
Cook over low heat until thick 9 about 45 minutese 
.. 
SPIKI MOR 
25 lbo ground beef 
2 lgQ onions ( ground fine) 
1 tsp ,::, pepper 
1 tspo allspice 
1 tspei cloves 
Mi:s. Eldon Berg 
1 tspQ thyme (optional ) 
1 T a.  sugar 
1 1/3 C ei  meat salt (approximately) 
1 1/2 lb. casings (approximately) 
J 
---
Mix all ingredients togethero · stuff casingso 
GREEN BEAN CASSEROLE 
Hang to dryo 
Mrs. Carl Hansen 
j 1 can green beans 1 can French fried onion 1 can cfeam of mushroom soup 
Mix the above ingredients together and place in a buttered 
casserole for 1 hour at 325° � 
� CUSTARD 
I 1 c �  milk (scalded) 
2 eggs 
1 T o  sugar j 2 T .  butter (melted )  
Mrse Leo John Heinricy 9 Jro 
1 tspo salt 
1/8 tspQ pepper 
1 · can (12 ozo ) whole kerne l corn 
Continued Next Pages 
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CORN CUSTARD (Continued). 
Beat eggs until very light and frothyG Add sugar j shortening , 
salt, pepper 9 and milk. Beat well Q Stir in drained corn. Pour 
into buttered 1 quart casserole. Bake uncovered in 325 ° oven for 
45 minutes or until set. 
CORN PUDD+NG 
1 can (12 oz.) niblet corn 
2 cans (No Q 303) corn (cream 
style) 
5 eggs (lightly beaten) 
1/4 tsp. sugar 
3 T .  arrowroot 
4 T. cornstarch 
Mrs. Roger Fritz - Awana Odegard 
1/2 tspo seasoned salt 
1/2 tspo dry mustard 
1 tsp. dried onion (minced) 
Dash of pepper 
1/2 c. milk 
1/2 c�  butter ( melted) 
Mix corn and eggs together0 Mix the dry ingredients together 
and add to the corn mixture@ Then add the milk and butter. Put 
in uncovered 3 quart casserole. Bake at 400• for 1 houro Stir 
it every 20 minuteso 
CHICKEN AND DRESSING CASSEROLE Jeanette Waage 
Cook chicken and take meat from bone� Mix dressing 9 about 
1 pkgo (8 ozo) same as stuffing fowlo Now combine pieces of 
chicken and dressing with the liquid you cooked the chicken in o 
Add l 1/2 C o  diced celery and · 1 can peas and 1 can mushroom soup0 
Bake in moderate oven for 1/2 hourQ 
OVEN BAR-BE-CUE CHICKEN -- -- -- -- ----
4 T o  salad oil 
2 T Q  W orcestershire sauce 
1 T .,  vinegar 
1 T. Open Pit Barbecue •auce 
Mrs o Kenneth Croon 
1 Ts brown sugar 
1/4 C o  catsup 
Dash of Tabasco sauce 
Mix and pour over browned chicken o Cover and bake 1 hour at 
325° Q 
May your life be like arithmetic --
Friends added 9 enemies subtracted, j oys multiplied and 
errors diYideds 
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CHICKEN BREAST , SUPREME Mrs. Floyd Bortnem 
6 to 8 chicken breasts 6 to 8 slices of bacon 
( boned) 1 can cream of chicken soup 
18 to 24 slices of dried beef 1 c. sour cream 
Insert 3 slices of dried beef in each chicken breast. Roll up 
and wrap with a piece of bacon and lay in baking dish s Pour over 
this the soup and sour cream mixtureo Refrigerate overnight or 
at least 8 hours. Bake for 2 hours at 300 ° coveredQ Uncover and 
bake a 1/2 hour moreo Serve with rice and use sauce for gravye 
1 SCALLOPED CHICKEN 
1 chicken ( cooked and boned) 1 To salt 
Gudrun Levorson 
ql  1/2 Co celery ( chopped) 1 can cream of mushroom soup 
1 1 onion ( chopped fine) 2 eggs ( beaten) 
1 1/2 C o  cheese ( cubed) 6 Co chicken broth 
1/2 tspo pepper 4 Co Ritz crackers ( crushed) 
Blend all ingredients except cracker crumbs o Pour into large 
baking disho Sprinkle with cracker crumbs �  Bake at 350 ° for 
1 houro 
CHICKEN RICE CASSEROLE 
1 chicken (uncooked 9 cut up) 
l Co rice ( regular , not quick) 
1 can mushroom soup 
Lillian Heinssen 
1 pkgo onion soup mix 
2 cans water 
Place dry rice in ( 9  x 12) pan. Put soup and soup mix on topo 
Pour on watero Do not mix� Lay chicken on topa Bake at 275 ° for 
3 hourso If dry after 2 hours add water and cover with foil o 
CHICKEN LOAF 
5 C o  chicken ( chopped) 
2 c .  bread crumbs ( soft) 
2 eggs ( boiled) 
1 c. chicken broth 
Mrs o Kenneth Knutson 
1 c. milk 
2 T o onion (minced) 
2 T c green pepper 
Saute' the onion and pepper in butter. Combine the rest of 
the ingredients .  Bake at 350° for 1 hour and 15 minutes. Add 
chopped olives , if desired. Serve with deluted crea� of mushroom 
soup poured over each serving. 
We judge ourselves by what we feel capable of doing, 
While others judge us by what we have· already done. 
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BAKED CHICKEN HOT DISH Mrso Ellen Nelson 
1 can cream of mushroom soup 
1 can cream of chicken soup 
3/4 soup can of milk 
1 c "  rice 
Chicken pieces 
Mix milk with the soups and heat until dissolved ( creamy 
thick) 8 Pour rice on bottom of ( 9  x 1 3) cake pan� Cover this 
with soup mixturea Place chicken pieces on this and cover with 
1 pkgo dry onion soup mixo Put aluminum foil over foile Bake 
at 325 ° for 1 1/2 to 2 hourso  
CHICKEN CASSEROLE Mrs<?> John Ross 
4 C o rice ( cooked ) 1/4 cQ  pimento (cut up ) 
1 tsp" salt 1 chicken ( stewed 9 cooled 9 and 
1 tspQ paprika diced) 
3 C o chicken broth 4 eggs. ( beaten) 
Beat eggs and add to cooked rice o Mix the remainder of 
ingredients togetherQ Serve with cream sauce which has been 
added to 1 can of cream of mushroom soup . 
CHICKEN HOT DISH Mrso Harold Froke 
1 C G chicken ( cooked and cut 1/2 c ®  cheese ( grated ) 
in pieces ) 1/2 C 0  butter -2!:. margarine { melted ) 
i c .  bread crumbs 1 c �  hot milk 
1 C o macaroni ( cooked ) 3 egg yolks (beaten) 
1 little onion 3 egg whites (stiffly beaten ) 
Combine chicken 9 bread crumbs 9 macaroni 9 onion , cheese 9 milk 9 
butter 9 and egg yolks. Fold in stiffly beaten egg whites ® Pour 
into buttered casserole. Bake 1 hour at 350 ° � 
VEGETABLE CASSEROLE Ardis Croon 
1/2 lgo head of cabbage 1 can cream of mushroom soup 
6 lg. carrots 1 can cream of celery soup 
1 onion 1/2 c� onion (dried ) ( if desired ) 
2 cans green beans Salt � pepper (to taste) 
Cook together cabbage , carrots , and onion. Mix the remaining 
ingredients together and bake 45 minuteso 
Dogs are much like people. 
Usually only one in the group is barking at something in particular ; 
the others are barking at him. 
BEEF STROGONOFF 
1 lbo round steak 
2 T. fat 
1/2 C o  onion (chopped) 
1 garlic clove 
1 can (6 oz�) mushrooms 
(broiled) ( quartered) 
1 c. sour cream 
Cut steak into squares� 
onion, garlic 9 and mushroomsQ 
spaghetti c, Pour over meat and 
on cooked spaghetti� Sprinkle 
5 peoplee 
LEFT OVER SUPPER STEW 
Roast beef (sliced or cubed) 
3/4 Co  celery (diced ) 
2 Co  carrots C cooked j diced) 
Peas 9 beans, and corn, or 
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Mrs$ Helga Lellelid 
1 can tomato soup 
1 T o  Worcestershire sauce 
6 to 8 drops Tabasco sauce 
1 tsp� pepper 
1/2 tspe salt 
1 pkge (8 oz.) spaghetti 
Parmesan cheese 
Dip in flouro Brown in hot fato Add 
Combine remaining ingredients except 
cook until tender for 1 hour� Serve 
cheese on each serving s Serves 4 to 
Mrso Helga Lellelid 
2 c. potatoes (cooked) 
Onion 
1 can mixed vegetables 
Place in casserole and 
of tomato soup d aluted with 
at 350° c, 
pour left over gravy or a can of cream 
a little water� Bake 20 to 30 minutes 
� � HOT DISH 
1 pkgo ring macaroni 
1 can corn beef 
1 onion 
1 green pepper 
1 Co  cheese (grated) 
Melt butter in hot watero 
350° c, 
HCYI' DISH -- -
l ean shoestring potatoes 
1 c. ham (chopped or snack ) 
1 C e  whole kernel corn 
Mrso Ernest Ollie 
1 1/2 Co hot water 
1 1/2 C o  cracker crumbs 
4_ eggs (beaten ) 
1 can mushroom soup 
1/2 Co butter 
Mix altogethero Bake 1 hour at 
Mrsc, Ellen Nelson 
1 C e  milk 
1 can cream of chicken soup 
1 T c, onion (minced) 
Mix altogether and put in a well-greased casserole$ 
350° for 30 minutes c, 
Bake at 
If you must use a hammer , build something� 
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BAKED SALMON LOAF 
1 1/2 c. milk 
Odie Hillan 
1 slice bread 
4 T. butter 
2 eggs 
2 c. canned salmon 
1/2 tsp. salt 
Heat milk , bread 9 and 
Remove bones from salmon. 
and milk mixtureo Bake in 
butter in double boiler until creamy. 
Beat eggs and mix with salmon , salt 9 
greased pan for one hour at 350• � 
SALMON SQUARES Mrs. Eldon Berg 
1 i"b. red salmon (pink) 1 c. bre-ad crumbs { soft) 
1 c. celery (chopped fine) 1 sme onion (minced) 
1/2 c. green pepper (shredded) 2 tspo  salt 
Remove skin and bones from salmono Separate until if flakes o 
Add remaining ingredients and blendo Spread in buttered shallow 
pane · Blend butter and crumbs� Sprinkle �ver salmon mixture � Bakes 
Onion, celery 9 and green pepper may be cooked first if desireda 
BURGER BUNDLES Esther Cramer 
1 C o  herb seasoned stuffing mix 1 can cream of mushroom soup 
1 lb . ground beef 2 tsp� Worcestershire sauce 
1/3 Co  evaporated milk 1 T . cat�up 
Prepare stuffing according to package directionso Mix beef 
with he evaporated rnilko Divide this into 5 pattieso . Flatten 
to about 6 inches across ; put 1/4 C o  stuffing in center of each 
pattyo Draw edge over stuffing and sealo Place in casserole 9 
combine the soup 9 sauce and catsup - beat until bubbly - pour 
over meat� Bake uncovered at 350 ° for 45 minutes o 
BAKED PORK CHOPS WITH NOODLES 
2 c. egg noodles 
1/2 Co catsup 
4 to 6 pork chops (extra thick) 
1 smo onion (minced fine) 
1 1/4 C o  water 
Salt and pepper 
Buttered crumbs 
Mrs. Philip Jensen 
Cook noodles 8 minutes in salted water o Brown pork chops and 
place in baking dish a Mix noodles with remaining ingredients and 
pour over chops in baking dish. Add browned , buttered crumbs and 
bake 30 minutes , or until chops are tender - at 350 ° ., 
Intelligence is like a river -- the deeper if flows 9 the less noise 
it makes� 
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BIG 'BIRDS Mrsct Farold Bothwell 
1 1/2 lb 0 round steak 
Cut in 3 inch strips and pound quite thino Spread chopped 
onion and mushrooms on each strip, with a small sweet pickle� Roll 
in _flour and brown in 2 T a Criscoo Place in baking dish and cover 
with 1 can cream of mushroom soup. Bake at 400 ° for 1 houro 
MEAT BALLS 
2 lb. ground beef 
1 lbo pork sausage 
2 carrots ( grated) 
1 lgo potato C raw, 
Mrso Agnes Molskness 
Salt (to taste) 
C seasoned) Pepper 
1 onion 
grated) 
Roll in flour and fry o Make gravy from pan drippings o 
BAR-BE-CUE RIBS -- -- -- -
3 or 4 lbo ribs or riblets 
Brown slowly'; salt and pepper , and drain wello 
SAUCE MIXg 
1 can ( 8  ozo) tomato sauce 1 tspQ dry mustard 
plus l can water 1/4 Co brown sugar 
Mrso Eldon Berg 
1 can (6 ozo ) tomato paste 1 T e celery seed (optional ) 
plus 3 cans water 1/4 cQ  vinegar 
2 T �  Worcestershire sauce 1 medium onion (diced) 
l To chili powder Salt � pepper (to taste) 
Pour sauce over browned ribs e Simmer or bake until tendero 
This takes about 2 hours e These are exceptionally good if prepared 
in the morning and partially cooked o Then let them marinate in the 
sauce until you finish cooking them a short time before serving. 
SPANISH STEAK 
1 round steak (3  inches thick) 
1 can of tomatoes 
1 can peas 
l green pepper (chopped fine ) 
Mrs. Eldon Berg 
1 red pepper (chopped fine) 
1 sm. onion 
Salt (to taste) 
Brown round steak and place in 




Experience is what causes a person to. make new mistakes 
instead of repeating old oneso 
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BARBECUED FRANKS 
1 medium onion (browned) 
2 T o shortening 
Add g 
1 c Q catsup 1/2 tsp (i) mustard 
2 T e vinegar 1/2 c. water 
Mrs o Richard Park 
2 T o brown sugar Pinch of salt and pepper 
Simmer this 30 minutes o  Place 10 franks in shallow pane Pour 
sauce over it and heat an additional 30 minutes in ovenc 
LUNCHEON DISH Mrs o Alfred Wedell 
Cut rolled out biscuit dough in 4 inch squares and bake as 
usualo 
Top with cooked peas 9 onions 9 and canned salmon mix with cream 
of mushroom soupG This served with a tossed salad or a salad of 
your choice is good for a noon luncheono 
TOASTED CHICKEN SANDWICHES Esther Cramer 
Blend � 
1 can cream of mushroom soup 
1 T o  instant dry minced onion 
, l. jar ( 2 oz o) pimento ( drained) 
3/4 Co milk 
3 T ,. flour 
Cook this together in double boiler until thick , then add 
2 heaping cups chicken'° Co(?lo Cut off crusts and butt.er 14 
s lices of breade Cover 7 s l ices with the chicken mixture and 
top with remaining bread o Place on tray9 Chill overnighto Then 
cut diagonally o Beat 3 eggs with 3 T e  milk in flat dish o Dip 
sandwiches in egg mixture 9 then in crushed potato chips (top and 
bottom) � Place on greased sheet Q Bake 350° for 30 to 40 minutes s 
CORNBEEF SANDWICHES OR RUEBENS 
1 slice of corn beef Sauerkraut 
1 slice Swiss cheese Rye bread (large size) 
Maxine Brown 
Between slices of rye bread 9 place corned beef , cheese and 
sauerkraute Butter outside surface of bread. Place on medium 
hot grill o Turn when first side is toasteda Toast second side e 
Remove when cheese starts to melt. Cut in pieces and serve hot o 
To handle yourself, use your head o 
To handle others 9 use your heart e 
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BARBECUES 
1 lb. ground beef 
1 sm .. onion 
Mrs. Nels Jokumsen 
1/4 c. water 
2 T. shortening 
1 can chicken gumbo soup 
Brown ground beef and onion 
of ingredients and simmer for 45 
BOLOGNA HATS ---- --- · -
1 lb. bologna or minced ham 
(chopped ) -
1 c. American cheese ( grated) 
1 T.  prepared mustar� 
1 To · salad dressing 
1 tsp., prepared mustard 
2 tsp. catsup 
Salt � pepper ( to taste) 
in shortening. Add the remainder 
minutes. 
Mrs� Philip 
1 T 0 onion (minced) , 
1 T. dill pickle ( chopped) 
12 hot dog buns 
Jensen 
Mix ingredients and spread on bottom half of buno Cover with 
top half. Place in paper bag ( or wrap individually in foil ) close 
bag and bake at 325 ° for 25 minuteso 
PIZZA BURGERS Bonnie Spielmann 
2 lb. ground beef 
Brown with salt, pepper , dash chili powder 9 and oniono Cool 
well .  Add: 
i/4 Co Pannesan cheese 
1/4 bottle chili sauce 
1 tspo garlic salt 
1 can tomato soup 
1 pkge ( 8  ozo) Mozzarella cheese 
Fill buns and wrap in foil o Bake 15 minutes at 350 ° or 45 
minutes at 350 • if burgers are frozen o Makes 2 dozeno 
�UNT GRETA 9 S TOMATO SOUP 
1 peck ripe tomatoes 
6 medium onions 
Boil 45 minutes, strain . 
1/2 Co butter 
2 To salt 
Esther Cramer 
1 bunch celery (cut fine 9 leaf 
and all) 
Make a paste of the following� 
3/4 C o  sugar 
1/2 c <il  flour 
Add to the pulpe Boil 10 minuteso Seal while hot o 
CHICKEN SANDWICH SPREAD Janice Sedelmeier 
Boil a chicken until tender. Remove meat from bones and either 
chop or grindo Add a can of mushroom soup to the meat and then 
with chicken brothe Serve hot on bunsQ 
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EASY CHICKEN ANO RICE 
1 c .  minute rice 
1 can cream of celery soup 
1 can cream of chicken soup 
Jeanette Waage 
1 can cream of mushroom soup 
1 chicken ( cut up ) 
Mix together and spread in a ( 9  x 13) pan. Place one cut up 
fryer on topo Sprinkle with paprikae Bake at 350 ° for 1 1/2 hourso 
Un cover last 1/2 hourg To serve six people , use one whole chicken 
plus extra leg and thigh . 
HOT DISH Emma Bakkedahl 
Cook a pkg. noodles or mac«roni in salted boiling watero Then 
run cold water over it when donee Cut celery and onion and green 
pepper fine and brown with hamburgero Mix this with the noodleso 
Add 1 can tomato sauce and 1 can mushroom soupo 
HAMBURGER CASSEROLE Mrso Sam Knutson 
1 lbg hamburger 1 onion (chopped fine ) 
1/2 C o  celery (chopped ) l can cream of chicken soup £E 
3/4 c �  warm water celery soup 
1/8 C o  soy sauce 1/4 Co rice (uncooked ) 
1 can chow mein noodles Salt and pepper (to season ) 
Brown hamburgei:"9 add onion and saute! Comh:ine all other 
ingredients except noodleso Put in buttered casserole and bake 
·at 350 ° for 45 minutese Sprinkle top with noodles to. covero Return 
to oven for about 10 minuteso If casserole gets too dry 9 add a 
little warm watero Serves 4 to 6�  
,!!9!. � ( ELECTRIC SKILLET ) Anna Nebben 
Make balls from 1 lbo ground beef and brown in lard e Prepare 
4 or 5 potatoes and 6 medium sized carrots e Place in electric 
fry pan with ground beef ballsQ Heat 1 cup cream of chicken soup 
and 1 cup milk 9 salt and pepper and pour over meat and vegetables0 
Simmer at 325° for 30 to 45 minutes or until vegetables are done0 
HOT DISH -- - Mrso Thorvald Nelson 
1/2 pkg. fine noodles 1 can cream of mushroom soup 
1 1/2 lbo hamburger 1 can milk 
1 can cream of celery soup 1 pkge mixed vegetables (frozen) 
Mix altogether o Bake for 45 minutes e 
!2!. �  
1 1/2 lbo ground beef 1 medium onion 
1 can kidney beans 1 can tomato soup 
1 pte carrots Seasoning ( to taste) 
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Nora Flatten 
Saute u onion in 2 T $ shortening. Add beefo Simmer 10 minuteso 
Add other ingredients and • mixo Place in casserole and bake 1/2 
hour-f) Mashed potatoes may be place on top just before servingo 
For variations 9 other vegetables such as green beans may be used9 
!!_!! � FO�GET HorDISH 
1 1/2 lbo hamburger 
3/4 C o  rice ( uncooked) 




1 can beef consomme' soup 
1 can cream of celery soup 
1 or 2 soup cans of water to 
make liquidy 
1 pkg. dried onion soup 
Blend altogethero Cover and bake at 300° for 3 hourso 
SPANISH RICE 
3 Co rice ( boiled ) 
2 lbc, hamburger 
Fry onions with hamburgero 
Bake in casserole until done � 
UNUSUAL HOT DISH 
1 can tuna bits 
1 can chow mein vegetables 
1 can peas ( with liquid) 
1 can mushroom soup 
1 can cream of chicken soup 
Combine together and bake 
MEAT LOAF 
--
1 can cream of mushroom soup 
2 lb. ground beef 
Lillie Hanson 
Mix with rice and chopped tomatoes� 
This makes a large recipe� 
Nora Flatten 
1 can of milk ( measure with 
soup can) 
1 c. celery 
1 sm. onion 
1 ·pkg. ( 7  oz. )  chow mein noodles 
for 1 hour in moderate oven. 
Mrs. Larry Brunsvig 
1 T. Worcestershire sauce 
1 egg ( slightly beaten ) 
1/2 c. bread crumbs ( fine dried) 
1/2 c. onion ( chopped) 
1 tsp. salt 
Dash of pepper 
2 To parsley ( chopped) 
Mix all ingredients thoroughlyo Shape firmly into loaf , 
place in shallow baking pan e Bake at 350° about l 1/4 hours. 
makes 8 serving. 
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MEAT SCUFFLE Mrso Helga Lellelid 
2 eggs (beaten and separated) 2 C o  canned or left over meat 
2 C e cream sauce ( ground) -
Mix all ingredients 9 beaten egg whites laste Bake in moderate 
oven for 25 to 30 minutesQ 
DELICIOUS HAM LOAF Esther Cramer 
l lbo minced ham (ground) 
2 lbo ground beef 
2 c� milk 
1 can tomato soup 
2 eggs 
2 C o  cracker crumbs 
Pepper ( to taste) ( I  omit the salt 
because of the salt in minced ham 
and crackers) 
Bake at 325° for 1 1/2 hours0 This makes a colorful gravyo 
MOM 0 S CASSEROLE Mrso Philip Jensen 
1 lb0 ground beef ( crumbled) 
1/2 C a minute rice 
l can chicken noodle soup 
1 1 /4 Co  water 
l spe!) salt 
1/2 c. celery (cut up ) 
l sm e onion ( chopped) 1 can cream of chicken soup 
Mix and bake 1 hour and 
or cracker crumbs. 
when nearly done 9 top with potato chips 
LIMA BEAN SOUP --- -- -- Mrs@ Pearl- Strenge 
l 1/2 C o  dried lirna beans 1/4 tspo pepper 
1 smo onion 2 c. milk 
1 tspo salt 6 slices of crisp bacon 
3 beef bouillon cubes Parsley ( if desired) 
Soak beans overnight o In the morning drain Q Add fresh water 
to cover beans s Add salt and cook slowly until tender o Add beef 
cubes 9 milk 9 pepper 9 onion 9 and bacon. Heat and cook slowly a few 
minutesa Add parsley and cook 3 minutes more. Serve hot. This 
will serve 6 people. _ 
NOODLES Hor DISH Mrs. Pearl Strenge -- ---
1 box egg noodles 1 can water 
1 lb o ground beef 2 To · Worcestershire sauce 
1 sm. onion Salt and pepper {to taste) 
1 can vegetable soup 
Brown the meat and onions� Cook the noodles and draino Mix 
altogether and bake one hour slowly Q 
GROUND BEEF WHIRL 
l 1/2 lb. ground beef 
1 c. bread crumbs 
1 egg 
2 tsp. prepared mustard 
1 tsp. prepared horseradish 
1 1/2 tsp. salt 
1/8 tsp. pepper 
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Mrs. Ed Zarecky 
1 1/2 c. cheese (no particular 
kind, I like Parmesan) 
1 c. tomato sauce 
1 tspo dill weed 
Mix meat 9 crumbs , egg, mustard 9 horseradish , salt , pepper 9 
and 1/4 C Q  tomato sauce� On wax paper, pat meat mixture to a 
( 10 x 14 ) patty. Sprinkle with cheese and roll up from shorter 
side. Press ends to seal3 Transfer to baking dish, seam side downo 
Bake 40 minutes at 350° � Pour remaining tomato sauce over meat and 
bake 1 5  minutes more 0 Let stand a few minutes and remove to warm 
platter. Serves 6 to 8 people o 
� STROGANOFF Ruth Benedict 
Cut 2 lb. of round stea� in 3/4 inch cubes� Flour the cubes 
well and brown them in hot fat e Then add 1/2 Co of chopped onion, 
a · garlic clove 9 a can (6 oz Q) of mushrooms , a can (10 1/2 ozo)  of 
condensed tomato soup f a T. of Worcestershire sauce, 6 to 8 drops of 
Tabasco sauce 9 1/2 tspo sait 9 1/8 tspo pepper 9 and a c�p of sour 
cream. Simmer until tender about 2 hours , in an electric fry pano 
Serve over fluffy rice or Chinese noodles. Serves 6 to 8 peopleo 
• • • • • 
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p I E S 
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P I E S 
RHUBARB PIE Vera Haugen 
4 c. rhubarb 
4 egg yolks 
1 1/2 c. sugar 
l T o .. f-10\lr 
Juice and rind of 1 orange 
Mix all ingre jients together and place in unbaked pie shell o 




3 c. flour 
Mrso Albert Scheiber 
1 c ,. lard (soft ) 
1/2 tspo baking powder 
1 tspo salt 
Mix together and roll outQ 
1 egg 
5 T .., water 
PIE -CRUST DeAnn Molskness 
1""c. flour 1 c� lard 
1 1/2 tsp. salt 
Mix together and store it � When ready to use, take 1 c. of 
mixture per crust and use about 1/4 c. watere 
NEVER FAIL PIE CRUST 
3 c. flour 1 T..,  vinegar 
1 3/4 c. lard 5 T. cold water 
1 egg Salt 
Leona Holbeck 
Cut shortening and flour togethero Add other ingredients. 
Makes two double crust ·pies o 
ELEGANT RHUBARB PIE Lavonne Brendsel 
1 1/2 c. sugar 2 To butter (melted ) 
2 T. flour 1 egg (slightly beaten) 
1/4 tsp. salt 4 c. rhubarb 
Put rhubarb in pie shell� Mix filling -and place on top of 
rhubarb.., Put crust on top. Bake in hot oven, 425 ° for about 40 
minutes. 
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RHUBARB CREAM PIE Mae Grove 
Put 3 cups cut rhubarb in bottom crust in a . (9 inch) pie pano 
Cover with mixture of � 
l 1/2 C o  sugar l T e  butter 
1/2 tsp o nutmeg 2 eggs (beaten) 
Mix all together and pour over rhubarbQ Cover all with top 
crust c, Make openings on top crusto Bake at 450° for 20 minuteso 
Turn temperature down to 325° for 25 minutes. 
RHUBARB PIE ---- -
2 c .  rhubarb (cut fine) 1 lg � To butter 
1 C o  sugar Pi�h ' of Salt 
2 egg yolks (beaten ) 1/4 tspe nutmeg 
1 lg o T �  flour 1 tspo vanilla 
Mrso Stanley Skorr 
Mix together and let set while rolling crusto Balce in 1 
crust at 375 ° for 45 minutese Top with meringue from egg whites 9 
4 T o sugar 9 1/4 tspo cornstarch 9 1 tspo vanillao Balce until 
golden brown at 350 ° s 
RHUBARB PIE 
2 c. sugar 
. 3 T o  flour 
1 T c  butter 
Mrs o Melvin Wold 
2 eggs· (beaten) 
3 C o  rhubarb (cut) 
Blend sugar 9 flour 9 butter 9 and eggs together o Mix with 
rhubarb j ust before putting in pie shell0 Bake at 450 ° for 10 
minutes and 350 ° until done. 
RHUBARB CREAM PIE 
2 c. rhubarb ( diced) 
1 1/2 c. sugar 
1/3 c .  cream 
2 egg yolks· 
Mrs c Clarence Nelson 
1/8 tspc salt 
2 1/2 to 3 T �  cornstarch 
1 tsp. lemon flavoring 
Cook rhubarb 9 sugar, cream , egg yolks 9 and salt in a heavy 
kettle until rhubarb is tender. Add corn starch with a little water 
and cook a little longer. Pour into a baked pie shell and top with 
meringue. Brown in slow oven. 
Be what you are , give what you can, and the rest of the time 
Mind your own business. 
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SOUR CREAM RAISIN PIE Maxine Brown 
1 c. sugar 




c. sour cream 
c. raisins 
T. cornstarch 
1 tsp" cinnamon 
1/4 tspo cloves 
1/2 tsp. nutmeg 
Salt .!!aS!., vanilla 
Cook until thick and pour into baked shell and top with 
meringue. 
RAISIN PIE Lovonne Brendsel 
Stew 1 C o raistns until tender. Drain� Add l c�  sweet cream 
and 1 c$  sugar , mixed with 3 1/2 T o flour Q Cook 5 minuteso Add 
3 slightly beaten egg yolks� Cook until the mixture thickens� Pour 
into baked pie shello Cover with meringue and brown� 
GRAHAM CRACKER PIE Mrs�  Inez French 
3 egg whites (beaten until stiff ) 
Add: 
11 graham crackers (crushed) 1/2 c. walnuts , (cut fine) 
1 tsp� baking powder 
Mix together until smooth 9 bake in a pie tin and cut like pieo 
Serve with whipped cream or ice cream e Bake 20 to 30 minutes at 
325°. 
GRAHAM CRACKER P IE Elsie Huebner 
17 _ graham crackers ( crushed ) Little sugar 
1/4 C o  margarine 
Mix graham crackers 9 . margarine and sugar well and press 
in a pie tin and bake a few minutes� Add . any cream filling o 
a little of crumb mix to sprinkle on top of beaten egg white 




CREAM PIE MrsQ Darrell Croon 
1/2 c. sugar 
1 To butter 
. 2 egg yolks 
2 Te (rounded) flour 
2 C o  milk 
Dash of salt 
1 tspo vanilla 
_ Mix togethere Cook· until mixture thickens. Pour in baked pie 
shell· or graham cracker crust o Bananas 9 dates, raisins , or pine­
apple may be added o Use egg whites for meringue. 
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BON BON PIE Mrs. Darrel Croon - -- --
30 marshmallows 2 squares chocolate ( melted) 
1/2 c. milk 1 c. whipping cream 
Melt the marshmallows with the milk in the top of the double 
boiler and cook for a few minutes. Cool until it starts to thicken. 
Then add the chocolate and whipped creamo Pour into graham crust. 
Refrigerate. 
STRAWBERRY PIE 
1 pt. fresh strawberries 3 T. cornstarch 
( mashed ) · 1 c .  sugar 
Clara Oyen 
·coo� above ingredients until thick, and clearo Do not ov�r­
cook. Cool. Add to above 2 T o  lemon juice, and fold in 1 pt. 
fresh whole str·awberries o Pour mixture ·into graham cracker crust 
or a baked pie shell. Refrigerate. Top with whipped cream or Dream 
Whip., 
SKILLET PIE 
1 c .,  flour (unsifted) 2 tsp o baking powder 
Anna Rosenwald 
1 c Q  milk 1/2 stick butter 2£. oleo 
7/8 c �  sugar 1 cqn pie filling 
Melt butter and mix with flour 9 sugar 9 milk 9 and baking powder & 
Blend wellQ Pour into center of skillet o Do not mix o Pour 1 can 
of pie mix of your choice in center of mixture o Do not spreado 
Bake at 375 ° for 45 minutes to 1 hour o Serve warm o 
FRESH PEACH PIE 
4 peaches ( sliced ) 
1 c �  sweet cream (half and 
half ) 
1 c Q  sugar 
2 To flour 
Mrso Svend Iverser 
Mix together and pour into an unbaked pie shell o Sprinkle 
with nutmeg and bake at 350 ° for 1 hour e 
OATMEAL PIE ( MOCK PECAN) Mrs. Donald Lease  
1 1/4  c.  sugar 1 1/4 c. rolled oats 
1 1/4 C o  dark syrup 4 oz. oleo 
3 eggs 1 tsp. vanilla 
Mix altogethero  Put in unbaked pie shell. Bake at 350 ° until 
firm and brown Q About one hour. Chopped nuts may be added e 
An ounce of fact �eans more than a ton of argumento 
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REFRIGERATED CHERRY PIE Bonnie Spielmann 
1 pkg. (3 ozo) Philadelphia 1/2 Co powdered sugar 
cheese 1 tsp . vanilla 
Cream above. Fold in 1/2 pto whipped cream and put in graham 
cracker crust. Top with 1 can cherry pie mix and chill o  
LEMON PIE 
----
1 Co sugar 
2 T Q cornstarch 
2 Co boiling water 
Florence Voelker 
Juice � rind of 1 lemon 
2 egg yolks 
Combine and cook until thicko Pour into baked pie shell o  
Top with meringue made with 2 egg whites beaten stiff and 2 level T a  
sugaro 
SWISS AP'.PLE TORTE 
1/4 Co butter (soft ) 1/8 tsp$ salt 
Ruth Benedict 
l Co sugar 1/8 tspo ground cloves 
1 egg 3 tart cooking apples (peeled 9 
1 c .  flour (all purpose) cored , and cut into 1/8 inch 
1 tspo cinnamon slices ) ( 3  cups ) 
1/2 tspo baking powder · Vanilla ice cream 
1/2 tspo nutmeg Whipped cream (lightly sweetened 
1/2 tsp. ginger with sugar and flavored with 
1/4 tspo soda vanilla extract) 
In a large mixing bowl 9 cream together butter and sugars Add 
egg and beat until light and fluffy. Sift together into mixing 
bowl the flour, cinnamon 9 baking powder , nutmeg , ginger, soda, salt 9 
and cloves. Beat in thoroughly. Gently stir apples into batter. 
Turn into buttered (9 inch) pie pan 9 and spread smooth. Bake in 
moderate oven 350 ° for 1 hour o Cool slightly cut into wedges 
while warm. Serve with ice cream topped with whipped cream. Serves 
6. 
�D PLUM PIE 
- - --
Mrs. Ed Zarecky 
Sort plums , cut out blemishes. Cook just enough to break 
skins . Drain and pit. At this point they can be canned for later 
use. To 2 cups (1 pt.) pitted plums add 1 1/2 c. sugar. Beat 1 
egg in cup and add 1 T 0 cornstarch or 1 To  minute tapioca and 'fill 
cup with sweet cream. Blend all together and pour into unbaked 
crusto Bake at 400 ° for 8 to 10 minutes . Reduce to 325 ° and bake 
45 to 60 minutes longer . Top crust may be used if desired. 
• • • • • 
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S A L A D S - D R E S S I N .G S 
PINEAPPLE WHIP 
S A L A D S  
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Beverly Gath 
Dissolve 1 pkg. lemon�orange .2£ orange-pineapple jello in 1 cup 
hot wate�� Add 1/2 cQ pineapple juice. Let set until it just 
begins to jelle Whip 1/2 pto whipping cream and add 1/2 Cc sugar • . 
Whip into the jello mixtureo Add drained pineapple tidbits ( No. 211 
can ) o Refrigeratee 
CUCUMBER AND ONION SALAD 
3 cucumbers ( peeled and sliced 
t,hin) 
1 red onion (sliced thin) 
1/2 c. wine vinegar 
DRESSING� 
1/2 C c  wate� 
1/4 tspe salt 
1 T. sugar 
2 avocados l To lemon j uice 
1/2 _· tsp o salt 
Mrs. Ed Zarecky 
• 
Marinate cucumbers and onion ·in vinegar 9 water and salt and 
sugar for several hourso Draino Peel and mash avocados 9 mix with 
1/4 tspo salt and lemon o Toss with cucumbers and oniono 
FRUIT SALAD 
1 can apricot pie mix 
1 can pineapple tidbits 
Mrso .J�lie Jokumsen 
2 C o sm o marshmallows 
Bananas (if desired ) 
1 can fruit cocktail (drained ) _ 1 C o  cream (whipped) or 1 envelope 
LuckyWhip 1 can mandarin oranges 
Mix wel and put in 
can keep it overnight o 
CRANBERRY SALAD 
refrigerator� If banan4� are left out you 
Mrso Julie Jokumsen 
1 lb. cranberries 2 c$  sugar 
8 apples 2 pkg. cherry jello 
1 cQ  celery (chopped fine) 3 c. boiling wate� 
Grind cranberries and apples together and add celery and_ sugare 
Mix well and let stand � Next mix jello and boiling water and let 
stand until partially thickc Add cranberries, apples � and celery 
and pour in a large pan and refrigerate until hard o Cut in squares 
and serve on ettuce or put it in a bowl and place a glass in center 
with salad dressing. 
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SALAD 
1 box junioretts 
1 can Spam (cut in small 
pieces)· 
1 1/2 c. celery (diced) 
Mix together and serve. 
SALAD WITH GRATED CHEESE 
----
2 pkg. lemon jello 
1 can pineapple 
1 can pimiento 
1 c. cheese (grated) 
Mrs. Donald Hildebrandt 
1 can peas 
Onion (grated to taste) 
Salt and pepper tto taste) 
Mayonnaise (thinned with pea juice ) 
Mrs. Sylvan Odegard 
1 T. salad dressing 
1 c. whipped cream 
Nut meats (if desired) 
Prepare jello as directed on package@) Use pineapple juice for 
part of the liquid o When cold, whip cream and dressing Q Whip jello 
and mix together with remainder of ing�edientse Put in a (9 x 1 3) 
pane 
THREE BEAN SALAD 
1 can kidney beans 
1 can yellow beans 
1 can green beans 
1 Co celery ( cut in lg e pieces) 
1 green pepper 
1 onion (chopped ) 
1· tsp0 salt 
1/4 tsp.,, pepper 
2/3 c �  vinegar 
1/3 c �  salad oil 
1/3 Co sugar 
Combine all ingredients and refrigerate overnight s 
Vera Haugen 
OVERNIGHT COLESLAW Mrso Glen Sonen 
1 edium head of cabbage 
1 smo onion (grated) 
1 green pepper (diced fine) 
DRESSING� 
1 C o  white vinegar 
1 tspe salt 
1 tspo celery seed 
2 carrots ( shredded) 
1/2 C o  sugar 
1 tspo prepared mustard 
1/2 c �  salad oil 
Combine ingredients for slaw in a large bowl, make dressing by 
combining ingredients in sauce pan arid boiling for 3 minutes. Pour 
hot over slawo Stir to coat vegetableso Cover and refrigerate at 
least 24 hours. Serve cold o 
The city of happiness is the state of mind o 
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CRANBERRY SALAD Mrso Ernest Ollie 
1 Co cranberries 1 C o  sugar 
r 
Add a little water and boil for 5 ainutes o Draino To the 
juice add enough water to make l pto and pour over 1 pkg o  of lemon 
jelloo When cool add cranberries 9 1 Co nuts , 1 C o  celery ( chopped) 
and pour into a mold o 
CRANBERRY SALAD Mrso Oscar Anderson 
1 11 
lb o cranberries ( ground) 
lbo marshmallows ( cut up ) 
1 can crushed pineapple 
1 Co cream ( whipped) 
1 Co sugar 
I 
( 9  OZ o )  { drained ) 
Whip cream and add the sugar to 
together and refrigerate overnighto 
Mix reaaining ingredients 
I CRANBERRY ORANGE SALAD Alice Holmoe 
4 C o  cranberries 2 cQ  sugar 
2 oranges 10 miniature marshmallows 
Wash cranberries , remove seeds from oranges and grindo Add 
sugar and mix well 9 stir in the marshmallowso Let stand overnighto 
· This is very good and an unusual salado 
WINTER SALAD Esther Cramer 
1 c. sugar 1 co miniature marshmallows 
3 1 c. cranberries ( ground ) 1 Co celery ( cut fine) 
U 1 C o  apples (with peel 9 chopped) 1 c �  walnuts 
Combine sugar , cranberries 9 marshmallows and appleso Set in 
fridge overnightQ When ready to serve add nuts and celeryo Serve 
on lettuce leaf with spoon of dressing on topo 
MARAscHINO CHERRY SALAD 
2 pkg. ( 6  oz .) Philadelph · a  
cream cheese 
1 sm. j ar maraschino cherries 
1 sm.  can crushed pineapple 
Maxine Brown 
1 1/2 Co miniature marshmallows 
1 c. whipped cream .2£. Cool Whip 
Nut meats 
Drain the pineapple , mash cheese , and add Juice of cherrieso 
Cut up the cherries and add drained pineapple, marshmallows and 
fold in whipped cream. Mix well. 
Reading is to the mind what exercise is to the body. 
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STRAWBERRY SALAD ( Serve s 15) 
2 pkgo  strawberry jello 
2 C o boiling water 
1 can (No . 21 1 )  crushed 
pineapple (tall thin can) 
Mrso Wm e He Andersen 
1 pkg�  frozen strawberries 
2 bananas (mashed ) 
1/2 Co sour cream (commerical) 
Mix jello and watero Add berries, frozen ; Mix well� Add 
bananas and pineappleo Pour half of the mixture into ( 8  x 12 ) pan 
and let set in refrigerator Q When set spread with 1/2 c. sour 
cream� then add remaining layer of jello over cream o Chill until 
firm . 
EMILY 0 S CABBAGE SLAW Mrs. Philip Jensen 
Grate 10 cups cabbage and layer with thinly sliced onions in _ 
a dish ( with tight cover) o Boil 1 c Q  sugar 9 3/4 Co vinegar � 3/4 C o 
salad oil 9 1 tspo dry mustard 9 1 tspo salt 9 and 1 tsp. celery seed o 
Pour over cabbage and onionso Cover �ightly and refrigerate at 
least 4 hourso Will keep at least 2 weeks0 
NIGHT ANGEL SALAD 
1 can pineapple tidbits 
(drained ) 
l can mandarin oranges 
(drained ) 
1 can fruitcocktail 
(drained) 
MrsQ Thorvald Nelson 
2 cQ marshmallows 
1 can angel flake coconut 
1 Co · sour cream ( cultured ) 
Mix well and let stand overnightQ Just before serving add 
2 bananas and 1 C o green grapeso 
SOUR CREAM SALAD 
1 can mandarin oranges 
(drained) 
1 can chunk pineapple 
(drained) 
Mrso Ove Stenberg 
1/2 carton sour cream 
1/2 pkg. sm 9 marshmallows 
1 c. flaked coconut 
Mix together well. Best if left overnight. 
CHICKEN SALAD 
1 pkg. ring macaroni 
1 chicken (cooked and cut in 
small pieces ) 
Slivered almonds 
Mrs. Thorvald Nelson 
1· can grapes (spiced, canned) 
1 can ( No.  2 )  pineapple chunks 
Salt 9 pepper 9 � sugar 
Mix together with salad dressing. 
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� SALAD 
1 sm. carton cottage cheese 
1 sm. carton Cool Whip 
Ardis Croon 
1 can fruit cocktail (drained) 
1 pkg� red jello ( dry) 
1 can crushed pineapple 
(drained) 
Mix altogether and chillo 
choiceo 
Substitute any jello flavor of your 
JULIE ' S SALAD 
1 pkg. red jello 
Dissolve jello in watero 
1 Ce  vanilla ice cream 
Stir until melted into j ello 
1 can crushed pineapple ( 9  oz o )  
(with j uice) 
Chill until served o 
APPLE SAUCE SALAD 
1 pkgo lime .2£_ lemon j ello 
Mrs o Richard Park 
1 Co boiling water 
mixture o Add� 
1 banana (sliced) 
Nuts ( optional) 
Lillian Heinssen 
Dissolve · n  1 C e  boiling wa er 9 add 1/2 C s  crushed ice 9 pinch 
of salto Then addg  
l c .  tart app e sauce 
l Co app es ( peeled 9 chopped) 
l Co cottage cheese 
Cs  marshmallows 
A f�w maraschino cherries ( for 
(;@l@r ) 
Stir once when partially set o This can be served either as 
salad or .dessert o 8 to 10 servings o 
APRICOT SALAD 
1 can (29 oz o ) apricots (drained 9 
cut fine or put in blender ) 
1 can (Noc 2) crushed pineapple 
(drained) 
TOPPINGg 
Hanna Stange and 
2 p g o  orange jello 
1 1/2 C o sm o marshmallows 
2 Co hot wate 
1/2 C o sugar 2 T o butter 
3 To flour 1 C o whipped cream 
1 egg beaten) 1 C o  j uice 
Salad = Drain fruit , save j uice o Dissolve jello in 2 C o hot 
watero Add l C o  j uice o (use remaining j uice for oppingo ) Add 
remaining ingredients o 
Topping - Cook sugar 9 f ou , egg 9 and j ice un il thieko Add 
t ero Fold in whipped c eam o Sp ad on se jello o Sprink e wi 
grated cheese o 
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QUICK SALAD 
1 can peach pie filling 
1 c. grapes (cut up) _ 
Jan M 
1 c. miniature marshmallows 
2 bananas (cut in small pieces) 
Mix, chill, and servee 
FRUIT SLUSH-FROZEN SALAD 
1 can ( 6  oz � >  frozen orange 3 bananas 
Karleen Frol 
juice 1 c. crushed pineapple and juice 
1 c .  sugar 2 c.  7-Up .2.£ ginger ale 
Pour all ingredients in blendere 'Blend just to mix all ingre• 
dients Q Pour in C S  ozQ) paper cupse Freeze firm e  To serve -
soften only enough to unmold on lettuce leaf Q 
7-UP SALAD Mrs. Marie Peders 1  
2 pkgs  lemon jello 
2 C o  hot water 
2 c Q 7-UP 
TOPP ING: 
2 bananas 
2 C e  sm � marshmallows 
· 1 tall can crushed pineapple 
1 egg 1/2 Co sugar 
2 T .  flour 1 C e  pineapple J uice 
Salad - Dissolve jello 9 hot water and 7=Up and pour into a 
( 9  x 13 )  pano Coolo Add finely sliced bananas and pineapple and 
marshma lows and pour · this over the lemon jello when it is e�led G 
Topping = Bring the above to a boil and cool o Add an envelop1 
of Dream Whip which is mixed according to package directions and 
chopped nuts o 
CARROT SALAD Mrs ., Thorvald Nels1 
2 Co carrots (shredded) Celery (if desired) 
Onion (minced) (if desired) l can tuna 
Mix with mayonnaise o Just before serving add one can of 
shoestringso 
BEST SALAD 
6 oranges (cut up) 
2 C e  crushed pineapple 
l C o  nut meats 
l lbQ marshmallows 
1 C e  whipped cream 
1/2 Co miJk 
1/2 C e  cream 
1/2 tspo dry mustard 
4 egg yolks 
Continued Next Page o 
Millie Cro1 
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BEST SALAD ( Continued ) a 
Boil milk 9 cream i dry rnustard 9 and egg yolks o Pour over marsh= 
mallows while mixture is hot a Let cool and then add nuts 9 fruit 9 
and whipped crearn o Let set over night o 
BLUEBERRY SALAD Mrso Svend Iversen 
2 _pkgo blackcherry j ello 1 can blueberry pie mix 
2 1/2 c.<:> water 
Mix together and refrigerate until seto 
EMILY 0 S MOCK CHICKEN SALAD Mrso Philip Jensen 
1 can chicken rice soup 1 Co celery ( chopped ) 
( undiluted) l C o cream (whipped ) 
1 pkgo lemon jello 1/2 C o nuts ( chopped ) 
1 can tuna 1/2 C o  Miracle Whip dressing 
Dissolve j ello in hot soupo Cool and refrigerate until partly 
seto Pour hot water over tuna in a strainer Cto remove oil) and 
drain �llo Whip jello and fold . in the remaining ingredients o 
ChilloE:xcellant for ladies lur:: cheons � 
FRUIT SALAD Mrs � Carl Hansen 
l pkgo lemon tapioca pudding l can mandarin oranges ( drained ) 
1 can fruit cocktail ( drained ) l can pineapple chunks 
1 c� miniature marshmallows ( drained ) 
1 pkgo whipped topping 2 bananas 
Combine pudding mix with l cup j uice drained from fruit e Cook 
over medium heat until thick o Mix in marshmallows and allow to 
cool9 stirring to mix until marshmallows are meltedo Blend in 
Whipped topping followed by drained fruite Refrigerate until ready 
to serve c 
SUMMER SALAD 
l envelope Knox unflavored 
gelatin 
1/2 c. cold water 
2 to 4 T. sugar .2!:. sugar 
substitute 
Shirley Ollie 
1/2 tsp� salt 
2 to 4 T e  vinegar 
1 Co water 9 bouillion j .2!: 
j uice 
1 T. lemon juice 
Continued Next Page. 
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SUMMER SALAD (Continued) e 
Salad ingredients: Use 1 1/2 cG of any of following comb­
ination - Shrimp 9 celery ; peas 9 cauliflower and pimiento , carrots 9 
mushrooms 9 tomato j uice and cottage cheese; or any of your own 
special favoriteso 
Sprinkle gelatin over 1/2 Co cold water in sauce pano Over 
low heat 9 stir constantly until gelatin is dissolved (3 minutes) o 
Remove from heato Stir in sugar 9 salt 9 vinegar 9 lemon j uice 9 and 
remaining water o Cbill 9 stirring occas ionally till thick and syrupy 
Add 1 1/2 Co salad ingredients and pour into 3 Co mold or bowl or 
individual moldso Chill till seto 
FRENCH BEAN SALAD Esther Holmoe 
l can wax beans (yellow) 1 can fresh green beans 
1 can kidney beans 
Drain all beans - marinate 24 hours in the followingg  
3/4 Co salad oil 3/4 c Q  vinegar 
1/2 C o white sugar l tsp o salt 
/2 C o  celery (chopped ) 1/2 Co onion (chopped ) 
SHRIMP SALAD 
1 pkg o _ ( 8 OZ o ) macaroni 
(cooked) 
1 can pimientos 
Chill ingredientso 
DRESSING: 
1/2 C o  salad oil 
1/3 c. vinegar 
1 tsp. salt 
l lg0 g�een pepper 
1 can large shr�p 
1/2 c. cucumber 
1 tsp . onion ( grated) 
1 tsp. sugar 
1/4 tsp. pepper 
Mix well in blender and pour over macaroni o 
FORTY-NINTH STATE SALAD 
Maxine Browr, 
Maxine Browr, 
1 C o  celery (diced) 1 sm . can shoestring potatoes 
1/4 c. onion ( chopped fine) 1 1/2 c $ carrots (shredded) 
1 can shrimp ( large size ) 1/2 c. salad dressing 
Toss together all ingredients ( except shoestring potatoes) 
add j ust before serving. Serve as a main dish on a lettuce leafo 
She's a light eater, 
As soon as it is light she starts eatingo 
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COOL AS A CUCUMBER SALAD Millie Croon - - - ---- ---
1 pkg. lime jello 1/3 c. mayonnaise 
3/4 c. boiling water 1 c. cucumbers {peeled, chopped ) 
3/4 c. whipping cream {£!:, 1 pkg. 1/4 tsps salt 
Dream Whip) 1 tsp. onion (minced) 
Dissolve jello in boiling waterG Cool until it begins to set Q 
Whip cream and add mayonnaise and fold into jelloe Fold other 
ingredients in and put in mold or cake pan. 
i �  SALAD 
1 c. sour cream {commercial) 
1 c. chunk pineapple 
1 c. mandarin oranges 
Leona Holbeck 
1 c. miniature marshmallows 
1 c .  coconut 
Mix and refrigerate before serving� 
DIXIE DRESSING 
1/2 Co sugar 
S A L A D  
1/4 Co cedar vinegar 
1/2 Co  salad oil 
1 lg � onion (grated) 
D R E S S I N G S 
Mrs o Richard Flatten 
1 tspo salt 
1 tspo paprika 
1/3 C e  catsup 
Combine sugar 9 vinegar j salt 9 and paprikao Mix with sugar 
until it is dissolved o Add remaining ingredientso 
CABBAGE DRESSING 
2 c$ sugar 1 C e  vinegar 
MrsQ Ernest Ollie 
Boil together for two minuteso Coolo Put in jar and store 
in refrigerator o 
CABBAGE SALAD DRESSING 
1 c.  oil 
1/2 c,.. vinegar 
1 tsps pepper 
Put in jar and shakeo 
1 C o  sugar 
2 tsp .., salt 
Mrso Ernest Ollie 
The man who halted on third base to congratulate himself failed 
to make a home run o 
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ROQUEFORT DRESSING 
1 1/2 oz. Roquefort cheese 
Freeze cheese. 
Mrs. Kenneth Knutson 
2 oz. blue cheese 
l tsp. Worcest�rshire sauce 1 qt. Kraft mayonnaise 
Crumble cheese. Take 
dientse Makes two quarts. 
off wax coatinge Stir in remaining ingre­
Keeps a long time g 
RUSSIAN DRESSING 
1 can tomato soup 
1 c .  vinegar (dark) 
1 c .  salad oil 
1 c g  brown sugar 
1 medium onion 
Dash of paprika 
Mrs . Eldon Berg 
Salt � pepper (to taste) 
Blend in blender or shake well. 
ZESTY FRENCH DRESSING 
1 can tomato soup 
1/2 tspo salt 
1/2 tsp 5 garlic salt 
1/2 cQ brown sugar 
1/4 c $  vinegar (scant) 
Mix wello 
FRENCH DRESSING 
1/2 to 3/4 Co Mazola oil 
1 green pepper (chopped or 
ground) 
l lge onion (chopped or ground ) 
Mix well 9 kee�s good. 
ROQUEFORT SALAD DRESSING 
Anna Rosenwald 
1 To Worcestershire sauce 
1 T e  prepared mustard 
1 To horseradish 
1/2 c�  salad oil 
1/2 Ce sugar 
1 tsp. salt 
3/4 Co vinegar 
can tomato soup 
Myrl Hilmoe 
Leona Holbeck 
1 c.  commercial sour cream 1/4 lbo Roquefort or blue cheese 
1 T o onion (grated)(optional) 
Refrigerateo Use as desired� 
1 C e  mayonnaise 
Mix ingredientso 
It aatters not 
If it 9 s- red, green or yellowc 
There 9 s nothing you can disguise 
Like a bowl full of Jello o 
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HUBBELL HOUSE DRESSING Mrs0 Kenneth Knutson 
1 can tomato soup 
2/3 c. salad oil 
2/3 cQ brown sugar 
f 
1/2 Co catsup 
Juice of 1 lemon 
l sm. onion 
1 green pepper 
1/4 cG  vinegar 
1 tspo paprika 
1 tspo salt 
l tspo dry mustard 
Cook five minutes and coolo Strain peppers and onion 9 if 
dressing and mix wello 
I 
desired o Add 1 quart Miracle Whip salad 
Keeps a long time o 
• • • • • 
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ADDITIONAL RECIPES 
S C A N D I N A V I A N D I S H E S  
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S C A N D I N A V I A N D I S H E S 
DANISH STUFFED CABBAGE Mrs .. Philip Jensen 
1 lg. _head of cabbage 
1 lb. ground meat 
3 T. flour 
2 eggs 
1 C e  m:i_lk 
1 onion ( grated) 
Salt � pepper (to taste) 
Cut the top off the cabbage and remove inner portion. Mix 
meat with remaining ingredientso Fill cabbage head with mixtureo 
Replace top of cabbage head and tie with string tightlyo Simmer 
in water to which 1/2 tsp� salt has been added for two hours., 
" " 
ROLLE POLSE ( SPICED MEAT ROLL) Mrso Philip Jensen 
Use flank of beef for outside of the roll 9 fresh pork and beef 
for inner layer o The flank is split in halves 9 so it won't be too 
thick� Fresh pork is laid in str 0 ps on flanko Also 9 lay strips 
of beef and season with sal 9 pepper 9 allspice and minced on on 
Cto taste) o Roll · nto rolls about seven inches longo Sew an tie 
each roll tightly so they will keep heir shapeo 
Make a boiled brine strong enough to float an eggo Cool o 
Place rolls in it 9 leave in brine one week in cool place o Before 
cooking 9 prick well wi h forko Boil un il wel d one 9 about 2 hours 
(according o size) o Take out 9 lay on board and pu a heavy weight 
over theme When cold 9 they can be sliced or frozen and sed when 
needed o 
POTET � � KOMLE (POTATO DUMPLINGS) 
4 Co raw potatoes (grated) 2 C G  flour 
1 tsp., salt 
Mrs� Philip Jensen 
Mix ingredientso Roll into balls and drop into boiling broth o 
Boil 1 houro Broth may be made with ham bone, or spareribss Small 
pieces of ham or pork may be p_laced in center of each dumpling o 
I have only just a minute 9 only sixty seconds in it0 
Forced upon me Can 9 t refuse itQ 
Didn 9 t seek it - Didn ' t  choose it. 
But it 0 s up to me to use it9 
I will suffer if I lose it; 
Just a tiny little minute 9 
But eternity is in it o 
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DANISH MEAT LOAF 
--- - -
2 lb . ground beef 
Mr� . Julie Jokumsen 
1/2 lb . ground pork 
Grind above 4 times. 
2 egg whites 1/4 C e  onion (chopped) 
1/3 to 1/2 c.  dried bread 1/4 Ce  celery (chopped) 
crumbs 1 can mushroom soup 
1 tsp . flour 1/2 C e  tomato juice 
1/4 tsp. ginger 1/2 tsp·. celery salt 
Pepper and salt (to taste) 1/2 tsp. savor salt 
Mix together and if too , solid add more tomato juices Put 2 
slices of bacon on top of pan and 2 slices on the bottom of a 
greased pan . Bake at 350 ° in glass pan for 1 hour or for 1 hour 
and 15 minutes in an aluminum pane 
LUTEFISK HOI' DISH 
------
Mrs. Ralph Holmo·t! 
2 1/2 lbo lutefisk (cooked) 3/4 c .  milk 
1 C e  rice 3 To butter (melted) 
3 eggs (beaten) Salt � pepper (to tast�) 
Cook rice until tender in salted watero Draino In a buttered 
casserole place layers of the cooked rice' and lutefisk 9 sprinkling 
salt and pepper between layerso Pour ov�r egg and milk mixture o 
Put melted butter over topp Place in a pan of cold water and bake 
at 300 • for one hour Q Serve with drawn butter o 
LEFSE Mrs. Bertha Hilmoe 
3 Co mashed potatoes 
1/2 tsp o baking powder 
1 T o $Ugar 
1 tsp. salt 
1/2 Co lard 
Mix welle Roll . out on 
fit griddleo Roll thin and 
floured board<!) Use a small amount to 
bake quicklye 
LEFSE 
7 c �  potatoes 1 c� half and half 
2 T .  butter 4 to 6 C o  flour 
Cleo Snuggerud 
Mix the above togethero Mix 1 1/2 to 2 C o  flour into half of 
the dough at a time o Form roll and cut into sectionso Refrigerate 
until ready to roll · out o 
Someone who planned to repent at the eleventh hour -
died at ten-thirty o 
l LEFSE 
] 8 c .  mashed potatoes 
1/2 c 9  whipping cream 
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Submitted by Mrs � Roger Carlson 
In memory of her Mother 
Mrso Harry (Louise) Peterson 
4 Co ( scant) flour 
8 T, shortening 
· Boil potatoes and mash very fine, Add creQm 9 shortening and 
l 1 T. salt 
salt� Beat untii light and let cool� Divide into 8 portions� Mix 
,;,l into each portion 1/2 Co flouro Refrigerate, take out one portion 
J at a timeo Divide into smaller portions and roll thin on floured clotho {Use lefse rolling pino)  Bake on hot griddle or lefse grill o 
� FATTI�AND Mrs o Mildred Voelker 
6 egg yolks 1 1/2 T o brandy 
6 To sugar 1 1/2 tspQ cardamon 
n 6 TQ whipping cream 3 egg whites 
li 3 To butter (melted) Flour 
Use enough flour to make a light dough suitable for rolling 
outo This varies because of size of eggs o Beat egg yolks and add 
sugar un il whiteo Beat cream stiff and fold into egg yolks and 
sugar mixtureo Add cardamon 9 melted butter 9 brandy and stiffly 
beaten egg whites a Then add flour o Cool in refrigerator several 
hourso Roll out as thin as possible and cut with pastry wheel in 
diamond shape pieces about 5 inches from point to pointo Cut an 
inch slit directly in the middle of each diamond and pull the tail 
througho Fry in deep fat unt�l a very delicate tinge of browno 
Be sure the fat is hot enough so it will take only a few minutes 
on each sideo 
PATTIGMAND 
6 eggs (well beaten) 1 6 T. sugar 
6 T. sweet cream 
. Mrs. Bertha Hilmoe 
1/2 tspe cardamon 
Flour 
Add flour to make 
I Cut in oblong shapes . 
quite a soft dough so you can handle it. 
Fry in deep hot fat 0 
SANDBAKJ<ELSE 1 2 c. sugar 
2 c. shortening (half butter 
and half lard) 
I Work together until smooth. Press in patty tins and bake .  
Mrs. Bertha Hilmoe 
1 egg 
Flour 
Add flour to make a stiff dough, 
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SANDBAKKELSE Cleo Snuggerud 
1 Co brown sugar 2 eggs 
1 c �  white sugar 1 tspe vanilla 
1 c. lard 5 c Q (about) flour 
1 Co  butter 
Cream first 6 ingredients - add flouro · Press into rnoldso Bake 
in a 350 ° oven until golden brown� 
CREAM MUSH Hannah Stangeland 
Melt 1 stick oleo ; add 2 To flour, ( like paste or white sauce io 
1 box 1/2 and 1/2 0 Stir well till start butteringo Put in 1 cup 
cold rnilko Keep stirring - dash salto Add 1/2 C o  sugaro It looks 
thin but gets thicker as it coolso Sprinkle top with cinnamono 
KRUM KAKE Mrs . Bertha Hilrnoe 
l C o  sugar 1 c Q  half and half 
1/2 C o butter 1 1/4 C o  flour 
3 eggs Flavoring 
Bake on Krum Kake iron and roll quicklyo 
XRUMKAKE _ Mrs. Mildred Voelker 
1 Ce  sugar 1 C o  sweet cream 
1 C 0  butter 3 C e  flour 
3 eggs 1 tspo vanilla 
Cream butter and sugar o Mix in order given o Do not use too 
rich cream . Bake in krumkake irons When done take off carefully 
and roll on wooden pin. Let stand until a little cool before 
removing .. 
KRUMHAGER - CREAM CAKES Mrs. Philip Jensen 
" " 
3 og 9 lige tungt av sukker 9 samme vdgt srnor og rnel, smelt smoretQ 
3 eggs, same weight of sugar, butter and flour ( melt butter) ( scant 
cup of each ) . 
Bake on krumkake iron and roll quickly into a coneo 
• • • • • 
P I C K L E S  - C A N N I N G 
I,, 
P I C K L E S - C A N N I N G 
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� � · REFRIGERATOR PICKLES 
6 c. cucumbers (slicer size) 
(peeled and sliced) 
Mrs� Stanley Skorr 
2 Ce sugar 
1 c. onions (sliced) 
1 c$  vinegar (heat so sugar will 
dissolve) 
1 T. salt 
Cool vinegar and sugar� Combine all the other ingredients 
and pour over onions and cucumberso Keep in refrigerator and eat 
as wanted. 
BREAD AND BUTTER PICKLES Mrs. Wm. Richter 
1 gallon cucumbers (sliced thin) . 2 green peppers 
8 sm. onions 2 red peppers 
Mix 1/2 C o  salt with 1 quart crushed ice and pack around 
vegetables and cover with lid o Let stand 3 hours and drain � 
Mix; 
5 C o  sugar 
1 1/2 tspe turmeric 
1/2 tspo whole cloves 
Pour over pickles 
in jars and seal� 
2 ·tsp. celery seed 
2 tsp� mustard seed 
5 C v  white cider vinegar 
and bring to boiling point on low heat e Put 
SPECTACULAR FROZEN CORN Mrso Don Lease 
16 to 18 cups cut corn (35 ears ) 
Put in a large roaster and add� 
l lbo butter 1 c .  cream 
l Co milk 
Put above in 350° ven for 1 hour or longer sti.rring occasion­
ally o Cool by placing roaster in ice watero When cool package and 
freeze quicklyo When ready to serve 9 heat and add salt (to taste) o 
TCMATO JUICE Anna Rosenwald 
8 qtse tomatoes 3 sm. onions 
3
.
tspQ salt 3/4 tsp. celery seeds � celery 
7 whole cloves salt 
Wash tomatoes and cook with the rest of the ingredientso 
Strain th�ough a colander e Add 4 T �  sugar and 1/4 Ce lemon j uiceo 
�heat and pour into jars and seal. 
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SOCIETY CHIP SWEET PICKLES 
20 cucumbers ( dill pickle size) 
Mrs. Anna Rosenwald 
Pour boiling water over them every morning for 4 days . On the 
fifth day slice them real thin and put 2 T .  powdered alum in boiling 
water. Be sure to use fresh water. The next morning put syrup on 
them made of 8 c. sugar to 1 qt. of vinegar and 2 scant tsp. salt c 
Boil this syrup and pour over pickles for three days. The following 
day p�t in j ars with hot syrup and add · a - little pickling spice in a 
bag. 
CUCUMBER RELISH 
12 medium cucumbers 
6 sm. onions 
2 T .  salt 
3 c. sugar 
1 pt. vinegar 
Mrs. Harold Froke 
1 tsp. mustard seed 
1 tsp ! celery seed 
1/4 tsp. turaeric 
Salt (to taste) 
Grind cucumbers and onionsQ Add saltG Let stand 1 hour and 
drain o Add remaining ingredientse Bring to a full boil for 5 
minutes. Add green food coloring and seal in j ars c 
· PICKLED FISH MrsG Ernest Ollie 
1 qt" �
1
fish C cut in bite size pieces " 
Any kind of fish may be used o Place in covered crock or j ar 0 
5/8 cQ pickling salt l cQ  hite vinegar 
Pour over f�sh and et stand 4 to 5 days in refrigerator0 
Take out fish and wash in cold water until water is clear o Cover 
with cold water and let stand l houro Drain we lo 
2 medium onions ( sliced) 
(JnOre if preferred) 
SYRUP : 
1 c. white vinegar 1/2 Co white sherry wine (20% )  
1 c. sugar 1 smc box pickling spices 
Heat solution until sugar �s dissol�ed. Do not boil e Cool0 
Pack loosely in jar in layers 9 first fish, then onions , then syrupc 
Keep in refrigerator� These are ready to eat in 24 hours . 
There is so much good in the worst of us 9 And so much bad in the 
best of us, That it ill behoves any of us 9 To find fault with the 
rest Of US o 
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PICKLED PEACHES Mrs. Ernest Ollie 
4 c. sugar 1 T. whole cloves 
2 T Q  stick cinnamon Peaches 
2 c .  vinegar 
Blanch · peaches and remove skin. Combine sugar 9 vinegar 9 and 
spice.s. Boil 10 minutes" Cook peaches until tender 9 a few at. a 
• time in boiling syrup� Pack in jars , fill with syrup and seal o 
� RELISH 
1 qt. beets ( chopped, cooked ) 
1 lgo onion 
l tsp. salt 
1 tspo pepper 
Cook 10 to 15 minutes0 
Mrso Ernest Ollie 
1 tsp. mustard 
1 Co sguar 
Vinegar to cover beets 
Put in j ars and seal o 
� JELLY Mrso Ernest Ollie 
8 to 10 lgo beets 
Water enough to make 6 1/2 C o  beet juiceo 
7 c .  sugar 2 pkgo  Kool Aid (grape ) 
l pkgo Sure Jell 
Chop beets in pan with 8 cups fresh water and cook until you 
have very red juice � Drain off . Juiceo Measure 6 1/2 C o  beet 
juiceo Add Sure Jell and bring to a boil for 25 to 30 minuteso 
Remove from heat and skim o Add Kool Aid and stir until it dissolveso 
Pour into jars and seal . 
BEST CRISP PICKLES - --- ----
4 qts� cucumbers ( sliced ) 
6 medium onions ( sliced ) 
l green pepper 
3 cloves garlic 
1 red pepper 
1/3 c .  salt ( coarse ) 
3 c .  vinegar 
5 c.  sugar 
1 1/2 tsp. turaeric 
1 1/2 tsp. celery salt 
2 T .  mustard seed 
Slice cucumbers very thin; add sliced onions and the strips 
of peppero Add salt and cover with ice . Mix and let stand 3 
hours; then drain. Combine the remaining ingredients and pour over 
cucumbers o Heat to boiling and seal. 
Life can only be understood backward, 
but IIIUSt be lived forward. 
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BEET PICKLES Elsie Huebner 
Wash and cook beets till done and skins come off easilyQ 
1 C o  beet j uice 1 c�  sugar 
1 C c  vinegar Pinch of salt 
Have beets ready 9 put in j ars and pour boiling syrup overo 
Should drop beets in boiling syrup and come to a boilo Add a little 
spiceo 
CRYSTAL RINGS DeAnn Molskness 
Use large size cucumbers o Peel and carefully remove seeds � 
Slice in 1/3 inch slices to form ringso Soak in salt water for 3 
days using 1 1/2 cQ  salt to 1 galo watero Drain and let set in ice 
water for 3 dayso On the 7th day , simmer in alum water 20 minutes 9 
or till tender and clearo Drain and pour over, the rings the follow= 
ing syrupg l 1/2 pts. vinegar 9 10 C o  sugar 9 1/4 tspo oil of cloves 9 
1/2 tspo oil of cinnamon 9 and OZ s celery seed o Drain off this 
syrup for 3 days 9 heat to boiling stage and - pour over pickles © 3rd 
day seal while hoto { Some green food coloring may be added to these 
pickles) o  
DILL PICKLES 
1 pt o water 2 1/2 c� sugar 
Mrs o Nels Jokumsen 
1 qt o vinegar 1/2 C o  coarse salt 
Boi the above togethere Wash and slice c�cumbers e Put dill 
in bottom of jaro Fill j ars with cucumbers and pour over above 
mixtureo Seal jars o Let stand a while before us ingo 
COLD WATER DILLS Mrs o Ralph Holmoe 
8 c�  cold water 1/4 tsp. cream of tartar 
2 c. vinegar 1/4 tsp. alum 
1/2 c. salt Dill, onion, and garlic 
Mix together and pour over pickles. Let stand for 8 weeks 
before us inge This makes two quarts. 
FAVORITE DILL PICKLES 
1 qt. vinegar 1 c. salt 
· 3 qto water 
Mrs. Philip Jensen 
Bring to a boil� This can be used either hot or colde For 
each quart: - place head of dill in bottom of j aro Add 1/4 tsp. ' alum, 
and 1/2 clove of garlic C or sm. one) - fill with cucumbers that have 
been washed and flower end cut off. Add more dill, cover with brine 
and seal. 
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APPLE RINGS Mrs. Svend Iversen 
6 Co  sugar 1 bag cinnamon candies ( 9  ozo > 
3 Co water Red food coloring 
Boil this together for 3 minutes. Add sliced apples 9 a layer 
at a time to the kettle o Cook approximately 3 minutes 9 remove 
from syru? and pack in jars with syrup. Cold pack 15 minutes o 
This syrup recipe is enough for 18 to 22 appleso 
APRICOT PRESERVES 
8 c� apricots (diced) 10 o 12 apricot kernels 
1 can ( Noo 2 )  crushed pineapple ( blanched) 
(drained) 8 Co ugar 
Clara Oyen 
1 mo bottle maras hino l C o juice with water added to 
ch r i s  (chopped } qu 1 cup 
Com in apricots nd p 0 neappl and sugaro Cook slowly until 
hick o Ad� herrie and kern®ls o Sea o To obtain the kern�ls 9 
crus t, e it and rernov �.he kern (Glo P ace in boiling water for 
5 :"...nutes until the thick skin slides off o 
TOMATO JAM 
2 /4 lbo ripe tomatoes 
1 1/2 tspo lemon rind (gra ed ) 
1/4 Co lemon j uice 
rso Ernest Ollie 
Co sugar 
l bottle fruit pectin 
Scald 9 peel 9 and chop tomatoeso Br
0 ng to a boil and simmer 
10 minut o Measure C o  into large sauce pano Add next 3 
ingredien s and mix wello Put over high heat and��ing to a full 9 
rolling boilo Boil hard stirring for 1 minuteo •Remove from heat 
and at once stir in pee ino Skim off foam with metal spoono Then 
to prevent floating of fruit 9 stir and skim by turns of 5 minutes o 
Ladle quickly into 9 hot sterilized medium jars or glasses o Cover 
at once with 1/8 inch paraffin wax � 
GRAPE JELLY 
2 Co grape juice 
Bring to a rolling boilo 
into jars and seal. 
Mrso Ernest Ollie 
3 c$  sugar 
Boil for about 30 secondso Pour 
Anyone can carry his burden , however heavy, until night fall; 
Anyone can do his work, however hard, for one day e 
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RHUBARB MARMALADE 
2 qt . rhubarb (cut up) 1 c. raisins 
2 qt . sugar 3 oranges (ground) 




18 peaches 1 _c . maraschino cherries 
5 oranges Sugar 
Cut cherries fine. Grind peaches and unpeeled 
choppero Use coarse blade. Measure fruit and take 
much sugaro Cook until it she�ts a spoon (about 15 
cherrieso Take from heate Spoon into glass j arsQ 
• • • • • 
oranges in food 
1 1/2 times as 
minutes) c ·  Add 
Seal with wax e 
M I S C E L L A N E O U S 
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M I S C E L L A N E O U S 
!!!!!,-MADE TOILET SOAP 
11 c. fat ( strained) 
5 c. rain water 
Mrso Ed Zarecky 
1/2 c �  powdered Borax 
1/3 Co sugar 
1 can Lewis lye 4 tsp e perfume 
1/2 C • ammonia. 
Measure water in non-metallic bowl� Add one at a time lye 9 
ammonia 9 Borax 9 and sugaro Use wooden paddle to stir slowly till 
almost cool. Pour slowly into fat - stir constantly as you pouro 
Stir 15 minutes 0 Add 1 T o lanolin 9 glycerin 9 or oatmealo Add 
perfum�lasto Pour into glass or enameled pan = let stand two 
days and one night � Cut in bars and store one week before using o 
HOUSEHOLD HINT Anna Rosenwald 
A good way to wash your car or rr op your k 0 chen floor � add 
1/2 Co cornstarch and a li le soap to warm water to wash your ca�� 
For your floors add 1/2 Co of vinegar o your watero I · leaves 
a clean smell and your won ° t have o wax your floors o This also 
makes your car shineo 
CARE OF FLOWERS - � ���� Mrso  Anna Rosen a . d 
To make cut flowers last longer in the ome 9 a ways cut with 
a knif = not scissors o Use tepid water = no co d0  To the wa er 
addg some p nnies for lips 9 2 T a  sugar per qt o of water for 
peonie ; /2 C o  vinegar per C o  water or ilies , 2 o sa per q o 
of water fo roses o 
!!2!. HOUSES Mrso Anna Rosenwald 
I cut the bottoms out f gallon size plastic milk jugs to 
use like hotcaps on delicate plants such as tomatoes in the garden 
in the spring o The plastic will keep the plant from freezing and 
retain moisture o Lets the light in alsoo 
DRAIN PLANTS Mrs. Anna Rosenwald 
Cut a sponge to fit the bottom of your flowerpot when potting 
a new plant o A sponge will absorb the water better than a few 
rocks; besides it keeps the soil from sifting out o If using an 
old sponge 9 disinfect before usingo 
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SCRIPTURE CAKE 
2/3 cup Psalms . 
2 cups Ecclesiastes 
1 cup I Corinthians 
6 Job 
3 cups Exodu_s 
2 T . I Corinthians 
1/2 tspo Jeremiah 
1/4 tsp. Mathew 
Mix as any ordinary cake. 
SCRIPTURE CAKE 
Book 
4 1/2 C o  I Kings 
1 cup Judg·es 
2 cups Jeremiah 
2 cups I Samuel 
2 cups Nahum 
2 cups Numbers 
2 - T ,3  I Samuel 
1 tspo Leviticus 
6 Jeremiah 
1/2 C o  Judges 
2 tsp" Amos 
2 tsp. II Chronicles 
Bake in 32 5 ° oven for 1 hour� 
Dear God, 
Let me remember , when I was young. 
The games t played 9 the songs I sungo 
The j oys I savored, the hurts I hid $ 
The foolish things I said and dide 
I have .lived . so long in this Grown-Up land 
That a child is hard to understand. 
0 God 9 let me go back , and in fancy see 
The heart of the child that I used to be, 
So the heart of my child wil l  be clear to me. 
Lillian Ollie 
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� RHUBARB Mrs. Anna Rosenwald 
Your rhubarb will be in whole pieces when done if you put 
your rhubarb and sugar in a pan, cover itc Bake at 350 ° - will form 
its own j uice. 
PEANUT BUTTER PENUCHE 
2 c. brown sugar 
1/2 c-. milk 






Boil sugar, milk 9 and salt to a soft ball stageo Remove from 
heat and add peanut butter and coconutQ Beat until stiff and pour 
on buttered platter o For variations 9 chopped peanuts or chunky 
peanut butter may be usedo 
� FUDGE CANDY Mrs., Ove Stenberg 
2 c. white sugar 2 squares chocolate 
1/2 c. rich milk 2 TQ  butter 
2 lgo Te Spry Nuts 
Bring slowly to a boilo Cook until it holds its shape in 
cold watere Continue beating . . while it coolsci Add nuts lasto 
POPSICLES 
1 pkg. jello 1 pkg. Kool Aid 
The Kool Aid and jello should be he same flavoro 
1 c. sugar 2 C 0  cold water 
2 Co hot water 
Nora Flatten 
Mix all ingredientso Put into ice cube trays inserting stick 
in each and freeze o 
!!2!, CHOCOLATE Maxine Brown 
1 box ( 8  qt Q) instant nonfat 
dry milk 
1/2 C o  powdered sugar 
1 can ( 1  lb $ ) instant chocolate 
milk ( Nestles) 
1 jar ( 6  oz o)  Coffee Mate or 
Preem 
Mix well and keep in a covered container e 
llixture to each cup boiling water. 
other people's troubles are not so bad as yours 9 
but their children are a lot worse e 
Add 1/3 Co of this 
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RUSSIAN TEA 
1 jar (18 oz � >  Tang 
(less if desired) 




1/2 c. margarine 
1/2 tsp� Worcestershire sauce 
1/4 tsp0 celery salt 
1/4 tsp� ga�lic salt 
1 c .  Cherrios 
Melt margarine and seasonings 
ingredientso Heat in oven at 250 ° 
PUNCH 
2 Co water 
3 T o sugar 
1/2 C 0  lemon Juice 
Mix together . 
PARTY PUNCH 
1 car . Hawaiian punch 
l bottle ginger ale 
Combine the above and serveo 
CRANBERRY CHRISTMAS PUNCH 
l pkgo  cherry j ello 
1 cQ  boiling water 
1 can (6 oz o) frozen 
lemonade concentrate 
1 can (46 oz c,) pineapple juice 
(unsweetened) 
Mrs . Kenneth Knutson 
1 c. sugar 
3/4 c. instant Nestea 
3/4 tsp. cinnamon 
3/4 tsp. ground cloves 
.. 
Mrs. Svend Iversen 
1 can chow mein noodles 
2 C c,  small cheese crackers 
1 can French fried onions 
1 can (1 lb c) mixed nuts 
together and pour over other 
for 1 hour 0 Add nuts . 
Millie Croon 
1 pt� cranberry juice 
l ptQ ginger ale e 
Mrs c Svend Iversen 
1 smo can frozen lemonade 
2 cans of water 
Mrs .., Floyd Bortnem 
3 c. cold water 
1 bottle ( l qt o ) cranberry juice 
cocktail 
1 bottle (1 qt . )  ginger ale 
Dissolve gelatin in boiling water � Stir in lemonade and pine­
apple juiceo Add cold water and cranberry juice cocktail 0 Pour 
punch over ice ring in punch bowl ·and add ginger ale Q · Makes 30 
servings. 
COLATE CARAMEL ROLL 
: o unsalted nuts (chopped fine ) 1 cQ white sugar 
: Q  evaporated milk 1 c ., white syrup 





Have ready a piece of waxed paper (15 x 9 ) o Spread nuts 
?nly on paper 9 leaving 1/2 inch margin all around. Heat butter 
:il melted 9 add milko In a heavy sauce pan , mix sugar , cocoa , 
-up 9 and salt . Cook and stir over medium heat until suga_r is 
;solvedo Boil to 244° (firm ball) o Stir hot milk in , slowly 
mixture continues to boilo Cook and stir to firm ball again o · 
love from heat and add 1 tsp � vanillao Pour over nuts on paper9 
: stand 15 minuteso Starting at long side 9 roll like jelly roll 9 
1p in waxed paper and store at room temperature o 
ICH 
>kg a, cherry Kool Aid 
;m o cans frozen orange Juice 
Mix the above togethero 
Mrs. Richard Moe 
2 sm o cans frozen lemonade 
6 c�  sugar 
qtso water 2 qtso white soda 
[ts o ginger ale 
.Add to the above just before servingo This makes 5 gallons 
l fills 80 cups o 
iY PARTY PUNCH 
>kg. cherry Kool Aid 
>kg�  strawberry Kool Aid 
: o  sugar 
(t o water 
Elaine Richter 
1 can (6 oz o ) frozen orange 
concentrate 
1 can (6 ozo )  frozen lemonade 
concentrate 
1 qt. gingerale 
Dissolve the Kool Aid and sugar in the watero Add frozen 
.ce concentrates. Add ginger ale just before serving. Yield - · 
./2 gallons. 
rcH 
:an Hawaiian Punch 
:an pineapple juice 
Mix ail together. 
Elaine Richter 
1 qt. ginger ale 
1 ' t  worry if you stumble , a worm is about the only thing that 
1 • t fall down. 
140 
DIVINITY CANDY 
2 Co sugar 
1/2 c. white syrup 
1/2 c. hot water 
1/4 tsp0 vinegar 
2 egg whites 
1 tspo vanilla 
1/2 c .  walnuts 
Mrs Q Richard Moe 
Mix sugar 9 syrup, water , and vinegar together and boil until 
syrup forms a brittle ball in cold watero Beat egg whites until 
stiffo Then add syrup mixture , slowly beating constantlye Beat 
until f'irm (l) 
BUTTER CRUNCH CANDY 
l C o  butter 
l c (l)  sugar 
Mrs ·o Richard Moe 
1 1/2 c �  blanched almond halves 
Melt butter in heavy skil.le;� 9 add almonds and cook stirri_ng 
constantly until mi�ture is golden brown and almonds begin to popo 
This takes 12 to 14 minutes o Spread evenly in jelly roll pan G 
Immediately sprinkle with 1 pkgo  ( 6  oz o ) chocolate chips o Spread 
evenly over candyo Cool o Crack candy in pieces o 
RECIPE OF HAPPINESS 
1 /2 C e  of friendship 1 c .  of thoughtfulness 
Cream together with a pinch of p9wdered tenderness 9 very 
lightly beaten in a bowl of loyalty i with 1 cup of faith and one 
of hope 9 also one of charityo Be sure to add a sppoonful each 
of gaiety that sings 9 also the ability to laugh at little things o 
Moisten with sudden tears of heartfelt sympathyo Bake in a good­
natured pan e Serve repeatedly� 
RECIPE FOR A SWEET DISPOSITION 
3 grains of common sense 
1 large hear:t 
1 good liver 
1 bushel of contentment 
Do not bring to a boil. 
Fresh air 
Sunlight 
1 good husband 
• • • • • 
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We hope you a re en joying us ing th is Cook Book and f ind it useful  i n  
i 
f 
you r k i tchen . This book was printed by GENERAL PUBLISH ING AND B INDING I 
I of Iowa Fa l l s, Iowa, wh ich is a Company that was founded by two women I 
i I 
I 
who a re dedicat ing the i r  t ime to pr int ing Cook Books for Churches and other 
I 
f organ izat ions at a cost that they can afford to pay. Our a im is to he lp  I 
I others wi th money mak ing projects by pr int ing your  favorite recipes i n  I 
i book form. i 
If you are interested i n  having Cook Books printed for your organ iza-
t ion, p lease write to us for our Cook Book Kit  which g ives prices and other 
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i PHYLLIS HARRIS DOROTHY SURRATT i 
i i 
i GEN ERAL PUBL ISH I NG AND B I N D I NG i 
i i 
i Iowa :Falls, Iowa 50126 i 
i I 
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If you r.Lre intere11ted in more frt/ormn.t·iou,  fra r o u t  th i� J'll/11' 
and mr.Lil it lo UH w·ith 710-ur 7ut·rne tL'IHl ,ulllnixs. 
